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Abstract 

In this work I analyze the ways the figure of the fictional subaltern reader in 

Italian and French novels of the 19th century tends to dramatize her or his exclusion from 

the public sphere, while attempting, at the same time, to institute new forms of 

commonality with his or her reader. At a historical moment in which the reading of 

printed matter aims to constitute a “public sphere” (Immanuel Kant), a “common sense” 

(Antonio Gramsci), and an “imagined community” (Benedict Anderson), the 

fictionalized reader is often a critical figure whose role is to question the national 

community.  

In the section devoted to the Italian novel, taking as my standpoint Vincenzo 

Cuoco’s Historical Essay on the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799 as well as his contributions to 

the formation of national public opinion, I outline a history of the Italian novel as the 

history of a conflict between different communities imagined by two readers of Cuoco: 

Alessandro Manzoni and Ippolito Nievo. In other words, I consider their novels as 

different responses to the problem raised and addressed for the first time by Cuoco: that 

of the emergence of the lower classes as a new historical subject. I argue, therefore, that 

the representation of a peasant woman reading I Promessi sposi, in Nievo’s novel Il conte 

pecoraio (1857), is an intentional reversal of the patronizing policies expressed by the 
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party that was destined to prevail, during the Risorgimento and beyond, over the 

democrats.  

On the French side, the brief appearance under the July Monarchy of a new kind 

of reading heroine, struggling for self-emancipation rather than lured by escapist 

temptations, bear witness to the women’s growing demands for citizenship rights and 

for a reconfiguration of the national community issued by the Revolution of 1789 and 

based on their exclusion. As the Jacobin Sylvain Maréchal had exemplified in 1801, 

women should not be allowed to read. Within this context, heroines such as Théophile 

Gauthier’s Mademoiselle de Maupin and, above all, Stendhal’s Lamiel, show not only 

the emancipatory power of reading, but a paradigmatic shift of focus from authority to 

readership. While impossible in the fragmented society issued by the French Revolution, 

Stendhal’s fictional readers still bear witness to a desire for a community in which the 

divide between author and reader would be overcome.  
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Introduction 

In the comic dialogue Les héros du roman (1664) Nicole Boileau imagines a 

mythological afterlife crowded by the ancient heroes who populated French novelistic 

production in the first half of the 17th century. At the end of the parade, which shows 

each of these heroes in maudlin attitudes and concerned only with pains of love, Boileau 

introduces an unnamed Frenchman. Mercury asks him whether he knows those 

illustrious people. The answer is worth quoting: « Si je les connais? Hé! Ce sont tous la 

plupart des bourgeois de mon quartier » (Boileau 2010, 218).  

The target of Boileau’s irony is well known: the never-ending novels by authors 

like Mademoiselle Scudéry, La Calprenède, Gomberville, Desmarets. These authors 

were guilty, in his view, of lese-Aristotelian-majesty, since their classical heroes were not 

emplotted in actions worthy of their (original) dignity, in accordance with the principle 

of decorum. They were represented, rather, as dealing exclusively with (bourgeois) 

sentimental struggles. The punch line pronounced by the anonymous Frenchman 

betrays the main anxiety that moves Boileau: the fear that the novel, thanks to its 

capacity to penetrate wide strata of society, could be both the field and the vehicle for a 

dangerous disruption of hierarchies. What is implicit in Boileau’s attack, in other words, 

is the acknowledgment of the modelizing and “reflexive” potential of the novel.  

The main example of this modeling potential of the novel is of course Don 

Quixote (1605), which not only thematizes the reader whose life is conditioned and 
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modeled by books, but also his becoming a written hero, read in turn by the people he 

meets in his adventures. The representation of the reader acting according to parameters 

set in books can be understood, within the context of the Counter-Reformation, as a 

response to the greater autonomy of the individual, propelled by Luther’s reflections, 

when confronted with the written texts. The figure of the reader in Don Quixote and its 

several parodies can thus be seen as a literary device that questions the autonomy of the 

individual vis à vis the authority of the written text. While the reader’s attempt at 

imitating fictional characters is an acknowledgement of the authority of written texts, its 

eventual failure and the consequent irony open up the divide between words and things 

that Foucault situates precisely in this historical period (Foucault 1994, 46–50).  

It is however after the historical fracture caused by the French Revolution that 

both the novel and the representation of the reader play a crucial role in conjunction 

with the configuration or, in the French case, of the reconfiguration of the national 

community. I want to analyze the ways in which the figures of the subaltern readers 

tend to dramatize their exclusion from the public sphere, while attempting, at the same 

time, to institute new forms of commonality with their “real” readers. At a historical 

moment in which the reading of printed matter aims to constitute a “public sphere” 

(Immanuel Kant), a “common sense” (Antonio Gramsci), and an “imagined community” 

(Benedict Anderson), the fictionalized reader is often a critical figure whose role is to 

question the national community.  
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By subaltern readers, I refer to women, peasants and workers, and I will consider 

them in terms of class. To do so, it may be useful to refer to Gramsci’s intuition about the 

contradictory coexistence of two conceptions of the world—“one affirmed in words and 

the other displayed in effective action”—that characterizes subaltern social groups 

(Gramsci, Hoare, and Nowell-Smith 1972, 326). Echoing Marx’s last Thesis on Feuerbach, 

Gramsci states that there is knowledge in every human activity, since action implies an 

understanding of the world “in so far as it transforms it” (333). Although Gramsci refers 

in particular to the “active man-in-the-mass,” the same can be said in relation to women 

because of their common reproductive and non-wage labor within the family. As for 

workers, as well as for women, the knowledge implicit in the practice is what “in reality 

unites [them] with [their] fellow-workers in the practical transformation of the world” 

(333.).  This “implicit knowledge” is, in Gramsci’s view, the precondition for the 

collective self-recognition of a homogeneous subjugated group: what needs to be 

worked out in order to overcome the very condition of subalternity, that is, the 

subjugation to the dominant ideology introjected by the subalterns. If we translate all 

this into the domain of the novel, through a metaphorical shortcut—the knowledge 

implicit in praxis can contradict the authority of the written text—it seems to me that the 

fictionalized reader has an important role to play. 

The representation of the act of reading presupposes and at the same time 

establishes a sort of solidarity between fictional and real readers. What is at stake, in the 
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last analysis, is the institution of a shared space, outside of the official literary public 

sphere. Through the representation of fictional readers, the novel appears to be a vehicle 

for public opinion, but in consciously different forms than the more “serious” ones, such 

as scientific journals, newspapers, or institutions like schools and churches. While the 

latter create a common sense, the former questions it, thus providing a kind of method 

to mold one’s own subjectivity (always within the context of a readership 

simultaneously individual and collective, or supra-individual). I am suggesting, in other 

words, that this over-exposition (mise en fiction) of reading can be seen in relation to the 

constitution of new political subjects.  

While writing these lines, I have in mind Habermas’s work on the bourgeois 

public sphere (Habermas 1989). Since the 1970s, his work has been questioned and 

integrated with studies on the proletarian public sphere (Negt and Kluge 1993) and on 

counter-public spheres. Feminists critics (Felski 1989; Hansen 1991) have pointed out, in 

Habermas’s reconstruction, the problematic character of the mediation operated by 

women, by means of which the bourgeois man could redeem himself, within the family, 

from the economic interest that guides him in public life. Although Habermas, following 

Horkheimer, acknowledges the false consciousness underlying this self-representation, 

he nevertheless remains ambiguous on that matter. Habermas quotes Horkheimer: 

“Whereas in bourgeois life the communal interest has an essentially negative character, 

concerning itself only with the defense against danger, it assumes a positive character in 
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sexual love and, above all, in maternal care. Within this unity . . . the development and 

happiness of the other is desired. To this extent, the bourgeois family leads not only to 

bourgeois authority but to a premonition of a better condition” (Habermas 1989, 261). 

The risk of an idealization of femininity – that is, precisely as an ideological construction 

– is blatant here. If women were allowed to participate in the public sphere only as 

(passive) readers,1 as Habermas states, then, I argue, it is in relation to the practice of 

reading that we could detect formations of “counter-public spheres,” which are 

“discursive spaces that reflect and unify particular communities and contribute to their 

self-understanding and self-formation. They embody resistance to the dominant culture 

and can address oppression specific to the group or more general social and cultural 

phenomena” (Morrisson 2000, 72). I propose to read the solidarity between fictional and 

real readers created by the representation of the act of reading as a discursive space of 

this sort. As a device, in other words, that stands for the questioning of the established 

relation between subjects excluded from active participation in the public sphere and in 

the new national community.  

Two main commonplaces frame the reader of novels and acquire a particular 

significance during the 19th century. The first one stigmatizes female reading as a form of 

alienation. The figure of the alienated female reader as someone unable to understand 

                                                      

1 For a study on “Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution,” see  Landes 1988.  
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the difference between words and things was a cliché well before what is often 

considered the codification of this commonplace: Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary 

(1856). It would be enough to consider, already with Dante’s Paolo and Francesca, how 

the novel, in its medieval incarnations, soon superseded the Biblical apple as the road to 

damnation. After Dante, the moral fear of the pernicious effect of books on readers 

became a recurrent adagio.  

Fear of the bad influence of reading these prohibited fruits of knowledge, namely 

novels, increased substantially during the July Monarchy and reached its climax after 

1848: “C’étaient les romans qui avaient perdu la France” is a regular statement both in 

historical accounts and in fictions. It is reiterated, for instance, by the fictional characters 

of the Duchess of Miossens and of the priest Du Saillard in Stendhal’s Lamiel, but also, 

after 1848, by the historian and journalist Alfred Nettement.2 Novels, in short, share with 

the philosophes of the previous century the charge of being potentially dangerous for the 

established order, which is now the bourgeois one.3 These commonplaces, increasingly 

                                                      

2 The vice of blaming novels has a long history: one may think to Capuana who, in La Sicilia e il brigantaggio, 

linked the socialist upheavals known as Fasci Siciliani not only to Positivism but also to the novels by 

Dumas père and Vincenzo Linares. It is interesting to note the concurrence of Positivism and “romantic 

idealism” in his sociological explanation, as it confirms the correlation between naturalism and “bovarism.” 
3 Under the July Monarchy, we see the attempts to discourage the diffusion of the feuilleton by means of 

taxation and, in 1850, the promulgation of the Riancey law, including the ban on Sue’s novels under the 

Second Empire.  Cf. also Queffelec 1986 for the fear of a disruptive "féminisation" of the public of the novel 

under the July Monarchy. On the role of popular novels among the urban working class, cf. Eco, “Rhetoric 

and Ideology in Sue’s Les Mystères de Paris” (Eco 1979, 125–43), Chevalier 1984 and Prendergast 2003. On 

the 19th -century “new readers”, Jean Hébrard, “Les nouveaux lecteurs” (Chartier, Martin, and Vivet 1983, 

526–64). 
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targeting such emerging collective subjects as women and proletarians, invariably 

characterized as bad and naïve readers, aim to reassert the normative divide between 

those who are worth enjoying the practice of literature and those who are not. They 

reestablish, in sum, what Rancière calls the “police distribution of the sensible”, that is, 

the “harmonious relationship between an ‘occupation’ and a ‘capacity’, which entailed 

an incapacity to conquer a different space and a different time” (Rancière and Elliott 

2009, 42).  

Even the attempts to elaborate a poetics “for the masses” by writers such as 

Lamartine, were in fact aimed at guiding and controlling access to literature, thereby 

reproducing the social divide between high and low readers. Such dynamics can be 

gleaned, for instance, from the preface to Geneviève, histoire d’une servante (1851).  Here, 

the author, staging a dialogue with the seamstress Reine—a very disciplined reader 

herself, who disapproves of the ‘immorality’ of most of the novels read by young 

women—enunciates a literary program for the people that is respectful, in the last 

analysis, of the Aristotelian hierarchical principles: the subject matter must be taken 

from popular life because it would be inappropriate, in a novel, to read about high-class 

heroes: “Cela est plus haut que nous, n’y regardons pas!”, states Reine [“That is too high 

for us; don’t let us trouble our heads about this!”] (Lamartine 1857, 40, 1850, xxxi). 

Furthermore, the plot must be very simple and avoid heroic actions and adventures, for 

“il n’y a quasi pas d’événements ni d’aventures dans notre vie, et ... tout consiste en 
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deux ou trois sentiments qui forment toute notre existence” [“There are scarcely no 

events or adventures in our lives, and some two or three feelings constitute the whole of 

our existence”]  (Lamartine 1857, 41; 1850, xxxii). Now, in Aristotle’s Poetics, as Rancière 

reminds us, it is precisely heroic action that distinguishes noble characters “from those 

who do nothing but ‘live,’ enclosed in the sphere of reproductive and meaningless life” 

(Rancière 2004, 13). All this, in sum, preserves the social barriers while pretending to be 

for the sake of the people. Lamartine is writing after 1848 when, a functionary himself of 

the government of the Second Republic, he did fear the “danger” represented by the 

proletariat of Paris during the June days — the event that accelerated, to quote Lukàcs, 

“the inner process of differentiation which is to transform revolutionary democracy into 

compromising liberalism” (Lukács 1983, 171). Lamartine’s representation of low-class 

readership and his implicit theorization of the kind of novels proper to that class, to 

which I would add the Neapolitan fishermen who in Graziella (1849) listen collectively to 

the reading of Paul et Virginie, could therefore be seen as the effect of the great fear felt 

by the bourgeoisie in 1848. It can also be seen as a process homologous to what Gramsci 

called “passive revolution” in relation to the formation of nation states in the 19th-

century: the concession, on the part of the bourgeoisie, of some reforms for the benefit of 

the lower classes (in this case, the novel, which among other things allows for low-class 

people to be treated no longer in a comic style and to acquire a measure of literary 

dignity), in the end maintains the status quo. A precise and fundamental “police 
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distribution of the sensible” prevents Lamartine’s seamstress from reaching any high-

class aesthetic (or political) status. The popular reader can in the end read about a 

popular character, but only as long as this character does not attempt, in the novel, any 

of the actions that remains proper only to the high classes. 

Like Lamartine, in Italy the followers of Manzoni enacted similar disciplining 

policies to prevent their subaltern characters from reading dangerous texts, thus 

reinstating the hierarchical divide between author and reader. Contrary to this 

prevailing tendency both in French and Italian literature, the texts I analyze here set in 

action the undisciplined reader as a way, I argue, to call into question the national 

community.   

In the first part of my argument devoted to the Italian novel, taking as my point 

of departure Vincenzo Cuoco’s Historical Essay on the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799 as well 

as his contributions to the formation of national public opinion, I outline a history of the 

Italian novel as the history of a conflict between different communities imagined by two 

readers of Cuoco: Alessandro Manzoni and Ippolito Nievo. In other words, I consider 

their novels as different responses to the problem raised and addressed for the first time 

by Cuoco: that of the emergence of the lower classes as a new historical subject. I argue, 

therefore, that the representation of a peasant woman reading I Promessi sposi, in Nievo’s 

novel Il conte pecoraio (1857), is an intentional reversal of the patronizing policies 

expressed by the party that was destined to prevail, during the Risorgimento and 
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beyond, over the democrats. In other words, it serves as a prelude to political 

representation.  

On the French side, which I discuss in the second part of my analysis, the brief 

appearance under the July Monarchy of a new kind of reading heroine, struggling for 

self-emancipation rather than lured by escapist temptations, bears witness to the  

growing demands of women for citizenship rights and for a reconfiguration of the 

national community issued by the Revolution of 1789 and based on their exclusion. As 

the Jacobin Sylvain Maréchal had claimed in 1801, women should not be allowed to 

read. Within this context, Stendhal’s heroine Lamiel shows not only the emancipatory 

power of reading, but a paradigmatic shift of focus from authority to readership. While 

impossible in the fragmented society that followed the French Revolution, Stendhal’s 

fictional readers still bear witness to a desire for a community in which the divide 

between author and reader would be overcome.  
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1. The Rise of the Italian Novel 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, Italy could well be thought of as an 

imaginary community of the kind described by Benedict Anderson. Embracing a 

number of regions, idioms, and traditions—each with a different history and geographic 

formation—what made the invention and circulation of the idea of a nation called Italy 

possible, a prelude to the new state formation? Following Anderson, the answer would 

be simple: readers. When unification is imminent, in fact, Ippolito Nievo warns that the 

new state will not become a nation if readers are an overwhelming minority of its 

population; in other words, a nation will not result if the immense rural masses would 

have no political representation in the new state. He wrote this explicitly enough in his 

Fragment on the national revolution (1859), but he had already pointed to this problem in 

his works of fiction. In the particular case I will examine, I argue that the representation 

of peasants as readers is a conscious move on the part of Nievo and serves as a prelude 

to political representation. Manzoni, up to this point the best Italian incarnation of the 

romantic turn that allowed for the disruption of the Aristotelian hierarchies, had written 

peasants into the roles of protagonists in a serious novel, on the condition that their 

story serve to reinstate the divine design coinciding with history itself. Nievo, in Il conte 

pecoraio (1857), allowed the peasants in his novel to read Manzoni’s novel. Both story 

and history, intrigue and divine “fabula,” became troubled, as this chapter will show. 
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1.1 A Prohibited Genre Necessary to Italy 

La nationalité est confiée à la littérature avant d’exister en fait. Les écrivains sont 

chargés d’en entretenir le culte et d’en préparer l’avènement prochain. Ils créent, 

par les souvenirs du passé qu’ils rassemblent, et par leur œuvre présente, une 

patrie idéale, qui provoque la réalisation de la patrie réelle (Hazard 1910, xvii). 

The above quotation from Paul Hazard shows that the role of literature in the creation of 

the Italian national community had been acknowledged well before historian Alberto 

Maria Banti—in the wake of Benedict Anderson’s seminal work—shed new light on it. 

The Italian people, seen as a unique national subject, were—already for Antonio 

Labriola—“un popolo … un po’ creato dalla fantasia” [“a people … to some extent 

fictional”].1 This chapter deals with the crucial role exerted by narrative fiction, in 

particular the novel, in the creation of a collective pact around the idea that not only did 

a nation called Italy already exist, but that it should also be politically unified. 

Conversely, it is only in conjunction with the emergence of a national problem that the 

novel, a genre formerly “prohibited” (Manzoni 1900, 201) in the Italian literary tradition, 

could be rehabilitated and play a fundamental role in the building of a shared 

                                                      

1 This quotation is taken from a paragraph in which Labriola underlines the “bovaristic” gap between the 

pre-unitarian, imagined Italy and the reality of the accomplished nation state: “La tradizione letteraria aveva 

invece creato e mantenuto in essere l’idea, o meglio l’illusione di una storia sola e continuativa di quante 

mai vicende si fossero svolte a memoria d’uomini su la unità geografica della penisola; e come cotesta storia 

unica di un solo subietto (un popolo italiano un po’ creato dalla fantasia) fu tra i potenti motivi ideologici 

della riscossa, così a rivoluzione finita l’Italia è parsa troppo piccola al confronto della sua grande storia” 

[The literary tradition had produced and nourished the idea, or more precisely the illusion of a unique and 

ongoing history of all the events that, within living memory, took place within the geographical frame of the 

Peninsula. Therefore, since this unique history of a unique subject (an Italian people to some extent fictional) 

was one of the powerful ideological reasons of the liberation, after the revolution was accomplished Italy 

appeared to be too miserable compared to its great history”] (Labriola 1976, 855). Cf. also Di Gesù 2013. 
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understanding of the nation. In fact, its role was so crucial that it can be said that the rise 

of the Italian novel occurs simultaneously with the emergence of the “idea of 

nationhood” (Chabod 1979).      

To clarify, the novel was already a popular genre that sold relatively well in 18th-

century Italy, or at least in the most advanced regions: one may recall, for instance, the 

successful and abundant production by Pietro Chiari, an astute adapter of foreign 

models into serial and mechanical plotting machines. Before Manzoni’s Promessi sposi, 

however, the novel could not pierce through the fortified literary citadel of the Italian 

Lettres, to that point impervious to any form of dialogue with forms of popular culture. 

The main issue preventing the Italian novel from taking root was therefore a lack of a 

language accessible to the masses. Despite the works of Chiari and those of the few other 

local exceptions in whose works it is possible to see an embryonic attempt towards 

linguistic simplification and adaptation to non-professional readers (Antonelli 1996), 

authors of novels felt compelled to draw on the “high” literary tradition, overloading 

their texts with elaborate classicist manners and often with mythological imagery, thus 

precluding new readers from approaching their texts.   

Indeed, few influential voices during the 18th century would have dared go 

against the grain of commonplace opinions on novels. The charges are well known and 
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date back to the 17th century.2 Novels are frivolous occupations that corrupt youth and 

women, encourage laziness, and endanger social and sexual bonds by instilling unreal 

expectations. The rise of the realistic novel in the 18th century rendered the genre in an 

even more confusing light, for the sheer divide between true and false began to be 

lessened by a third term, one that the novel now consciously claims to be its own 

domain, that of “potential.”3 The creation of plausible characters and actions, closer to 

readers’ reality, as well as an emphasis on feelings, would encourage readers to identify 

increasingly with fictional models. If it was reasonable to laugh with detachment at Don 

Quixote’s madness before, now it seemed impossible not to cry with Clarissa: Diderot’s 

Eloge de Richardson is perhaps the most famous acknowledgement of this new empathic 

mode of reading, soon harnessed by theorizing “sympathy” and “fellow feelings” in a 

way compatible with individualism (Smith and Haakonssen 2002, 12). 

This change in the practice of reading also accounts for the first time Italians 

recognize the peculiar cognitive value of the novel. Not accidentally, perhaps, we owe 

such recognition not to a man of letters, but to Neapolitan economist and historian 

Giuseppe Maria Galanti (Madrignani 2000, 7). Galanti expressed his upstream view on 

                                                      

2 Of course, reading fiction was viewed well before this period as leading directly to debauchery, and 

therefore to hell, but it is in the 17th century that the novel becomes a particularly targeted genre, as a 

consequence of both its increased diffusion and Counter-Reformation politics (cf. Siti 2008). 
3 It is well known that Manzoni eventually saw this third term as dangerously blurring the distinction 

between the two poles of truth/history on the one hand, and false/fiction on the other one, and ends up 

rejecting it. 
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novels in the Osservazioni preliminari intorno a’ Romanzi, alla Morale, ed a’ diversi generi di 

sentimento [Preliminary Observations on Novels, on Morals, and on Different Sentimental 

Genres] (1780), an essay he wrote to introduce his own translation of the works of 

Baculard d’Arnaud. In it, Galanti intentionally reverses the argument that, from Nicole 

to Rousseau, had condemned both plays and novels: he not only commends theater for 

showing “ethics in action” (Galanti 1780, 2), but also praises the genre of the novel in 

particular as a form of moral philosophy preferable to dry and abstract metaphysics. The 

former is to the latter what Socrates’ practice is to Anaxagoras’ ontological speculations 

(5), which is to say that novels, depicting daily life and reflecting issues their readers 

have to face in both the private and public spheres, can positively affect human conduct 

and social relationships. In stressing the social dimension of philosophy over an 

individualistic approach—that is to say, on ethics over metaphysics—it is easy to 

recognize Vico’s lesson. Novels are therefore positioned by Galanti as tools capable of 

modifying common sense: unlike the individual intellectual pleasures peculiar to 

metaphysics, their reverberations impact collective mentalities: “Cervantes through Don 

Quixote did revolutionize the spirit of his nation” (3).  

Moreover, novels compensate for the false education inflicted on women, who 

have been traditionally accustomed only to fear or please men (142). Such a vain 

education, being hetero-centered and functional to their servitude, is not only 

responsible for the lack of true female friendship (137)—for it pushes women to compete 
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in the male market (cf. Irigaray 1985, 85)—but detrimental for men themselves, since 

they cannot rely on proper love relationships grounded in intellectual attraction (Galanti 

1780, 143). In sum, far from compromising morality, as Rousseau would claim, novels 

can provide women with knowledge they have been denied by their oppressors.4 It is 

worth mentioning that the Osservazioni end with a sort of essay-within-the-essay on the 

female condition in which, while accounting for the universal oppression of women, 

Galanti shows the different ideological forms that this oppression produces across 

cultures. Thus, by revealing their relative nature, Galanti demystifies the alleged 

universality of values that are, instead, artificially imposed. The text suggests, however, 

that on that matter habits and customary thinking are stronger than reason —“In vano 

esclamerebbe tra di noi la ragione, che la fisica virginità nelle donne non è una reale 

qualità della Natura, ma un pregiudizio ridicolo e bizzarro degli uomini” [“It is in vain 

that reason would claim in our society that physical virginity in women, far from being a 

real natural quality, is just a ridiculous and weird prejudice of men”] (158). Here again, 

Galanti is treasuring Vico’s understanding of knowledge as being bodily anchored: 

rational, disembodied argumentation is an ineffective tool. Although this last connection 

                                                      

4 The polemical allusion to Rousseau is explicit in this excerpt: “Si è scritto da alcuni e si è ripetuto da molti, 

che non mai donzella onesta leggerà romanzi. Ma se io avessi l’onore di esser padre, dopo essermi studiato 

di dar de’ principi solidi di condotta e di pensare alle mie figliole, darei loro a leggere la Clarissa: metterei 

nelle loro mani le opera divine di Arnaud. La buona educazione per le donne non consiste nel temere il 

Mondo e gli uomini in parole, ma in ben conoscere l’uno e gli altri” (Galanti 1780, 144-45). Cf. Rousseau’s 

preface of the Nouvelle Héloïse, “Jamais fille chaste n’a lu de romans” (Rousseau 1860, 2). 
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is not made explicit in Galanti’s text, it is clear that the juxtaposition of this last chapter, 

which is not immediately related to the topic, stands as an implicit reaffirmation of the 

cognitive value of novels. In other words, novels can achieve a result that reason alone 

cannot—that of shifting the boundaries between what is acceptable and what is not. To 

put it in another way, novels can modify common sense; not because, through fantasy, 

they divert readers from truth, but because they are capable of conveying true, and 

embodied knowledge. Here, then, the Socratic feature of the novel and its maieutic 

functioning comes to the fore: novels lead readers through an empathic experience, 

allow readers to dismiss their own customary habits to ‘practice’ different ones, get 

readers used to different points of view, and, by so doing, broaden the scope of what is 

conceivable because more options become perceivable. Such an understanding of the 

novel as a socially formative device capable of affecting our collective mentality should 

be considered as part of the legacy Galanti transmitted to his disciple and collaborator, 

Vincenzo Cuoco, to whom we turn to clarify the link between a genre—the novel—and 

the building of an imagined community: the Italian one.5 

Better known for his analysis of the failed Neapolitan revolution of 1799, Cuoco 

is also a key figure—although usually unacknowledged—in the history of the Italian 

                                                      

5 Scholars have stressed similarities and differences between Galanti and Cuoco (cf. Tessitore 1982) without 

taking into account, at least to my knowledge, this aesthetic dimension of their moral philosophies. In her 

essay on Cuoco’s Platone in Italia, Andreoni states that “ancora da valutare appieno rimane il debito che la 

scrittura romanzesca di Cuoco ha con la riflessione teorica galantiana condensata nelle Osservazioni intorno 

a’ romanzi” (Cuoco 2006, xcv). 
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novel: his ideas regarding the need to form a “public spirit,” and about the novel as the 

most appropriate form to do so, had an impact on the very intellectuals who are usually 

mentioned in schoolbooks as the promoters and realizers of the rise of the Italian novel. 

Far from being disconnected, these two aspects of Cuoco’s activity—the historian 

investigating the reasons why the revolution had failed in Naples and the sociologist 

ante litteram—are strictly intertwined, to the extent that the latter is unthinkable without 

the former.  

For the purposes of this chapter, therefore, Cuoco’s Historical Essay on the 

Neapolitan Revolution of 1799, as well as his contributions to the formation of national 

public opinion, will be the basis from which it will be possible to outline a history of the 

Italian novel as the history of a conflict between different communities imagined by two 

readers of Cuoco: Manzoni and Ippolito Nievo. In other words, I will consider their 

novels as different responses to the problem that was raised and addressed for the first 

time by Cuoco: that of the emergence of the lower classes as a new historical subject. As 

argued in the Historical Essay, the Neapolitan republic had fallen precisely because of the 

Jacobins’ failure to involve the popular classes in their revolutionary project. In view of 

the project to build an Italian nation, therefore, it appeared crucial to deal with this new 

actor. Related to this problem, the novel appears, to paraphrase the title of an article by 

Cuoco, a “necessary genre for Italy” (Cuoco 2011, 652–53). 
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Condemned to exile for his involvement with the Neapolitan revolution, and 

after a brief stay in France, Cuoco landed in Milan in the Summer of 1800, shortly after 

Napoleon had defeated the Austrians at Marengo. In the Lombard capital, he published 

the Historical Essay on the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799 in 1801 (reissued in a revised 

version in 1806), and a novel, Platone in Italia [Plato in Italy], between 1804 and 1806. In 

1803 he was entrusted with the direction of the “Giornale italiano” by Francesco Melzi 

d’Eril, the vice president of the Italian Republic (its president being none other than 

Napoleon). In 1806 he returned to Naples where, in 1809, he was charged by Joachim 

Murat to outline a reform of public education that would be enacted two years later. The 

wide range of his activity, involving also economic and statistical enquiry, must not 

conceal, however, its underlying, consistent political drive.  

In examining why the Neapolitan revolution failed, as elaborated in the Historical 

Essay, Cuoco concluded that no political change could be successful unless strongly 

grounded in an autochthonous tradition. Neapolitan Jacobins, formed by a cosmopolitan 

culture and substantially extraneous to the large rural plebs of Southern Italy, made the 

mistake of wanting to apply the French revolutionary model, where the conditions 

instead required a gradual process of transformation that would have gained the favor 

of the popular strata. Their mistake was due, in Cuoco’s view, to the lack of knowledge 

they had of their own “home” and of the peasants that constituted the large majority of 

its population.  
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This divide between the intelligentsia and the plebs not only deprived the 

revolution of popular support, but had the opposite result of pushing the plebs toward 

the counter-revolutionary side, thus deciding the republican route. Here is the crux of 

Cuoco’s analysis: his acknowledgment, on the one hand, of the crucial weight of the 

plebs in these historical processes, and, on the other, of the social split characterizing not 

only the Neapolitan context, but the entire Italian reality. His various activities in Milan 

were thus aimed at pinpointing the link between the social division and the political 

fragmentation of the Peninsula, “a costruire e prender coscienza della connessione tra 

problema nazionale e problema sociale” [“at raising consciousness about the connection 

between the national question and the social question”] (Cuoco and Tessitore 1988, 

xxxi). 

As Cuoco reasserted in an article published in 1804 in the “Giornale italiano,” 

revolutions make visible the strength of these popular classes that, in normal times, 

constitute the passive part of the state; the French Revolution enabled this part to the 

extent that it was no longer possible to rely on its inertia—nor was it desirable—because 

a state that cannot count on the active engagement of the majority of its population is 

doomed to be weak (Cuoco 1924, I 96). Consequently, in order to include the lower 

classes in the national community, it was necessary to educate them to share common, 

national interests. What is often neglected, however, is that for Cuoco this process of 

formation involves both the lower and the upper classes. The upper classes should also 
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be educated to share common interests for, as he had shown in the Historical Essay, it 

was precisely the incapacity of the elites to partake in the interests of the peasants that 

had determined the defeat of the revolution. More than education, then, Cuoco was 

envisaging the formation of a national character. 

 It is necessary to recall here that Cuoco is writing prospectively about a nation 

that is still to come, keeping in mind the recent failure of the Neapolitan republic, which 

was crushed precisely because it lacked popular engagement. Overlooking such a 

“Benjaminian” standpoint, as well as the diplomacy required by his position within the 

government established by Napoleon, can lead, as it had (Bollati 1983), to a premature 

conflation of  Cuoco’s thought with subsequent appropriations of his work by the 

moderate and monarchic wing that was destined to prevail over the democrats, during 

the Risorgimento and beyond, led by republican Giuseppe Mazzini. From the moderate 

perspective, as we will see more clearly below, the major problem was that of realizing 

the political “revolution,” meaning the political unification of the Peninsula, without 

risking on overflow of its class banks, triggering a social revolution that would have 

questioned the bourgeois hegemony and compromised the hierarchical social order. 

Cuoco’s Historical Essay was thus taken as a sort of handbook on how to manage and 

patronize the plebs in order to avoid this historical mishap. Its major intuitions—the 

acknowledgment of the lower strata as a historical subject and the consubstantiality of 

the national problem with the social question—have thus been neglected. The prevailing 
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trend has been to reverberate retroactively the moderate hegemony on Cuoco’s thought, 

and, in so doing, to conceal the most progressive aspects of his project.  

Indeed, to come back to the article alluded to earlier, beyond its paternalistic 

flavor—which the title, “Educazione popolare” [“Popular Education”], does not help to 

dismiss—what interests me is that Cuoco conceives of this pedagogical task as a 

bidirectional process of national formation, focused on both learning from the lower 

classes and educating them to be conscious participants in the national community—the 

former being a precondition of the latter. To avoid the risk of reproducing the fatal social 

disconnection that had doomed the Neapolitan Jacobins to fail, it was necessary to begin 

to know the “home.” Such knowledge would also serve to dispel the prejudices against 

peasants that are deeply rooted in the mentality of the wealthy classes, who are 

responsible for the peasants’ misery and ignorance, and consequently for the crimes 

engendered by such a condition (Cuoco 1924, I 96). In order to modulate education 

according to their needs and actual conditions, it is necessary to go “nelle classi inferiori 

per osservarvi quali sono i vizi, quali le virtù più frequenti al loro stato … da quali 

cagioni fisiche, politiche, economiche dipendano” [“among the lower classes and 

observe which vices, which virtues are the most recurrent within their condition … on 

which physical, political, economic reasons they depend”] (Cuoco 1924, I 96). In fact, 

Cuoco blames those education plans that, based on universal principles, ignore the 

conditioning of milieu, habits, practices, and objects that, from the early years of one’s 
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life, forge one’s mind. Since “gli oggetti che circondano ne’ primi anni della sua vita il 

figlio del misero lavoratore” [“the objects surrounding a poor worker’s son in his first 

years of life”] are “ben diversi da quelli che circondano la cuna e l’infanzia dell’ozioso 

molle superbo possessore della terra” [“very different from the ones surrounding the 

cradle and the childhood of the indolent, loose, and proud landowner”], it is necessary 

to know them—“Convien conoscerli” (Cuoco 1924, I 96)—to understand how education 

can be effective among the lower classes. However, a pedagogy that is not based on the 

real habits of peasants and workers, far from being persuasive, results in repression and 

inhibition. The consistent criticism against abstractness, be it in the political domain, as 

in the Historical Essay, or in the pedagogical domain, as in this article, also applies to 

literature, and it is the reason why Cuoco “rehabilitates” the novel (which was already 

considered by Galanti a form of moral philosophy to be privileged over abstract 

metaphysics, as we have noticed above). “I nostri antichi savi facevano grand’uso della 

poesia per istruire i popoli, ed inventavano delle favole, per mettere come in azione la 

virtù” [“Our ancient wise men made much use of poetry to educate the multitude, and 

invented fables to put morals into action”] (Cuoco 2006, 162), says a character in Platone in 

Italia, echoing Galanti’s formula, in pages where Cuoco is adumbrating his own practice. 

Indeed, in the article on popular education, literature is listed among the useful means 

to educate this new subject made visible by the French revolution. Those authors, 

particularly in England and in Germany, who have come “closer to home” (Cuoco 1924, 
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I 96) are for that reason worthy of praise, for they have produced beneficial works 

accessible to a larger public.  

A literature that is instead still conceived of and kepts within learned circles—

and it is easy to guess that Cuoco is alluding here to the Italian one—needs itself a “new 

education” to overcome the imitation of models that are no longer relevant: 

Perché gli uomini non sono originali se non quando sentono ed espongono 

sentimenti propri; e non si sente nel gabinetto e nelle Officine de’ grammatici e 

de’ retori, ma nei vasti campi della natura, nella città, nella casa; non si sente 

senza morale privata e senza morale pubblica (Cuoco 1924, I 96). 

[For men are original only when they feel and express their own feelings, and 

one cannot feel in the private studios or in the laboratories of pedants and 

rhetoricians: rather, one should experience the wide fields of nature, the city, the 

home; one cannot feel without private and public ethics.]  

The ideas expressed in the article bear witness to that “literary revolution” whose 

principle, as noted by De Sanctis, was the imitation of nature, i.e. realism, and was a 

reaction to the formalism of classical literature (De Sanctis 1981, II 886). More than a 

decade before the eruption of the conflict between classicists and romantics, Cuoco calls 

into question the anachronistic elitism of a literature still indulging in neoclassic frills 

(during the same years, his contempt for the Apollonian poet Vincenzo Monti was not a 

secret, to the regret of their mutual friend Manzoni).6  

Although Cuoco is speaking of literature in general, it is possible to perceive here 

a “generic” conflict. What is at stake is the need for an Italian novel, the genre most 

                                                      

6 Cf. Capitelli 1893, 150–51, Gallarati Scotti 1959, D’Alessio 1960,  De Lisio 1972 , and Andreoni in Cuoco 

2006, xcix–cxiv.  
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suitable for mediating between public and private spheres; one flexible enough to 

circulate through the city, to enter private homes. Thanks to its constitutive porosity, 

which allows it to dismantle the classical correspondence between genres, styles, and 

social stratification, the novel is the genre that best responds to the needs of the present, 

and it is unsurprising that it surfaces in Italy in the historical moment when new forces 

begin struggling against the ancient régime.7 The “literary revolution” described by De 

Sanctis was, in fact, a transposition into literary terms of the 1789 revolution: “The 

assault against the formalism and the rhetorical conventions of the old literature 

foreshadows the one against the unnatural privileges on which rests the old regime; the 

principle of the popular sovereignty is the political-juridical equivalent of the aesthetic 

imitation of nature” (Derla 1977, 32). Needless to say, the genre that best corresponded 

to the principle of popular sovereignty was the novel, and Cuoco shows a precocious 

understanding of this historical coinciding.   

What is most important to him, however, is what Galanti had already 

underlined: the novel is capable of modifying habits of thought, of shaping collective 

mentalities. Similar to the pedagogy conceived of in the same article, the novel is the 

most persuasive genre thanks to its capacity to depict everyday lives in their 

peculiarities, to account for who and for what was otherwise doomed to remain outside 

                                                      

7 Despite the “classicism” of the majority of the Italian Jacobins (Salfi, Gioia). 
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the picture, just like the material conditions of peasants’ children ignored by the 

universalistic pedagogue.  

For this reason, the novel appears particularly appropriate to foster a sense of 

inclusion into a larger community, to link the parts to the whole, the individuals 

(“particuliers”) to the nation that has to be realized. “Proviamoci a comporre un 

romanzo che sia italiano” [“let us try to compose an Italian novel”], he urges some 

months later, in an article significantly titled “Spirito pubblico” [“Public Spirit”], where 

the link between the novel and the “composition" of a national consciousness is clearly 

stressed (Cuoco 1924, I 96). In the same year, 1804, Cuoco published the first two 

volumes of the epistolary novel Platone in Italia (the third and final one will appear two 

years later): it is impossible, then, not to read these articles as the theoretical motivation 

of his own practice as a novelist. A letter addressed in 1806 to the viceroy Eugène de 

Beauharneais—meanwhile, Napoleon had transformed the Italian Republic into the 

Kingdom of Italy—removes any doubt: in it, Cuoco describes his novel as a work 

“aimed at forming the public morals of Italians” and inspiring in them the sense of 

belonging to a unique tradition (Cuoco 1924, I 96).8 A closer look at the novel itself will 

help us clarify what Cuoco means by “public spirit” and how the novel could contribute, 

in his view, to the building process of a national community. 

                                                      

8 In the same letter, Cuoco acknowledges his model: Jean-Jacques Barthélemy’s Voyage du jeune Anacharsis en 

Grèce au milieu du quatrième siècle avant l’ère vulgaire (1788). Barthélemy is one of the authors that, in Cuoco’s 

view, has come “closer” to home.. 
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Plato in Italy wants to provide an alternative foundational narrative to Italians, 

one that does not rely on the cult of the ancient Rome, whether the republican or 

imperial Rome, both being compromised by the recent French imaginary of the 

Napoleonic Empire. Instead, Cuoco invents (in the rhetorical sense of “recovering”) a 

pre-Roman Italic civilization, blossoming in Southern Italy independent of Greek 

culture—and, in fact, one from which Greeks themselves had received the rudiments of 

culture. Is this a hidden reference to Napoleon’s Italian booty? It could be, since the first 

allegoric layer of Plato in Italy is motivated by an anti-French sentiment: the action takes 

place—or, I should say, does not take place, as I will explain in a moment—in the fourth 

century B.C., just before the Roman conquest of Southern Italy. This is a clear allusion to 

Napoleon’s victorious campaign in Italy and to the French cultural “colonization” of 

Italy that followed the military occupation (Dainotto 2011, 400, 402).9 

What is more relevant to my argument, however, is that Cuoco’s foundational 

narrative is not completely original; rather, it is an adaptation of a historiographical 

hypothesis circulating among the 18th-century representatives of the Neapolitan 

Enlightenment (such as Filangieri, Genovesi, Galanti, and Pagano), charged as well with 

a political intention. In the contrast between Rome and an older Italic civilization, those 

intellectuals were opposing, in fact, two alternative economic models: on the one hand, 

                                                      

9 To read more on Cuoco’s emphasis on “philosophie de l’italianisme” as a reaction to the French cultural 

and political domination, cf. the chapter Paul Hazard devoted to Cuoco in his work on the “French 

Revolution and Italian literature” (Hazard 1910, 218–59). 
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the universalistic Roman organization, based on large landed estates (“latifondi”) and 

relying on slaves to till the land and, on the other, the Italic model that, based instead on 

small properties worked by the owners themselves, guaranteed higher productivity and 

greater participation of its members toward the common good (Cuoco and Diana 2000, 

xxi). Needless to say, the Italic model was played as a counterfactual example against 

the feudalistic system, which was particularly oppressive within the Kingdom of 

Naples. In the Historical Essay, Cuoco, insisting on what would have to be done 

concretely by the Neapolitan republicans, had pointed precisely at this type of land 

reform: such a reform would have effectively benefitted the peasants, and thus gained a 

huge consensus for the republic. However, some of the measures enacted to conform 

uncritically to the French model—for instance, the attack on religion—had only achieved 

the result of further alienating the lower strata. Now, from the capital of the nominal 

Italian state created by Napoleon, and having in view a real, independent Italian state, it 

is symptomatic that Cuoco revives such an historical “fiction” to highlight, once again, 

the social question, thus reinstating the need to face it in order to find a solution to the 

national problem.  

There is a third allegoric level in the novel, one that also provides an 

interpretative key for Cuoco’s own “invention of tradition” (Hobsbawm and Ranger 

1983) and that strictly links the three elements underlying his engagement in building an 

Italian “public spirit,” namely history, the need to educate people who for the first time 
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had appeared on the historical scene, and the means to do it. In sum, it is a novel that 

clarifies why the novel is the most appropriate genre to address the historical 

momentum.   

1.2 “This Fable Is Our Own History”  

 To disclose the reason why this is so, it is necessary to look closer into the novel, 

presented à la Cervantes as a found (mutilated) ancient manuscript—a choice that will 

be borrowed by Manzoni—which Cuoco claims to have translated from Greek. It 

consists of several letters relating the wanderings of Plato and his disciple Cleobolous 

through the Magna Graecia, where they want to study the customs and the politics of 

several cities and, above all, the Pythagorean School. A large number of the letters 

composing the novel—the majority of which are Cleobolous’—deal with the method 

used by Pythagoras to teach his philosophy. Interestingly enough, Pythagoras had to 

deal with problems of “translation” that sound familiar to the readers of the Historical 

Essay: how to speak to the lower classes and transmit to them the philosophical 

principles that would ensure the “reform” of the community. Aware of the fact that the 

same language he used with his disciples and colleagues would sound obscure to 

peasants, Pythagoras found in their own linguistic heritage the material to communicate 

his message. As Archytas explains to the two travelers:  

Parlò al popolo de’ suoi più cari interessi, e ne parlò col linguaggio che più 

conveniva al popolo, cioè con parabole e proverbi. Se è vero che gli esempi 

muovon più dei precetti, le parabole, le quali non sono altro che esempi, debbon 

muovere più degli argomenti. Proverbi, e proverbi popolari, son tutte quelle 
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sentenze pittagoriche che a voi sembrano inintellegibili, tra perché ignorate i 

costumi de’ popoli per li quali sono stati immaginati, tra perché vi ricercate sempre 

sensi più sublimi e misteri più alti di quelli che naturalmente ci si comprendono. 

(Cuoco  2006, 79. Emphasis added). 

[(Pythagoras) talked to the people of their own interests, using the language most 

convenient to them: parables and sayings. If it is true that examples are more 

effective than precepts, parables, which are nothing other than examples, must 

then be more effective than arguments. All those Pythagorean phrases that 

sound unintelligible to you are sayings, and precisely popular sayings: you do 

not understand them both because you ignore the popular customs they were imagined 

for, and because you always look for meanings more sublime and mysteries 

higher than those they naturally comprise]. 

Had Pythagoras invented those sayings himself, he would not have achieved his 

purpose: not being rooted in the popular mind, that is to say, not issuing from it, they 

would have sounded necessarily artificial and ephemeral. Moreover, it would not have 

been difficult to invent them: what was actually difficult was “scoprirli in un popolo, 

riconoscerli, servirsene come di un addentellato per l’edifizio che si vuol costruire, e per tale 

modo render questo eterno, piantandolo sulla stessa mente, sullo stesso cuore, sulla 

stessa vita di un popolo: ecco l’opera del genio” [“discovering and recognizing them 

within the popular life, using them as a footing for the building we want to raise, making it 

thus eternal by founding it on the very mind, on the very heart, on the very life of 

people: that is the work of genius”] (Cuoco 2006, 80. Emphasis added). Pythagoras, in 

sum, worked with pre-existing, recognizable forms, folding and arranging them to 

respond to new purposes: this, incidentally, could be a manifesto of poetics—and indeed 

we will find something similar at work in the country-narrative of Nievo, who not only 
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was an attentive reader of Cuoco, but also dealt with the questions Cuoco had 

anticipated. 

In the excerpt quoted above, it is of note that popular parables bear the same 

exemplary value for which Cuoco, and Galanti before him, praised fiction. Indeed, 

countless are the passages where the two Greek travelers learn from the Italic wise men 

how effective fables and stories are to educate the “people.”10 They are effective because, 

following Vico, they are the expression of the popular mind, which gives meaning, 

organizes, and understands reality through this narrative functioning. Therefore, fiction 

produced by human imagination bears a kernel of truth precisely because it is a product 

of the human mind, for which the only truth is what has been made. “Pythagoras never 

existed,” Plato dares to claim (101): he may simply be “an idea” by means of which 

people collected a system of notions they had recognized as organic. The value of these 

notions, however, would not at all be invalidated by the fiction of a character named 

Pythagoras for they have determined choices and produced facta: “Questa favola è la 

nostra storia” [This fable is our own history] (104), Plato can thus conclude, having 

dismantled the apparent contradiction in terms. Here lies the third allegorical level of 

                                                      

10 The Italian term “popolo” [“people”] has an unsteady semantic status during the 19th century: it can 

define a part of the population, i.e. the lower strata, as here in Cuoco; or the middle class, as elsewhere in 

Cuoco’s novel and in the so-called 1816 romantic manifestos produced by the Giovanni Berchet, Pietro 

Borsieri and Ludovico di Breme; or, finally, it can stand for a whole ethnic entity (“the Italian people”). This 

ambiguity will be astutely denounced and played at once by Manzoni, especially in his unaccomplished 

comparative essay on the French revolution of 1789 and on the Italian “revolution” of 1859. Cf. Parrini 2002.  
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Plato in Italy: the novel allegorizes itself and the historical reconstruction it conveys: 

Cuoco’s Italic civilization may be just an “idea,” a common foundational myth similar to 

the Trojan origin claimed by several cities of the Magna Graecia. As Nicocles conjectures 

in the 25th letter, such an invention 

potrebbe essere avvenuta per consenso de’ nostri primi savi, i quali volendo 

servirsi de’ canti di Omero per lezioni di pubblica morale, hanno tratta l’origine 

delle città da quegli eroi ch’erano stati dal gran cantore celebrati. Così l’origine 

comune accresceva l’interesse, e l’interesse accresceva l’attenzione. I nostri 

antichi savi facevan grand’uso della poesia per istruire i popoli, ed inventavano 

delle favole per mettere come in azione la virtù (162). 

[could be a choice of our early wise men who wanted to use Homer's cantos as 

lessons of public morals. Thus, they claimed their cities were founded by 

Homeric heroes, so that the common origin increased the interest, and interest, in 

turn, increased attention. Our ancient wise men were wont to make a massive 

use of poetry to educate the multitude, and invented fables so as to put morals into 

action.Emphasis added.] 

Morals need to be “put into action,” as Galanti had already suggested; they must be 

brought to bear on the everyday life of peoples. Fiction, therefore, is one of the best 

means to foster the character of a community, its ethos.  

As the Greek term reveals, far from being a natural given, character is something 

that has to be forged out of habit, through practice and repetition, as in the ancient 

spiritual exercises aimed at “sculpting oneself” (Hadot 2002, 48).11 Witness another letter 

in which Cleobolous quotes from Archytas’ book On Human Beauty to give an account of 

                                                      

11 Nicocles adds that, in addition to poems, ancient Italians used to engrave brief sentences all over the city, 

simple maxims easy to be retained (Cuoco 2006, 162), similar to those formulas and persuasive arguments 

(epilogismoi) the Stoics used to have always at hand (Hadot 2002, 21). 
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the great importance Pythagoreans attach to art and poetry, for they provide “sensible 

forms” (Cuoco 2006, 115) through which the human mind can be trained to understand 

values that reason alone cannot grasp. In this sense, art and poetry are equivalent to the 

practical training that should precede the acquisition of precepts. For example, one does 

not learn to ride a horse theoretically, without ever seeing a horse, but needs to observe 

the performance of a riding master to feel his or her own body responding with an 

internal involuntary movement, so that limbs, muscles, and finally the entire person sets 

itself following the model observed—and one needs to repeat the experience several 

times until he or she will ultimately “long to ride the horse” (115). Similarly, theory is 

not sufficient to discern the beauty and the good (a classical hendiadys for “virtue”); 

rather, such a discernment has to be triggered by means of sensible “translations.” Art 

and poetry provide us precisely with sensible examples so that  

noi incominciamo, prima per intrinseco meccanismo del nostro corpo, poscia per 

abito, a comporre dietro quei modelli i nostri moti, le nostre parole, i sensi nostri, 

e diventiamo a poco a poco più civili, più umani, più virtuosi, più degni di udire 

e di comprendere le verità della sapienza intellettuale (116). 

[we begin, first out of an intrinsic mechanism of our body, then out of habit, to 

mold our moves, our words, our feelings according to these models and, little by 

little, we become more urbane, more human, more virtuous, worthier of listening 

and of understanding the intellectual truths.] 

The mechanism described is reminiscent of the Aristotelean process of “habituation,” or 

character formation, with an emphasis on repetition that recalls the Epicurean and Stoic 
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versions of ethismos described by Pierre Hadot (Hadot 2002, 18–24).12 However, Cuoco’s 

version of habituation differs from that described in the Nichomachean Ethics, where 

moral education is compared to craft learning, but fine arts and poetry are not 

mentioned as forms of modeling, and no mention is made of the responsive “intrinsic 

mechanism” that the subject has to learn. Indeed, Aristotle does not fully explain how 

this process of “learning by doing” functions, i.e., how one acquires the capacity to make 

choices, and thus to express volition (proairesis) through practice (cf. Angier 2010, 

Sherman 1989, Broadie 1991, and Taylor 2008). Moreover, it is equally unclear whether 

the “recipient” acquires wisdom entirely from the outside or if she/he cooperates with 

some kind of pre-rational response, or, in the words of Nancy Sherman, if there is some 

kind of “desire co-operating with reason” (Sherman 1989, 164). If we turn to Aristotle’s 

Poetics, we find not only that imitation is the way by which the child first learns, but also 

that representation is a cognitive device leading human beings in general to perceive 

differences (Poetics, 1448b4-17), i.e., alternatives, which open up the possibility of 

connecting choices to ends. The “rightness” of the choices would thus depend on 

repeated exposure to proper settings. In the quoted passage, however, Archytas’ 

appreciation of the moral import of arts and poetry seems more indebted to Plato. In the 

third book of the Republic, Socrates proves to Glaucon that music and poetry accustom 

                                                      

12 See above, note 11. 
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people to perceiving the beauty and the good even before rational thought arises 

(Republic 401a-403c). After such an apprenticeship, when “rationality does make its 

appearance” (402a), one will be able to recognize them in all their other manifestations. 

Similarly, the experienced reader will be able to grasp disparate meanings produced by 

different combinations of letters (Republic 402a-c), i.e., from a syntagmatic relationship, 

the reader will be able to move to a paradigmatic one.13 We will find the very same 

guiding principles in ethical behavior: good actions (linear, syntagmatic plane) will have 

to be “familiar” (paradigmatic plane) to the intuition of beauty and goodness conveyed 

by art. In Plato too, however, the relationship between the external input (music, 

                                                      

13 Which is incidentally consistent with Wittgenstein’s use of music to explain language competence, an 

example recalled by Nancy Struever (Struever 1983, 121) in her delightful comparison of Vico’s etymologies 

and “the solipsistic etymologies of Heidegger and Derrida” (119).“Narration is a participative art; the 

etymologies are successful narratives because their small scale makes the task of self-construction easy; as 

narratives, they engage the musical type of comprehension, which either grasps the sequential, linear ‘all at 

once,’ or which seizes a theme in its recapitulations, as in the harmonious understanding of Wittgenstein’s 

figure; it is a comprehension indefinite or open-ended in nature, evading the demonstrative force, the 

violence of closure, the q.e.d. of the syllogism. To say that the form, not the daft content of etymologies is 

valuable is to speak imprecisely for narrative form allows the reader to compensate, to reconstruct the 

content” (121). In the same article, Struever clarifies the socio-political relevance that linearity acquires in the 

“indefinitely elastic, expansive narrative project” in which ultimately consists Vico’s etymology: “Vichian 

derivations are both diagnostic of archaic factors and revealing of factors which still weigh; his premise is 

that etymological fables, which offer rich characterizations of past possibility increase the potential of 

present action by their instruction: sequence adds to politics. Thus, Vichian linearity stipulates the essential 

continuity as that between barbarism and civility, between the primitive and the rationally organized, a 

stipulation which creates uncomfortable but challenging parameters for social or ethical theory” (120). 

“Classical etymologies maneuver skittishly, but well within a social domain; they enjoin concrete, particular 

experiences of social constructs, of rules and conventions. Thus, on the one hand, the narratives claim to 

give an account of the process of discursive construction, the social negotiation of the lexical constraint; but 

also, the narratives argue; they evoke their historical status as rhetorical argument, as instances of the use of 

the topos of definition, and thus attempt to force a conjunction between the discourse which formed the root, 

and readers’ discursive choice, to compress past and present discourse by stipulating the derivation as a 

pertinent social constraint. Thus, etymologies focus on event, and the succession of discursive events, 

crystallized in the spelling of a word, and in this way, provide an experience of an intimate relation between 

parole and écriture, a relation, of course, denied by “textuality” premises” (122). 
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paintings, poetry) and the development of proairesis is not clear; in other words, it is 

unclear how intellectual knowledge is ultimately acquired through repeated exposition 

to art.  

It is intriguing that Cuoco appointed Archytas to expose such a learning process 

through art, since he is the philosopher recalled by Aristotle (in Metaphysics H2, 1042a 

22-26) for having denied the split between sensible and intelligible, contrary to Plato’s 

idealism. This could be an ironic clue about the way in which Cuoco, similarly to “his” 

Pythagoras, shifted such recognizable models towards an update of both the habituation 

processes provided by Aristotle and Plato. The dilemma of how knowledge is acquired 

by repeated practice is sidestepped through Vico’s swerve from the object of logos to 

logos itself (Dainotto 2000): one learns by doing because learning is (keeping on) doing 

(ethics then equals ethismos).14 In other words, only through repetition is it possible to 

create patterns, meaning paradigmatic constellations allowing us to recognize something 

thanks to its familiarity with something else and, consequently, allowing us to dispose our 

actions (syntagmatic order) according to certain paradigms. Repetitions, paradigms, 

similarity, and even dispositio: all these rhetorical devices make clear that Cuoco is 

building on Vico’s understanding that there is no truth or fact achievable outside the 

                                                      

14 Cf. Vico, The New Science § 401: “’Logic’ comes from logos, whose first and proper meaning was fabula, 

“fable,” carried over into Italian as favella, ‘speech’. In Greek, the fable was also called mythos, ‘myth’, 

whence comes the Latin mutus, ‘mute.’ For speech was born in mute times as mental [or sign] language, 

which Strabo in a golden passage says existed before vocal or articulate [language]; whence logos means 

both ‘word’ and ‘idea.’” (Vico 1984, 127). 
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mythos that produces them (Dainotto, Vico’s Beginnings). There is no sure end outside 

this paradigmatic network generated by actions themselves—or, at least, no one 

pertaining to the human domain. Hence the tautology—i.e., reiteration that dares to say 

its name—by which Cuoco had already brought the focus back to praxis and repetition 

(almost a new hendiadys) in his preface to Platone in Italia. In it, he staged a dialogue 

with a friend—and reader—disconcerted by the book’s disregard for Aristotelian 

conventions. To the reader wondering what on earth was the goal of the travels of Plato 

and Cleobolous, Cuoco simply replies: “To travel” (Cuoco 2006, 12). Similarly, as further 

proof of this intentional shift of knowledge towards praxis, one should read the 

definition of virtue provided by Pontius, the old Samnite who depicts himself as a rough 

illiterate, unable to grasp the subtleties of theoretical speculations, and yet he is highly 

revered by the wisest men, Plato included. For Pontius, who, in Cuoco’s view, clearly 

embodies the added value of ancient Italian wisdom, virtue is nothing other than 

“work” (155 and 156).15   

                                                      

15 Significantly, the letter containing Archytas’ version of ethismos is set between two very “Viconian” 

letters in which philology explains philosophy. In the first one, Plato accounts for the Pythagorean 

philosophy in these terms: “Io ritrovo la filosofia di Pitagora nella lingua che parlano gli abitatori 

dell’interno dell’Italia […]. Nel linguaggio di questi popoli il vero non è altro che il fatto: non vi è altro 

carattere della verità che l’essere; non vi è altra dimostrazione che il fare. Intendere è comprendere la cosa in 

tutte le sue parti, saper come siesi formata, conoscerne le cause, e gli effetti: pensare vale meno d’intendere 

[…]. L’uomo pensa, ma non può comprendere tutte le cose, perché non tutte le cose può fare” (Cuoco, De 

Francesco, and Andreoni 2006, 102. Italics in the text). The second letter, relating the “discourse on laws” by 

Cleinias of Tarentum, contains almost direct quotations by Vico: “Avverti il linguaggio del volgo, o 

Cleobolo: esso è sempre il primo e spesso anche il miglior maestro di filosofia. Non hai tu mai udito alternar 

senza veruna distinzione il necessario ed il vero? Tutti gli uomini li alternano egualmente, e tu stesso li 

alterni, O Cleobolo, forse senza che lo avverti e quasi per un intrinseco istinto che ha preceduto l’uso della 
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The “internal involuntary movement” by which the learner responds to the 

external stimulus and that ultimately, by dint of repetition, will result in a condition of 

“longing,” recalls the body reflex described in Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments 

(1759) as proof of our spontaneous tendency to identify with others and, by virtue of an 

imaginary displacement, to feel what others feel (Smith and Haakonssen 2002, 12).16 For 

Cuoco, ethics hinge indeed on feeling: “Senza l’etica tutt’i precetti rimangono senza 

ragione, perché la vera ragione del nostro agire è nel modo nostro di sentire” [“Without 

ethics all precepts remain without reason, for the true reason of our acting lies in the 

way we feel”] (Cuoco 1924, II 43),  as we can read in the scheme for public education 

reform commissioned by Murat (Rapporto al re Gioacchino Murat e progetto di decreto per 

l’organizzazione della pubblica istruzione, 1809). In it, ethics is defined as a “theory of moral 

sentiments” (109), and it is also said that habituation is nothing else but to feel 

(“l’avvezzarsi non è altro che sentire, 96; ethismos equals ethics, then, for the sake of the 

symmetry propriety; tout se tient, at least within this mythos).  

It is important to stress the social dimension that such a psychological science 

has for Cuoco, as well as his intuition of the social, interactive construction of ways of 

                                                      

tua ragione. Or questo ti mostra che la nostra mente non ammette che due sole specie di verità: o quella la 

quale può esser confermata dai sensi, ed allora il vero si confonde col fatto; o l’altra la quale può esser 

confermata dalla sola ragione, ed allora non potrai dire esser vero se non ciò che è necessario, inevitabile” 

(125-26. Italics in the text). 
16 “When we see a stroke aimed and just ready to fall upon the leg or arm of another person, we naturally 

shrink and draw back our own leg or our own arm; and when it does fall, we feel it in some measure, and 

are hurt by it as well as the sufferer. The mob, when they are gazing at a dancer on the slack rope, naturally 

writhe and twist and balance their own bodies” (Smith and Haakonssen 2002, 12).  
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feeling against codified models, or of what we could perhaps call with Raymond 

Williams, “structures of feeling.” Indeed, in the study of ethics it is necessary “passare 

dall’individuo alle nazioni, e calcolare l’effetto che producono sui sentimenti di ciascuno 

le opinioni, i pregiudizi, le abitudini di tutti” [“to move from the individual to nations, 

and to weigh the effect produced by collective opinions, prejudices, and customs on 

everyone’s feelings”] (Vincenzo Cuoco 1924, II, 43). This is a descriptive, or diagnostic, 

understanding of ethics—“Etica vuol dire ‘scienza de’ costumi’ e non già de’ ‘doveri’” 

[“ethics means ‘science of customs,’ not ‘science of duties’”] (43)—whose focus is 

common sense (sensus communis). This is, intended with Vico, as a “common sensibility, 

what is shared, public, and common to all people” (Bayer 2008, 1139), both in the active 

meaning of a “shared faculty of perception” (Marshall 2010, 92), a common sensorium, 

and as a repository of social construals. To take as an example the process of formation 

quoted above, the first intrinsic body response can be seen as an individual perception 

that is then socialized—or should I say “communicated,” to respect Vico’s sense of 

etymology—through examples, tropes, metaphors, repetitions, and figures. In sum, 

through rhetorical procedures. Put differently, rhetoric is what gives a socially 

intelligible form (a character) to raw individual perceptions.17 It is what gives meaning 

                                                      

17 Cf. Martirano 2001: “Nella prospettiva del filosofo napoletano, infatti, l’educazione che era possibile 

attraverso la mediazione del ‘senso comune’ della nazione e degli uomini, corrisponde ad un processo di 

umanizzazione, ad una graduale, lenta formazione della natura dell’uomo, che gli consente di diventare 

veramente tale. Ciò però avviene all’interno del nesso necessario tra la condizione naturale individuale del 

singolo e il mondo umano collettivo, sociale e storico, che lo circonda, per cui si viene a creare un rapporto 
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to otherwise senseless, discrete parts, like in the allegory of Archytas’ frog.18 Rhetoric 

here stands both for the instrument of communication and, metonymically, for the store 

of shared feelings (i.e., “educated” perceptions), opinions, and beliefs. When considered 

merely as a repository of commonplaces, rhetoric can be reduced to a manipulative and 

patronizing technique, hence the critical suspicion with which Cuoco’s rhetorical project 

has been analyzed during the 20th century (Themelly 1990; Bollati 1983; Carpi 1978). 

However, as mentioned before, Cuoco seems more interested in the “science of 

customs” than in the “science of duties,” and is therefore inclined to view rhetoric as the 

process through which a collectivity is made intelligible to itself, or, to put it in 

Rancière’s terms, as the scene which suddenly reveals the unaccounted for. This is also 

the reason for Cuoco’s almost pre-Gramscian interest in expressions of “popular 

culture,” seen as catalysts of collectively shared feelings, the forms of which are 

                                                      

tra l’umanità e la nazione, la quale può stare alla base del processo pedagogico solo perché l’educazione è 

necessariamente collettiva e l’indole di ciascun individuo può realizzarsi solo all’interno della nazione” 

(Martirano 2001, 14). For Cuoco, too, the process of education cannot be conceived of outside of social 

interaction, which is to say, outside rhetoric. The latter appears to subsume both the social dimension and 

the instruments necessary to achieve education, and ultimately reason, since “la ragione non si acquista se 

non coll’educazione” (Vincenzo Cuoco 1924, II 95). 
18 Cuoco’s understanding of this process of socialization of individual perceptions is indebted also to 

Shaftesbury, for whom “public spirit” or sensus communis, “is a natural affection that has become self-

conscious. The clans and tribes realize that their fellow feeling is itself a good thing, and thus they have a 

desire or feeling for it. Thus the community experiences what is the commonplace definition of 

Shaftesbury’s moral sentiment: a feeling for a feeling, that is, a desire, a feeling, for the feeling of the 

community" (Schaeffer 1990, 42). Shaftesbury is explicitly mentioned by Cuoco in the blueprint of the 

“Giornale italiano” whose main goal, we may remember, was precisely that of building a “Public Spirit.” 
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therefore workable in view of the “formation” of a wider national community out of 

actual fragmented society.  

A very interesting example of his attention to such manifestations is an article he 

published in 1807 on the “Corriere di Napoli” titled “Cavalleria errante. Rinaldisti.” The 

“Rinaldisti” were the Neapolitan lazzaroni who were mesmerized by the poems derived 

from the carolingian cycle Les quatre fils Aymon (incidentally, one of the favorite readings 

of the young Lamiel). Interpolated with “updates” by Boiardo and Ariosto, they were 

recited by street storytellers, following a tradition that, according to Croce, dates back to 

the 13th century (Croce 1936).19 In particular, the lazzaroni elected Renaud de Montauban 

(Rinaldo di Montalbano)—the knight most reluctant to submit to Charlemagne’s 

authority—as their own hero.20 Their fascination was such that it often transcended the 

limits of pure fictional enjoyment, degenerating into actual fights with supporters of the 

wrong hero.21 In the article, Cuoco confesses with polemical irony the great pleasure he 

finds in listening to those cantos, overcoming a sense of shame for mixing with the lower 

classes, for “il pubblico” [“the public”] would certainly judge his weird habit severely: 

“a man who listens to Rinaldo’s cantos must be without any doubt a representative of the 

                                                      

19 This custom is mentioned by Vico in the second edition of the Scienza nuova (1730). 
20 Renaud was also Don Quixote’s preferred knight. 
21 Mario Pagano claimed that he had to defend at trial a man who killed a detractor or Rinaldo (cf. Croce 

1936). 
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worst populace [infima plebe]” (Cuoco 2011, 612).22 Beyond the antiphrastic indictment 

of such a misalliance between genres and social positions, the contrast between the 

lower classes, on the one hand, and the “public,” on the other, is already of great 

interest, especially in light of the prevalent meaning that the term “public” will assume 

in the first half of the 19th century. As we shall see later in the chapter, starting with 

Giovanni Berchet’s “manifesto” of Italian Romanticism (1816), “public,” intended to 

refer to the (reading) middle class, became a synonym of “popolo” tout court. Needless 

to say, this terminological misappropriation implies the exclusion of the non-reading 

classes from the ideal Italian nation, the negation of their entitlement to be a historical 

subject.  

It is somewhat ironic that Berchet, along with his Milanese friends, and Manzoni 

above all, were keen to proclaim themselves indebted to Cuoco. Regarding Manzoni, we 

need to understand how his reading of Cuoco tends to systematically expunge all that, 

especially in the Historical Essay, revealing the opposite understanding of the lower 

classes as historical agent. The term “popolo,” within this “rewriting” strategy, plays a 

major role. This is particularly striking in Manzoni’s essay on the French Revolution, 

where, while disingenuously playing with the semantic instability of the word, he 

                                                      

22 “Io vado di tempo in tempo con grandissimo mio diletto ad ascoltare i canti di Rinaldo. Talvolta procuro 

di tenermi nascosto perché se mai talun mi vedesse, guai a me! Un uomo che sta ad ascoltar Rinaldo deve 

essere senza dubbio uno dell’infima plebe, che non sappia né anche andare a giocare al ridotto, andare ad 

annoiarsi in un teatro, sbadigliare sentimentalmente con una bella donna, discorrere delle notizie del giorno, 

confondendo la Svevia con la Svezia, o credendo Breslavia esser una principessa . . .” (Cuoco 2011, 612).  
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denounces as disingenuous the synecdoche by which a class, the sans-culottes (“la feccia 

del popolo”), has been taken to represent a whole (“il popolo francese,” the French 

people). For the (gathering) lower strata, Manzoni has in store—already in the Promessi 

sposi—alternatives such as “marmaglia,” “turba,” “masnada,” “ciurma,” and the like, all 

variations of “mob.”23  

Interestingly enough, in the article on the Rinaldisti, Cuoco instead employs 

“popolo” precisely in reference to those Neapolitan subalterns who gathered and felt the 

stories of Rinaldo as if they were personally involved.24 In them, he sees “un popolo che 

ha fantasia e che ha cuore” [“a people that has imagination and heart”] (Cuoco 2011, 613. 

Emphasis added). While it can easily be deduced that for Cuoco, popolo is every 

community that has the means to feel itself as such, the “public,” at least as it is 

represented here, appears to be superficially informed by a misleading/misreading 

culture of rumors and overheard news fragments.25 Far from being despised, Rinaldo’s 

popular audience must, on the contrary, be appreciated for keeping a custom derived 

from the rhapsodic tradition alive. What is more, Cuoco also maintains that if the 

current cantos are not as artistically valid as the Homeric ones, this is not the 

responsibility of their popular admirers. Rather, it is due to the “betrayal of the 

                                                      

23 For the uses of “popolo” in Manzoni, cf. Parrini 2002; Timpanaro 1982, 17–47; Nigro, 1982; Rosa 1985.    
24 The same “lumperproletariat” who, only a few years before, had participated in the bloody massacre of 

the republicans. 
25 See above the passage quoted in the footnote 22. 
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intellectuals:” “Se oggi in tali assemblee non si cantano più versi eguali a quelli di 

Omero, di Pindaro, di Empedocle e né anche di Stazio, di chi ne è la colpa se non di noi, 

che, appena ricevuta abbiamo qualche educazione, sdegniamo di ascoltar Rinaldo? È 

mancato l’uditore, ed il genio tace” [“Who is to be blamed if today, in such assemblies, it is 

no longer possible to admire verses comparable to the ones of Homer, of Pindar, of 

Empedocles, not even of Statius, if not ourselves, since, as soon as we are educated, we 

no longer listen to Rinaldo? The genius is silent because the listener was missing”] (613, 

emphasis added).  The emphasis on the relation of reciprocity between narrator and 

audience should also be noticed: each conditions the other. Rinaldo is the hero of these 

popular listeners because the ideas, vices and virtues his poem reflects are still their own 

(613). On closer inspection, what Cuoco is suggesting by pointing at the intellectuals’ 

“defection,” is the possibility of a virtuous circle by means of which the narrator’s 

retroaction would modify the public’s habits, contributing to the formation of a new 

character. “Toglietegli [al popolo] Rinaldo e presentategli un altro modello di eroismo; 

se ne interesserà egualmente e diventerà migliore. Che importa che finora abbia errato 

nella scelta del modello? Egli però sente: solo chi non più sente è morto, e non dà più 

nulla a sperare” [“Let us replace Rinaldo with another model of heroism: the lower 

strata will pay equal attention to it, and by this they will progress. What does it matter if 

till now they have chosen the wrong model? They still feel: only those who no longer feel 

are dead, and there is nothing to be hoped from them”] (613, emphasis added). 
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What Cuoco sees in these manifestations is the expression of a collective way of 

feeling, a common sensibility rooted in the oral popular tradition which differs from the 

derivative, fashionable, and gazette-based public opinion characterizing the wealthy 

Neapolitan classes. What the article implies is an opposition between a sensus communis 

grounded in the oral tradition, and a “Kantian,” cosmopolitan, “publicity” originating 

from the circulation of written texts. Cuoco’s choice to use Shaftesbury’s phrase “Public 

Spirit” rather than “Public opinion” in the program for the “Giornale italiano” was 

already revealing. The fracture between sensus communis and public opinion, the oral and 

written worlds, reflects the social divide he had analyzed in the Historical Essay, but, 

more importantly, testifies to a hermeneutic shift from an author-based to a receiver- or 

reader-based process of education which, once again, Cuoco had found in Vico. In other 

words, the production of meaning, which is rooted in the senses, belongs to the receiver 

who has to put together (collect as legere cum) discrete signs into a unique meaning. In 

Plato in Italy, Pythagoras—who, we know, “may have never existed”—had to have 

recourse to the popular oral tradition to ground “the building we want to raise,” i.e., a 

unified community. Even in this case, though, as in the “bidirectional” pedagogy 

mentioned earlier, the process of formation is somewhat circular. To build a national 

way of feeling, that is a national ethos, it is necessary to work with the material that is 

part of the popular oral lore, the rhetorical repository, if you will, that, far from being 

static and conservative, contains for Cuoco, in the wake of Vico, the potential for change. 
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On this, it is possible to draw universally accepted “semantic units” (e.g., topoi, micro-

narratives, frames, exempla) to in turn shape new forms by working effectively as tropes 

do: by combining those given recognizable units in different ways to produce, through 

slight shifts of sense, new collective understandings.26 It is a syllogistic functioning in 

which the recognizable unit stands for the middle term, that is, the keystone for the 

conclusion to be accepted, the given on which there is general agreement, as exemplified 

by Bayer:  

If his [of the orator] audience accepts the meaning of the middle term, then he 

must show that the other two terms [premises and conclusions] are implied 

within it, that they can be drawn forth from it, and that they are naturally part of 

its meaning. The more common or fundamental a commonplace is, the more 

successful the argument. This may require the speaker not simply to advance one 

single syllogism, but regressively to construct a sorts or series of incomplete but 

interlocking syllogisms. This series of syllogisms leads back to a middle term that 

captures a meaning that the audience adheres to simply as part of their understanding of 

themselves, as part of what they share as “an entire class, an entire people, an entire 

nation, or the entire human race,” to use Vico’s words … which describe his 

conception of common or communal sense (Bayer 2008, 1148). 

The unidirectional movement described here—from the orator to the audience—should 

not mislead us: for the sake of clarity, it is a simplified rhetorical method analogous to 

the one Cuoco ascribes to “his” Pythagoras, whose real existence we, the readers, are 

                                                      

26 Cuoco’s version of this rhetorical function seems to be slightly different from Vico’s conception of the 

“acutezza”: more than in the unrelated conjunction of two disparate terms that metaphor suddenly reveals, 

he seems more interested in the acts of diversion performed by tropes in general, which modify “the 

relationship between ideas and words” (Cuoco 2011, 110). Therefore, it is of some significance that he 

mentions, in the Scheme for Murat and elsewhere (110, 211), the Traité des tropes (1730) in which Du Marsais 

insisted on the impossibility of a “zero degree” in speech, and, conversely, on the (invisible) daily life of 

tropes shaping, in Cuoco’s integration, collective characters. For the metaphor in Vico seen as a condensed 

enthymeme, cf. Schaeffer 1990, 55-79. 
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invited to call into question (and not incidentally). This is the same rhetorical method the 

Neapolitan Jacobins should have adopted to attract the plebs, according to Cuoco. 

Religion, being one of these “semantic units,” or recognizable forms for rural people, 

should have undergone a gradual reconfiguration, until people would have declared its 

most reactionary aspects obsolete by themselves, just as “Pythagoras” had led people to 

dismiss Homer’s Gods through the inoculation of slightly different, and yet consistent, 

units of fiction destined in the long run to collide with the older crystallizations of the 

myth.27 It is a rhetorical method, finally, that would have worked to “communicate” the 

absurdity of the essentialization of virginity in Galanti’s example: something that 

theoretical reason alone, imposing it rather than allowing it to be perceivable by sentient 

beings, could not have achieved. Like Galanti before him, Cuoco thus saw in the novel a 

“new” rhetorical device that could work to reshape the sensorial horizon, combining the 

aggregative power of street storytelling with the circulation of the printed text, thus 

                                                      

27 “Pitagora si è presentato al popolo, e gli ha detto: ‘Io vi giuro che Omero ed Esiodo sono nel Tartaro in 

pena di ciò che hanno mentito sugl’Iddii immortali’. Il popolo già credeva all’esistenza degl’Iddii; già 

credeva all’esistenza di un Tartaro: che gli diceva dunque di nuovo Pitagora? Che tra tante migliaia di 

uomini che il popolo già credeva esservi vi fossero anche Omero ed Esiodo. Qual cosa potete voi immaginar 

più semplice, più verosimile? Il popolo beveva questo fatto come acqua, ed a capo di tempo incominciava a 

dubitar degl’Iddi d’Omero” [“Pythagoras appeared to the popular class and said: ‘I swear that Homer and 

Hesiod are in the Tartarus because they have lied about the immortal Gods’. People already believed in 

Gods and already believed that there was a Tartarus: what novelty was Pythagoras then revealing to them? 

That, among the thousands of men that they already believed being in the Tartarus, there were Homer and 

Hesiod too. What could have been easier to believe, what more plausible? They swallowed such a thing, and 

after a while they began to doubt the existence of Homer’s Gods”] (Cuoco 2006, 120). On the same page, 

Cuoco stresses the similarities between Pythagoras’ method and dialectics: both assume as premises ideas 

universally accepted, only to progressively introduce some contradictions until they lead the interlocutor to 

destroy the former ideas herself. 
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transcending the space-time constraints that limited storytelling, and yet maintaining its 

potential for oral transmission.28 Needless to say, this second quality of the new/novel 

rhetorical device allows the novel to transcend the divide between the literate and 

illiterate, opening up the inclusive idea of “popolo,” pace Berchet, to all interpreters, that 

is, readers as collectors. 

Cuoco’s undertaking is clearly indebted to Vico’s understanding of rhetoric as an 

in-between space of negotiation which both enables and reflects the establishment of an 

ethos. As a rhetorical device, it can forge a common sensorial horizon or a shared 

“language” on which a community relies as well as the embodiment of its ethos, the 

virtual agora where everybody, no matter how distant in time and space, could find the 

means to recognize him/herself, as well as others, as part of the same community. The 

novel, in sum, could aspire to become “a space of appearance that can exist in the 

absence of a polis,” to borrow from David Marshall’s convincing interpretation of what 

the Homeric poems represented for Vico (Marshall 2010, 238).29 In other words, rhetoric 

                                                      

28 As testified by a nostalgic Neapolitan man in 1888, public readings of novels had replaced the storytelling 

about carolingian paladins: “Sul Molo […] Rinaldo più non si vede se non disegnato a terra col gesso, la 

spada levata in alto in atto di ferire: in suo luogo v’è un altro che ne ha usurpato il posto, un altro che con 

voce chioccia e sgradevole legge i romanzi di don Ciccio Mastriani, I misteri di Napoli e il Campanello dei 

Luizzi” [“Rinaldo is no longer inhabiting the wharf. What is left is only a chalk drawing on the ground, a 

portrait of him with the sword raised, ready to hit. His place has been usurped by someone who reads with 

a croaking, unpleasant voice the novels written by don Ciccio Mastriani, The Mysteries of Naples and The Bell 

of the Luizzi”] (Ferdinando Russo quoted in Croce 1936, 71). 
29 “Vico goes to great lengths to generalize and thereby transform the rhetorical relationship between orator 

and auditor, sender and receiver within the framework of Homeric publicity. This is most evident in his 

etymology of the poet’s name. … Vico relates that ‘homeros is said to come from homou, together, and eirein, 

to link; thus signifying a guarantor, as being one who binds creditor and debtor together.’ The analogy is 
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is what permits disparate individuals to overcome their differences and, ultimately, to 

settle or institutionalize themselves into the form of a community (which, in turn, gives 

sense to the individuals). The individuation of the novel as a new potential rhetorical 

institution is only thinkable after the “empathetic” turn on the “act of reading” 

epitomized by Richardson’s works. The legitimation of the reader’s emotional 

involvement entailed an equalization among readers from different classes: Diderot 

crying after Clarissa implies that the response of an intellectual reader was not so 

dissimilar, after all, from the way in which the lazzaroni used to take personally the 

wrongs committed against their fictional hero.  

This “empathetic turn” in reading, which also witnesses the historical emergence 

of the woman reader, suits both Galanti’s and Cuoco’s understanding of knowledge—in 

Viconian terms—as originating in the body, and therefore not necessarily confined to 

male representatives of the ruling classes, but potentially achievable by anyone. In 

                                                      

revealing. In longhand, what Vico is proposing is this: The Homeric performances are a form of cultural 

capital, a kind of liquidity that permits cultural exchange, commercio in its broadest communicative sense. 

When you take up my predicate or verse you are borrowing from the common store. But you cannot pay me 

back, because I am dead—or at least gone. You can retire your debt only if someone else borrows from you. 

Homer is, as it were, the financial integrity of this system of borrowings: the record of completed and 

ongoing transactions” (Marshall 235-36). To explain the sense he gives to the phrase “rhetorical institution,” 

Marshall quotes Max Harold Fisch according to whom an institution is “any provision or arrangement of 

means or conditions for subsequent activity, additional to or in modification of the means or conditions that 

are already present prior to the institution” (quoted in Marshall 236). Glossing Fisch, Marshall then states 

that “an institution is an intervention in the tissue of rules governing particular performances, an 

intervention that alters that tissue of rules in a way that makes the promulgation of new rules, perhaps even 

new kinds of rules possible. I am arguing that the disaggregated reciprocity of promulgation—any party to 

cultural performance can influence its evolution—is a sublimation of rhetorical reciprocity” (Marshall 236). 
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Platone in Italia, the audience that Pythagoras needs to reach to ensure his reform is not 

only the popular strata, but, particularly, women, strikingly intended almost in terms of 

class by means of an analogy working across the novel and the Historical Essay. In the 

novel, in fact, it is said that Pythagoras understood that a reform could not be successful 

without women’s consensus, a statement that echoes, once again, the main findings of 

the Historical Essay, where the consensus the revolutionary leaders needed to gain was 

that of the “popolo,” the lower classes. “Né mai riformator di città e di religioni giunse al 

suo intento se non seppe guadagnar gli animi delle donne” [Never a reformer of cities or 

religions succeeded without gaining women's favor; Cuoco 2006, 29].  Not only social 

inequality, but also gender inequality is thus proven to be removable, and women are to 

be an active part of the community, as in Tarentum, where the presence of female 

philosophers surprises the Athenian Cleobolous. Plato explains to Cleobolous that 

Pythagoras had allowed women to achieve the same education as men, and that, 

consequently, the divide between wives and hetaeras which characterized the Athenian 

society had no reason to persist. Being freed from the enslaving education that atrophied 

their minds, all women in the Pythagorean community could establish love relationships 

grounded on both intellectual and physical attraction, as envisaged by Galanti in the 

Observations on Novels (Cuoco 2006, 26–27). The emphasis on the role of women, in 

Cuoco’s recollection of ancient Italian communitarian life, has often been overlooked or, 

when it has been mentioned, it has been reduced to the sketchy account of Cleobolous’ 
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love for Mnesilla, one of the women-philosophers of Tarentum. However, it is quite 

interesting that it serves as part of the formation project pursued by Cuoco, reflecting 

the idea of a community in which women are not merely reduced to their reproductive 

function, but count, instead, as main subjects whose weight is determinant to enact 

reforms.   

Let me stress, once again, that in Cuoco’s understanding, the emotional 

involvement of the reader implies the erosion of the boundaries separating agents and 

patients (patientes), i.e., subjects and objects. In the already-mentioned article “Ideas for a 

book necessary to Italy,” published in 1807 in the “Corriere di Napoli,” he praises 

Barthélémy and Wieland for having “dramatized history,” thus allowing readers to 

become fellow citizens of the main historical actors:  

Barthélemy in Francia e Wieland in Germania han dato alla storia una veste 

drammatica che la rende nel tempo istesso più dilettevole e più istruttiva. Il 

popolo, siccome preferisce la favola al discorso, così per la ragione istessa 

preferisce il dramma alla favola; diventa concittadino de’ principali attori della 

storia, e s’istruisce quasi vedendo ed agendo egli stesso, il che è il modo più 

facile e efficace d’istruirsi. (Cuoco 2011, 652). 

[Barthélemy in France and Wieland in Germany gave history a dramatic form 

that renders it at once more pleasant and instructive. Lower classes prefer fables 

rather than discourses and, for the same reason, dramas over fables: they become 

fellow citizens of the main protagonists of history, and they learn by almost 

seeing and acting themselves, which is the easiest and most effective way to 

educate themselves].30 

                                                      

30 Here again, it is possible to see at work “Vico’s new anthropological frame” which “allowed him 

effectively to demonstrate that not only are tropes the original and natural expression of affection—a claim 

that was raised again later by philosophers such as Diderot and Herder—but also they are interpretations of 

the world, cognitive instruments of a mode of understanding that is different from deductive or inductive 

knowledge. It is ‘the sort of knowledge, as Isaiah Berlin puts it, ‘which participants in an activity claim to 
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What precedes should at least problematize the simplistic reading of Cuoco’s project as 

driven by an authoritarian motive directly leading to Packard’s “hidden persuaders”—

or, to put it in Bollati’s terms, directly to Mussolini. On the contrary, what I am 

describing is the conception of a new shared “space” to negotiate different needs and 

beliefs, to establish a common ground for reciprocal understanding between public and 

private spheres, and to reduce the divide between the two social extremes which 

transversally characterized—and were responsible for—the political fragmentation of 

the Peninsula. In this sense, we can see in Cuoco the transition point in which “nations,” 

or, as Vico understood them, “communities of interpretation” (Marshall 2010, 277), 

acquire a historical meaning that is still ours. Cuoco retains the old meaning while 

conceiving, at the same time, of an Italian nation in the modern sense of nation-state. 

The formation of a “public spirit,” of a shared sensibility—of a commonality of 

interpretative tools—is therefore the precondition for the Italian nation to come. In the 

historical moment in which the lower strata had been made visible by the French 

Revolution, this task was complicated by the divide between the literate classes, which, 

even under foreign governments, could enjoy institutionalized spaces for 

communication and representation, and the multitude of unreachable illiterate peasants.  

 Within this frame, Platone in Italia portrays communitarian ways of life on the 

                                                      

possess as against mere observers, the knowledge of the actors as against that of the audience. . . Knowledge 

by sympathetic insight into those of others, which may be obtained by a high degree of imaginative power’” 

(Gambarota 2011, 112).  
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verge of disappearance to point to a community still to be born. The unifying point of 

the two perspectives, consistent with the conception of theory as praxis, is ultimately the 

stress on how a community comes into being (and dissolves), rather than on what a 

community is. The recurrent motive of how Pythagoras managed to establish a new 

mythos inclusive of all members of society mirrors Cuoco’s own “practice”: the attempt 

to provide, with his novel, not so much—or not only—a unifying mythos to the Italians, 

but rather a way to allow them to recognize each other by means of shared experiences 

of feeling, in a way similar to what used to be the experience of the subalterns in the 

streets of Naples, when they joined together to listen to the stories of Rinaldo. The novel 

can offer this kind of common experience beyond the space and time constraints which 

necessarily confined the storyteller; it can be, in other words, the aggregator of a 

community which cannot otherwise gather in a given space at a given time to recognize 

itself at such, regardless of the division between literates and illiterates. On the contrary, 

it can help create that “reciprocity with the popular consciousness and its needs,” the 

lack of which had ruined the Neapolitan republicans (Mondolfo 1959, 45).31  

The novel thus seems to be looming over the horizon, in Platone in Italia, as a 

common scene or a common language that the multitude can potentially share with the 

                                                      

31 One could argue that this new aggregator had to exclude the illiterates by necessity. To this end, it is 

interesting to note that towards the second half of the century, the storytellers of Rinaldo had been largely 

replaced by public readers of the novels written by Francesco Mastriani. The same popular audience that 

was once spellbound by Rinaldo’s adventures now followed with the same passion the vicissitudes of 

characters not as distant from the listeners as Charlemagne’s knights were (cf. Croce). 
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few, due to its being grounded in feelings and affections. As “ethics in action,” that is, as 

an instrument of education for a wider breadth of people, the novel could serve to 

“facilitare la comunicazione tra i pochi ed i moltissimi” [“facilitate communication 

between the few and the multitudes”], which will be the stated goal of the Scheme for 

the reform of public education drawn up for Joachim Murat (Vincenzo Cuoco 1924, II, 

5). The novel therefore seems to have been conceived almost as an equivalent of the 

medium, the middle term on which—within the rhetorical process—a collectivity in its 

entirety can agree. Furthermore, just as the middle term is the keystone that allows for 

changes in common sense, so the novel is the most appropriate tool for re-shaping it, as 

Galanti had already suggested. The tension between the “enclosing” function of 

common sense—intended as the defining principle of a community that gives it its 

intelligible form or character—and, on the other hand, its bent for change, seems 

replicated in what appears to be a contradiction in Cuoco’s own novel. Platone in Italia, 

in fact, while positioning itself as the rhetorical device that can give shape to a 

community, i.e., as the unifying form that may provide meaning to otherwise discrete 

and senseless parts, also displays, from the very beginning, its own fragmentariness. 

This tension reveals some similarities with the German romantic conception of the novel 

as a form of self-overcoming, capable of approaching totality by virtue of its own 

finiteness. It is worth mentioning, moreover, the common “Platonic” feature of both 

Cuoco’s and Friedrich Schlegel’s understanding of the novel as a spurious genre (not to 
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mention its substantial hybridization of poetry and philosophy), derived, ultimately, by 

Socratic dialectics (Lacoue-Labarthe, Lang, and Nancy 1978, 269–71).  

An analogous dialectical functioning characterizes both novel and common 

sense, and it is by virtue of this very dialectical functioning that a community can 

reorganize itself. This is to say that common sense, intended by Cuoco in Viconian 

terms, is not a static repository of beliefs, but is what, at the same time, is revived by and 

enables rhetoric (dialectics). It contains, in other words, the possibility for a certain social 

meaning to be institutionalized as well as the germs for its reversal. Put differently, the 

institutions produced by a community (i.e., an ensemble of people sharing the same 

rhetoric), bear in themselves a self-emancipatory potential (cf. Zanetti 2011) that can be 

activated by a conflict made visible precisely through and within a shared rhetoric. To 

be overcome, the conflict must produce what can be viewed as a semantic revolution 

that can only be said to have been accomplished when it eventually settles on a new 

social meaning.32  

In connection with such an understanding of social change, it may be useful to 

recall that the main reservation about the French Revolution expressed by Cuoco in the 

Historical Essay was its incapacity “to end.” Such a critique, which has been interpreted 

as a complete denial of the revolutionary experience, and therefore as evidence of 

                                                      

32 The obtainment of the right to marry by the famuli in Vico’s Scienza nuova, for instance, implied both a 

semantic transformation of the marriage as institution and a consequent new social arrangement.    
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Cuoco’s conservatism, acquires on the contrary a very different significance within the 

dialectical frame outlined above, according to which a revolution, to be such, must end 

up in a new semantic configuration. Thus, working for the conclusion of a revolution 

“non significa negare la rivoluzione bensì coglierla come fondamento d’un ‘ordine 

nuovo’” [“does not mean to deny the revolution, but to consider it as the foundation of a 

‘new order’”]  (Cuoco and Tessitore 1988, xx).33  

Thanks to its intrinsic hybrid nature, disruptive of the hierarchical separation of 

styles, the novel seems the suggested outcome of the esthetic evolution described in 

Platone in Italia. The historical progression of the comic genre outlined in the 28th letter 

by Alexis (a representative of the Middle Comedy period) reinstates Cuoco’s belief in 

the formative function of literature, as the medium that can make understandable what 

reason alone cannot: “Le massime della filosofia rese più note e più comuni 

incominciano ad annoiare se sono esposte con molto lunga verbosità; e quindi, per 

piacere al pubblico, sulle scene alla filosofia ed ai motti succedono l’azione e gli affetti” 

                                                      

33 Rhetoric is what shapes the “sensible;” conversely, the sensible can be reshaped, or redistributed, only 

through (the appropriation of) rhetoric. Although Rancière seems to accept Ballanche’s interpretation of 

Vico as correct, it is nevertheless tempting to read what he calls logos in terms of Viconian rhetoric: “Savoir si 

les plébéiens parlent, c’est savoir s’il y a quelque chose ‘entre’ les parties.” (Rancière 1995, 49) I propose to 

identify this quelque chose entre les parties with rhetoric. It is what permits the establishment of a ‘common 

scene’ where the plebeians can claim the contract from the patricians. This scene is made manifest by a 

linguistic act that the ones who are denied the access to logos nevertheless perform as if they were not. It 

should be recalled that at the outset of Vico’s understanding of fiction lies his juridical knowledge and his 

recollection on legal fictions. Cfr. also Marshal 2010, 131: “It is the reader, the receiver who is poet in Vico, 

not the divine artifex. Regardless of whether there really is a communicative situation, it is in behaving as if a 

communicative situation already exists that the possibility of language is established.”  
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[“Philosophy’s maxims become boring when they are exposed with long-windedness; 

therefore, in order to please the people, action and affections take on stage the place of 

philosophy and precepts”] (Cuoco 2006, 202). Here, Cuoco also appears to pinpoint, by 

allegorical means, a “new” genre capable of overcoming the sheer divide between the 

“classe de’ servi” [the class of the slaves; 201] and the elites, by merging tragic and 

comic, high and low. Once again, what lies at the core of this anti-Aristotelean esthetic 

wish is the historical need to establish a communication between the multitudes and the 

few: “Noi già siamo pervenuti a quel punto in cui la commedia e la tragedia debbonsi 

incontrare” [“We have arrived at that point in which comedy and tragedy must merge”] 

(201). 

“I will make it happen—said Nearcus.” 

1.3 Manzoni’s Passive Revolution  

You would search in vain within Platone in Italia for Nearcus’ reply: I have just 

invented it. However, as a sort of Viconian fiction, it may contain a kernal of truth if, as 

already noticed by the critics, Cuoco had used the character of Nearcus to portray his 

young friend Alessandro Manzoni (Bollati 1983, 4–5; Cuoco 2006, lxxxi), whose option 

for the novel was motivated precisely by the need to merge high and low, comedy and 

tragedy into the same form (Brogi 2005, 27).  

Cuoco’s stay in Milan had indeed played a significant role in the rehabilitation of 

a genre hitherto despised by the intellectual elite. His ideas about the need to reach a 
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larger number of people in view of the formation of a national consciousness had a huge 

impact on the Milanese circle of intellectuals who, during the second decade of the 19th 

century, fought for a literary renewal which was not disconnected from a political, anti-

Austrian, intent.34 Cuoco’s imprint is easily detectable in the writings of some of the 

most fervent supporters of the Romantic cause in the “battle” between Classicists and 

Romantics—an updated version of the querelle des ancients et des modernes—which was 

famously triggered by an article of Madame de Staël published in the Milanese journal 

Biblioteca italiana (January 1816). Take, for instance, the defense of the novel argued by 

Pietro Borsieri in Avventure letterarie di un giorno (1816), a work that, in its ironic tone, 

was already reminiscent of Platone in Italia. Novels are useful “perché essendovi trasfuse 

le più alte verità della filosofia intorno alle nostre passioni, ai vizi, alle virtù, e alla 

domestica felicità di ciascuno, in modo però chiarissimo, animato e dilettevole, ne viene 

che tutti possono raccogliervi o utili esempi o buoni consigli” [“because the highest 

philosophical truths about our passions, vices, virtues, and everyone’s domestic 

happiness, are there transfused in the clearest, animated and pleasant way, so that 

everybody can find in them either practical examples or useful advice”] (quoted in 

                                                      

34 The impact of Cuoco, along with other Neapolitan exiles such as Francesco Lomonaco, on Lombard 

culture of that time has been acknowledged by Manzoni himself: “Lomonaco era un uomo di talento, come 

tutti gli emigrati napoletani del 1799. Quella emigrazione concorse alla coltura in Lombardia. Non 

conoscevamo quasi il Vico, e furono gli emigrati napoletani che ce lo fecero conoscere. Cuoco era uomo di 

grande ingegno…” [“Lomonaco was a talented man, like all the Neapolitan exiles of 1799. This emigré 

community has contributed to culture in Lombardy. We almost ignored Vico, and we owe him to the 

Neapolitan exiles. Cuoco was a man of great intelligence…”] (Manzoni’s words were collected by the 

nephew of Lomonaco. Cf. Cospito 1999, 23). 
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Calcaterra 1968, 232). For that reason, novels, along with comedies and journals, are the 

main venues also for Borsieri to “educare e ingentilire la moltitudine” [“to educate and 

refine the multitude”] (233).35 What gets lost, however, in the reception of Cuoco by the 

Romantic champions is the understanding of the formation process as a circular and 

inclusive dynamics, as appears particularly clearly in the already-mentioned Lettera 

semiseria by Berchet.  

With regard to inclusivity, Manzoni differs from the intellectuals to whom he 

was still close during the Romantic Italian turn. The civic need to enlarge national 

readership is indeed combined, in his case, with Christian ethics that had already led 

him to dismiss “pagan,” false forms of poetry to search for a new lyric language capable 

of embracing the entire community of Christian believers (as endeavored in the Inni 

sacri, composed between 1812 and 1822). Similarly, his attempt to reform the tragedy, 

with Il conte di Carmagnola and Adelchi, was in line with his intent to convey the “truth” 

                                                      

35 Cuoco’s Platone in Italia is explicitly mentioned by Borsieri in the second chapter of his Avventure letterarie 

di un giorno (One Day Literary Adventures, 1816) and by Giovanni Berchet in the Lettera semiseria di Giovanni 

Grisostomo al figlio (Calcaterra 1968, 173 and 276). The stress on the interrelation between writers and 

audience as the precondition for the establishment of a public, national spirit, also seems indebted to Cuoco: 

“Non si può chiamar fiorente la cultura di una nazione quando elle vanta soltanto qualche grande scrittore; 

ma bensì quando, oltre i rari ottimi, ella ne possiede molti buoni, mediocri moltissimi, cattivi pochi, e 

v’aggiunge infiniti lettori giudiziosi. Allora si forma, dirò così, un’infinita catena d’intelligenza e di idee tra il 

genio che crea e la moltitudine che impara; si sente e si indaga il bello con più profondità” [“The culture of a nation 

cannot be said to be flourishing when it can boast only a few great writers, but rather when, in addition to 

the rare excellent ones, it can count several good, quite a few mediocre, and very few bad authors, and when 

it joins to them countless wise readers. When these conditions are provided, then an endless chain of 

intelligence and of ideas, if I may say so, is established between the genius that creates and the multitude that learns, 

and it is possible to feel and to inquire beauty with deeper profundity”] (in Calcaterra 1968, 232, emphasis added.)   
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and to give visibility to those whom history had neglected (such as the Latin people, 

subjugated first by the Lombards, in Adelchi). The structural constraints of the dramatic 

genre, however, left him unsatisfied. On the one hand, tragedy (the genre he was 

practicing immediately before and, for a certain period, during the conception of the 

novel) was necessarily restricted to a cultivated and limited audience. On the other 

hand, in spite of the stretching of Aristotelean rules he performed in Il conte di 

Carmagnola (1820) and Adelchi (1822), the tragic form did not allow him to either 

reconcile high and low, or keep together the two moments of emotion and reflection, 

with the result being that the reflective aspect could not restrain the empathetic, 

emotional potential (hence, the “couleur romanesque” of Adelchi Manzoni complains 

about in a letter to Fauriel. Cf. also Brogi 2005, 27).  

Another consequence of such a structural distribution of emotion and reflection 

in two separate domains—the acted scenes for the former, the chorus for the latter (Brogi 

2005, 27)—was the reinstatement of the pre-Romantic, Aristotelian divide. This divide 

was based on the fact that the domain of action could only be reserved to noble 

characters, precluding “those who do nothing but ‘live,’ enclosed in the sphere of 

reproductive and meaningless life” (Rancière 2004, 13). In Adelchi, for instance, reference 

to the Latin peoples subjugated by the Lombards (which Manzoni wanted to rescue 

from historical oblivion, to which they were otherwise doomed) could only be 

mentioned by the chorus—that is, the extradiegetic author’s “corner”— whereas, on 
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stage, the main historical characters such as Charlemagne, the Lombard king Desiderius, 

and his eponymous son Adelchi could act and speak for themselves.  

Thus, the novel, already envisaged as the form capable of transcending the 

disjunction between theory and practice by Galanti and Cuoco, or in Friedrich Schlegel’s 

terms, between philosophy and poetry (cf. Lacoue-Labarthe, Lang, and Nancy 1978, 

271), appealed to Manzoni as well—although not for very long—as the most appropriate 

genre to overcome the structural/ideological split intrinsic in tragedy. Allowing him to 

combine action and reflection within the same structure, the novel also appeared to be 

the genre best suited to account for those who had been traditionally neglected by 

official histories and yet needed to be Christianly recovered. This does not imply, 

however, the reintegration of these individuals into history, or the vindication of their 

rights to be historical actors, for their recovery belongs to a different order: the divine 

design which is ultimately irreducible to history. The misunderstanding about the 

choice of two illiterate peasants as protagonists of the novel—read as a democratic, 

emancipatory act—originates precisely in the confusion between the two orders, that of 

history and that of God. It is particularly meaningful, in this regard, that Manzoni, still 

hesitating in 1823 between the two genres, eventually abandoned his plan to compose a 

tragedy on Spartacus to write instead—under the title of Fermo e Lucia—the first version 

of the novel whose country protagonists, victims of a feudal abuse of power, can only be 

redeemed by the providential intervention of Church representatives. Far from being a 
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“prova dell’intima unità dell’opera letteraria di Manzoni: o Spartaco o Renzo 

Tramaglino; purché sia un oppresso” [“proof of the intrinsic coherence of the literary 

work: Spartacus or Renzo, provided that it is an oppressed”] (De Lollis 1987, 21), the 

option for the fictitious and pious Renzo (and Lucia) over the historical example of a 

subaltern rebel testifies to Manzoni’s will to avoid any confusion between, on the one 

hand, the human, historical plane, and, on the other, the supremacy of divine design. 

Only within the latter the representatives of lower classes are allowed to be protagonists; 

the grammar of Manzoni’s mundane world, on the contrary, does not provide them the 

possibility of being active subjects.  

It is thus somewhat paradoxical that Manzoni, recalling his long conversations 

with Cuoco, could define the older Neapolitan exile as “[his] first master in politics.” 

While Manzoni credited Cuoco for having been the first to understand that liberty was 

not conceivable without the political unity and independence of Italy (Capitelli 1893; 

Gallarati Scotti 1959; Gabbuti 1936, 79–102), he forgot to mention two crucial points in 

Cuoco’s analysis: not only was one of the main obstacles to achieving such a goal the 

social divide characterizing the entire Peninsula, but the lower strata would have also 

played a decisive role, whether supportive or not, in the process. Indeed, Manzoni’s 

appropriation of the Historical Essay on the Neapolitan Revolution is not exempt from 

(more or less intentional) misunderstandings and distortions. This appears more clearly 

in the late—and unfinished—comparative essay on the French revolution of 1789 and on 
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the Italian revolution of 1859 (La rivoluzione francese del 1789 e la rivoluzione italiana del 

1859).  

Before we consider in more depth the historical essay Manzoni conceived on the 

verge of Italian unification, it is worth mentioning the misleading resemblance between 

Cuoco’s dualism as expressed in the Historical Essay—the two peoples (“due popoli”) 

composing the Neapolitan nation, differing in ideas, customs, and language—and the 

dualistic vision expressed by Manzoni already in 1822, in his Discorso su alcuni punti della 

storia longobardica in Italia, which summarizes the historical investigations Manzoni had 

conducted in order to write Adelchi, his second tragedy. In it, despite words which 

seemingly echo Cuoco—“Due, e talvolta più nazioni viventi sullo stesso suolo e diversi 

d’interessi, di lingua, di fogge” [“Two or even more nations sharing the same soil but 

differing in interests, language, manners”]36 (Manzoni 1957, IV 194. Emphasis added)—, 

the ethnic dimension of the fracture, following Augustin Thierry’s racial dualism, is 

emphasized over Cuoco’s understanding of the dualism in terms of class divide. Even in 

the context of such racial dualism, however, Manzoni minimizes the socio-political 

implications of Thierry’s interpretation of the early Middle Ages. The French historian 

had traced back to that epoch the divide between the ruling classes and the Third Estate 

characterizing the Ancient regime. In other words, the class conflict would have 

                                                      

36 Even Manzoni’s typical triadic structuring of the sentence is already in Cuoco: “essi avean idee diverse, 

diversi costumi, e finanche due lingue diverse” [“They had different ideas, customs, and even languages”] 

(Manzoni 1957, IV 91). 
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originated in the subjugation of the Latin population (the Gallo-Romans, in Thierry’s 

reconstruction of French history) by the “barbarian” conquerors (i.e., the Franks), and in 

the unsuccessful missed integration between the two ethnic groups.37 Manzoni, instead, 

seems to retain only the ethnic aspect of the conflict; this is clearly done to project it onto 

the contemporary Lombard horizon, to forward an anti-Austrian point of view. This 

simplification, however, is consistent with Manzoni’s abiding denial, after a juvenile 

“Jacobin” infatuation, of the French Revolution, which for Thierry had been the logical 

outcome of the conflict between two ethnic groups that had, through the centuries, 

sedimented into two social classes (cf. De Lollis 1987, 119–26).   

In Manzoni’s Lombard history there is hardly any room for a development of the 

ethnic conflict into a class conflict. The crucial role that prevents even a conceptual 

“displacement” of the sort is played, in the Discorso, by the papacy, seen as the only 

defender of the Latin population otherwise hopelessly at the mercy of a foreign power, 

be it the Lombards or the Franks. Here, incidentally, we see the bifurcation between the 

mundane, violent logic proper of the historical scene, represented by the Lombards and 

Franks, and the spiritual order represented by the Church, which operates in a different 

dimension and whose liberating function cannot be measured by human parameters. 

Such a “revised” version of racial dualism prevents the oppressed people from any 

                                                      

37 For the influence exerted by the French liberal historians on Manzoni,  see De Lollis 1987 and Botta 2012.  
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possibility, even in the long term, for self-emancipation as a class, and implies, contrary 

to Thierry’s original interpretation, the denial of the French Revolution. Some years 

later, the dismissal even of the racial translation of the dualism, in the Promessi sposi 

(whose first version was published in 1827)—and in spite of the significant role played 

by Thierry’s reading of Walter Scott on his conception of the historical novel (cf. Irene 

Botta in Danzi and Panizza 2012, 109–11)—represents a further step in Manzoni’s lasting 

attempt to avoid any potential reading of history in terms of class conflict. 

Even after four decades, Manzoni’s position has not changed, as shown by his 

work on a later essay on the French Revolution. This work, initially meant to be a 

comparative study of two revolutions, the French one and the Italian revolution of 1859, 

was left unfinished: while two versions of the section on the French Revolution exist, the 

section concerning the Italian one was never written.38 Manzoni presumably started 

conceptualizing the essay in 1859—that is, on the verge of the accomplishment of Italian 

unification led by the Piedmont monarchy—and continued working on it until 1872. As 

it was originally conceived, the essay can be traced back to a historiographic tradition, 

which began with Edmund Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790) and was 

well-attested until the second half of the 19th century (cf. Losurdo 1989). This tradition 

                                                      

38 The essay, titled La Rivoluzione francese del 1789 e la Rivoluzione italiana del 1859, was published for the first 

time by Ruggero Bonghi in 1889, for the centenary of the Jacobin revolution. The first critical edition was 

published by Fausto Ghisalberti (1963). More recently, in 2000, Luca Danzi edited a new critical edition from 

which I quote (Manzoni and Danzi, La rivoluzione francese del 1789 e la rivoluzione italiana del 1859. 

Dell'indipendenza dell’Italia.). Danzi also edited the “first version” of the essay, published in 2005. 
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consistently discredited the Jacobin revolution by comparing it with other, less 

“catastrophic,” forms of political breakthrough (such as the overthrow of James II in 

England in 1688, or the American Revolution).  

Manzoni’s condemnation of the Revolution of 1789 is essentially based on two 

arguments. First, the revolution was unnecessary, since King Louis XVI was already 

kindly granting the reforms demanded by the Third Estate (!); therefore, the decision 

taken by the representatives of the Third Estate to separate themselves from the other 

Estates and form the National Assembly was an unjustified, illegitimate act. Second, and 

precisely because the Revolution was initiated on that illegal basis, the Terror was its 

natural, unavoidable development. Consistent with this view, Manzoni’s recollection is 

restricted to the first year of the Revolution, taken almost as a synecdoche, as if all the 

future developments were already implied in 1789. More than discuss those very 

questionable arguments, what interests me here is that Manzoni is refusing to 

distinguish, within the French Revolution, two phases, i.e., the first from 1789 to 1793, 

and the second (the Terror) from September until the coup of 9 Thermidor (July 1794).39 

Manzoni’s resistance to this timeline can help to measure the distance of his reading 

from that of his “master” Cuoco for whom, on the contrary, Robespierre’s Terror 

coincided with a new phase of the Revolution, one that also determined its mutation 

                                                      

39 Benjamin Constant and Madame de Staël were among the early supporters of such a “two-phase” thesis; 

de Staël’s Considérations sur les principaux événements de la Revolution françoise (published posthumously in 

1818), in particular, has been read and polemically annotated by Manzoni (cf. Manzoni 2000, xiv).   
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from an “active” revolution, supported by a large majority of the population, to a 

“passive” one, led and imposed by a minority (Parigi 1977, 220).40 The implication of 

Manzoni’s “holistic” view is clear: by taking the entire period as a compact whole, he 

can use the Terror to demolish the Revolution tout court, that is, to deny the event that 

brought onto the historical scene, for the first time, the lower strata as main actors. The 

difference between Manzoni’s and Cuoco’s conclusions could not be greater. Ironically, 

Manzoni’s point of view seems to correspond to the histories of the French Revolution 

that Cuoco blamed because, by heightening both the ferocious collective scenes—which 

are common to all revolutions—and the role of individuals, they failed to grasp the real 

causes and contradictions that were smoldering within French society well before 1789, 

and for which “la rivoluzione non aspettava che una causa occasionale per scoppiare” 

(Cuoco 2014, 33) [“the revolution was merely an accident waiting to happen”] (Cuoco 

and Gibson 39).41  

                                                      

40 To my knowledge, this point has not been highlighted by scholars who have analyzed Manzoni’s 

historical essay, who have usually taken for granted a consonance between the Manzoni’s and Cuoco’s ideas 

on the French revolution, based on the memories collected by some friends of Manzoni (Tommaseo et al. 

1944, 45–46). Another point that could have challenged this alleged consonance is the one concerning the 

“legality” of the French revolution, the lack of which constitutes one of the main charges brought about by 

Manzoni, whereas for Cuoco, the French revolution, unlike the Neapolitan one, had a “legal origin” in the 

first edition of the Historical Essay (Cuoco and Tessitore 1988, 190), and an “almost legal origin” in the 1806 

edition (cf. Cuoco 2014, 99), where the nuanced phrase does not change the basic judgement on which also 

hinges the comparison with the Neapolitan revolution.          
41 “Tra i tanti che hanno scritta la storia della rivoluzione Francese, è mai possibile che niuno ci abbia esposte 

le cause di tale avvenimento, ricercandole non già ne’ fatti degli uomini, i quali possono modificare solo le 

apparenze, ma nel corso [eterno] delle cose istesse che solo ne determina la natura? La leggenda delle mosse 

popolari, degli eccidj, delle ruine, delle varie opinioni, de varj partiti forma la storia di tutte le rivoluzioni, e 

non già quella di Francia, perché nulla ci dice di ciò per cui la rivoluzione di Francia differisce da tutte le 

altre” (Cuoco 2014, 34). The English translation by Gibson follows the 1806 edition of the Historical Essay, 
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Manzoni’s essay is a cunning combination of the two components mentioned 

above. There is, on the one hand, an emphasis on the furor of the sans-culottes, depicted 

as dehumanized hordes whose fierce, brutal crimes are often counterpointed by lists of 

generous initiatives taken by aristocrats graciously renouncing their privileges, as in the 

tenth chapter. On the other hand, the spotlight is primarily on single figures whose 

personal ambitions and passions, isolated from the wider context, play an implausibly 

determinant role—like, for instance, Camille Desmoulins, whose harangues “fece[ro] 

scoppiare l’insurrezione” [“sparked the insurrection"] (Manzoni and Danzi, La 

rivoluzione francese del 1789 e la rivoluzione italiana del 1859. Dell’indipendenza dell’Italia 

120), or the abbé Sieyès, whose “sophistry” “contributed to events of such huge 

importance” (Manzoni and Danzi, La rivoluzione francese del 1789 e la rivoluzione italiana 

del 1859. Dell'indipendenza dell’Italia 38).  

Not only does this sort of cross-cutting between external scenes (irrational and 

inhumane ferocity of the mob) and internal ones (isolated actors), give the essay its 

powerful, narrative tone often highlighted by critics, but it also functions to deprive the 

lower classes of any legitimation, showing them as unreasoning pawns manipulated by 

                                                      

while De Francesco’s edition, from which I’m quoting, follows the first edition, referring in footnotes to the 

alternate version. In the quoted passage, thus, I’ve put in square brackets “eterno,” added in the second 

edition. The list of reasons and contradictions that led to the revolution provided by Cuoco makes clear that 

such an adjective does not implies any fatalism, and that he is opposing here a historiography based on 

individual gesta. 
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cynical individuals who plot in secret.42 This spatial distribution was already at work in 

the Promessi sposi. In it, the most remarkable outdoor crowd scene comprises the twelfth 

and thirteenth chapters and describes the insurrection of the Milanese lower strata 

exasperated by a period of scarcity. The crowd, assaulting the bakeries and incensed 

against the Spanish authorities, undergoes a treatment analogous to the one reserved to 

the sans-culottes in the later non-fictional work.43  

When gathered together, the lower strata are seen in the novel, as in the essay, as 

incapable of judgement, fickle and excitable, and for these reasons easily influenced by 

demagogues. Even the style of representation downgrades to the “classical” comic 

                                                      

42 A very opposite reading had been provided by Michelet who, in the 1847 preface to his Histoire de la 

Révolution française, had not only distinguished between the two phases of the Revolution, but had also 

stressed the autonomy of the main actor of the Revolution, the people, from its leaders: “J’ai vu aussi que ces 

parleurs brillants, puissants, qui ont exprimé la pensée des masses, passent à tort pour les seuls acteurs. Ils 

ont reçu l’impulsion bien plus qu’ils ne l’ont donnée. L’acteur principal est le peuple. . . J’ai vu que les chefs 

de parti, les héros de l’histoire convenue, n’ont ni prévu, ni préparé, qu’ils n’ont eu l’initiative d’aucune des 

grandes choses, d’aucune spécialement de celles qui furent l’œuvre unanime du peuple au début de la 

Révolution. Laissé à lui-même, dans ces moments décisifs, par ses prétendus meneurs, il a trouvé ce qu’il 

fallait faire et il l’a accompli” (Michelet 1899, 44–45). 
43 While critics do, at times, acknowledge the narrative similarities between the representation of the 

Milanese rebellious and the sans-culottes, they tend to overlook the ideological continuity between the novel 

and the essay, whether by seeing a sign of “political regression”(De Castris 1965, 330) in the essay on the 

French Revolution, or by denying the political conservatism which informs it, and tracing the indictment 

levelled against the French Revolution back to an alleged “impenitent Augustinian obstinacy” in 

denouncing human haughtiness in all its manifestations (Dotti 1986, 113–45) and the abuse of power 

wherever committed (Tellini 2007, 312). More recently, the denial of the French Revolution has been 

ascribed to an excess of patriotism of Manzoni who, in the comparative essay, would have discredited the 

French Third Estate to better support the Italian one (!), following in particular the enthusiasm aroused by 

Garibaldi’s Expedition of the Thousand (cf. Manzoni 2000, 27; Danzi and Panizza 2012, 203–15). It is quite 

difficult, though, to ascribe the idea of the comparative essay to admiration for Garibaldi, whose exploit the 

Piedmontese monarchy—utterly supported by Manzoni against the “danger” represented by the 

Republican side—hastened to discredit as soon as it was accomplished. Clearly, the exegetic imprint of the 

“Manzonians of the Historic Compromise” (Timpanaro 1982, 117–47) has not ceased to be hegemonic. I 

argue, on the contrary, that such a “post-revolutionary phobia” about the mob (Riva 1993; Nigro, 1996 50), 

which certainly increased after the June Days of 1848, was already at the core of the Promessi sposi. 
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mode: representatives of poor people in revolt appear thus tinged with grotesque tones, 

as seen in chapter 11, when Renzo, freshly arrived in Milan, encounters three people 

who had just taken advantage of the riots. The three are in fact a family loaded with 

flour and bread they have stolen during the upheaval. Particularly in the case of the 

woman—defined as “sconcia” [“misshapen,” “coarse”] and compared to a “pentolaccia” 

[a “big bad pot,”more than merely a “jar,” as it is rendered in the English translation]—

Manzoni uses grotesque, distorting tones that will inevitably extend to the entire crowd 

assaulting the bakeries.44 Thus, when not inclined to accept the ordinary course of 

things, the people is bestialized: it “imbestialisce” (Manzoni 1957, II 213) [“the populace 

was infuriated”] (Manzoni 1951, 187), but literally: “raged like beasts,” moves “a 

branchi” (Manzoni 1957, II 215) [“in herds,” which is more accurate than “in squads”] 

(Manzoni 1951, 188) in search for the “preda” (Manzoni 1957, II 218) [“prey” more than 

the translator’s “spoil”] (Manzoni 1951, 191).45  

It would be difficult to find in this text the traces of seriousness usually reserved 

when speaking or writing about the poor. Even Renzo deserves a paternalistic rebuke 

                                                      

44 The entire passage reads as follows: “Ma più sconcia era la figura della donna: un pancione smisurato, che 

pareva tenuto a fatica da due braccia piegate: come una pentolaccia a due manichi; e di sotto quel pancione 

uscivan due gambe, nude fin sopra il ginocchio, che venivano innanzi barcollando” (Manzoni, 1957 II, 206) 

[“But the woman looked even more misshapen: she had an enormous belly, which she seemed barely able to 

support on two arms curved round it like the handles on a jar; under this great belly was a pair of legs, bare 

to above the knee, coming tottering forward”] (Manzoni 1951, 181). Pentolaccia will be the title of a novella 

by Verga: could it have been written as a reminiscence of this passage?  
45 A lesson that Giovanni Verga will retain: for instance, in the novella Libertà, inspired by the 1860 upheaval 

in Bronte where peasants, expecting a real revolution from Garibaldi, rose against the landowners claiming 

redistribution of the lands. The uprising was ruthlessly repressed by Garibaldi’s lieutenant Nino Bixio.  
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for sympathizing with the insurgents because, having no reason to be content with the 

ordinary state of things, “si trovava inclinato ad approvare ciò che lo mutasse in 

qualunque maniera” (Manzoni 1957, II 207) [“he was inclined to approve of whatever 

changed them in any way at all”] (Manzoni 1951, 182).  

The aim of the novel is precisely to renounce some of these ways to change the 

status quo: more specifically, the radical ones. In other words, to avoid any possible 

revolutionary outcome, Manzoni grants the lower strata some concessions—they can 

acquire a certain degree of literary dignity that reassesses their traditional 

misrepresentation—while at the same time reasserting the value of resignation and 

condemning any violent attempt to change the status quo.46 In this sense, it is possible to 

talk about a literary “passive revolution” put in place by Manzoni.47 

                                                      

46 It is a move analogous to the one which characterized the 19th-century European nation-states in Antonio 

Gramsci’s view: the bourgeoisie granting some reforms in order to prevent the proletariat from threatening 

its own supremacy. To this reformist process whereby the bourgeoisie managed the subaltern classes 

Gramsci gave the name of “revolution-restauration” or “passive revolution,” borrowing the first locution 

from Edgar Quinet’s Les révolutions d’Italie (1848) and the second from Vincenzo Cuoco’s designation of the 

Neapolitan revolution of 1799. Cf. also the later (unfinished) essay on the French revolution whose aim is to 

condemn 89 because of 93 and to assert that a reform would have been possible without the revolution. Cf. 

also Spinazzola 1993, 48, 308-9. 
47 The ideas of both Quinet and Cuoco, in Gramsci’s view, “esprimono il fatto storico dell’assenza di una 

iniziativa popolare unitaria nello svolgimento della storia italiana e l’altro fatto che lo svolgimento si è 

verificato come reazione delle classi dominanti al sovversivismo sporadico, elementare, disorganico delle 

masse popolari con “restaurazioni” che hanno accolto una qualche esigenza dal basso, quindi con 

“restaurazioni progressive” o “rivoluzioni-restaurazioni” o anche “rivoluzioni passive” (Gramsci and 

Gerratana, 1324–25); “[they] express the historical fact that a unitary popular initiative was missing from the 

development of Italian history together with the other fact that this development took place as the reaction 

of the dominant classes to the sporadic, elementary and non-organic rebelliousness of the popular masses 

together with ‘restorations’ that accepted a certain part of the demands expressed below, and were thus 

‘progressive restorations’ or ‘revolutions-restorations’ or even ‘passive revolutions’”] (Gramsci and 

Boothman 1995, 373–74). 
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It is revealing that, in the novel, the only crowd scene which is not the target of 

the contemptuous irony of the narrator is the scene in Lazzaretto: a space literally 

removed from the city, i.e., from history, and symbolically placed within a different 

order by means of the cathartic rain signifying the end of the plague. Only there, outside 

history, can the hierarchical social distances be for a moment overcome, and the peasant 

Renzo can accord his pardon to the aristocrat Don Rodrigo.    

Contrary to what has been claimed, therefore, the choice of having two peasants 

like Renzo and Lucia as protagonists of the novel does not imply the raising of the Third 

Estate to the role of protagonist on the historical scene. Indeed, if Renzo and Lucia stand 

at the foreground, “al primo piano della storia” (Botta 2012, 119), it should be clear that 

the foreground in question is that of the “story,” and not that of “history,” which is still 

the domain of the social elite.48 Whenever lower strata take collective initiatives to 

improve their conditions by themselves, they undergo a literary deformation and 

dehumanization that brings Manzoni back to traditional, aristocratic modes of satirical 

disdain. As has been noted, “in the novel, action is precluded to the humble classes” 

(Baldi 1985, 32): they can rely only on the goodwill of representatives of the higher 

classes and of the Church to improve their conditions.  

                                                      

48 In Italian the term “storia” means both history and story. In Botta’s quotation it clearly stands for 

“history.” 
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Indeed, Renzo and Lucia are denied the status of being interpreters of their own 

world: every time Renzo pretends to understand the reality around him and to act 

accordingly, he incurs the ironic narrative punishment inflicted on him by the author, 

who conversely praises Lucia for her absolute lack of pretense in interpreting the plans 

of the highest Author.49 Here, then, we are very far from the Viconian paradigmatic shift 

of focus, from authorship to readership, described above. In light of this, the fact that 

Renzo and Lucia do not read or write, a point made by Italo Calvino, acquires a special 

significance.50 Furthermore, the difference between Lucia and Renzo—which essentially 

consists of a polarization between the rewarded passivity of the former and the 

chastised impulsiveness of the latter—implies the condemnation of passions and 

emotions, i.e., of that “embodied knowledge” which for Cuoco, as for Vico, was a 

precondition of education and emancipation. The peculiarity so often noted in 

                                                      

49 Although Lucia will eventually find “il sugo della storia,” this “moral of the story” is nevertheless a 

disguised “letteratissima citazione biblico-letteraria-sermocinale” [“very erudite biblical/literary/rhetorical 

quotation”], so that—as has been argued—the “humble” bride does not actually find, but rather recovers 

“spontaneamente quanto le è stato predicato” [“spontaneously what she has been sermonized about”] 

(Nigro 1982, 256). The biblical roots of Lucia’s conclusion—“Io non sono andata a cercare i guai: son loro che 

sono venuti a cercare me” [“I have not been looking for those trials, they came to me] (Manzoni 1957, II 673) 

are furthermore filtered through Bourdaloue’s Sermon pour l’ambition: “Dites-moi où est aujourd’hui le 

seigneur, où est le maître, où est le juge, le prélat, le magistrat, qui, pour l’être en chrétien, ne puisse pas et 

ne doive pas s’appliquer ces paroles de David : Tribulatio et angustia invenerunt me (Ps. 118) : les 

inquiétudes et les embarras me sont venus trouver ? Je ne les cherchois pas, et je tâchois même à les éloigner 

de moi” (Nigro 1982, 238–39). Nigro also notes how the two different conclusions by Renzo and Lucia 

indicate a theological dispute by means of a dense intertextuality decipherable only by few, cultivated 

readers (239).  
50 “Renzo e Lucia non sanno né leggere né scrivere: nei Promessi sposi questo fatto ha un rilievo decisivo di 

cui non mi pare sia stata data la importanza dovuta” (Calvino 1995, 323) [“Renzo and can neither read or 

write. In I promessi sposi (The Betrothed) this fact is of a decisive importance that I think has never received the 

attention it deserves”] (Calvino 2017, 196). 
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Manzoni’s version of the novel, i.e., the exclusion of every erotic element from the 

representation of the relationship between Renzo and Lucia, is thus consistent with the 

denial of the possibility for them, and for the lower classes they represent, to 

read/interpret reality by themselves, and, further, to affect it.51  

Yet, as noted again by Calvino, it is singular that 

il romanzo dei due illetterati è un libro che contiene in sé una pluralità di 

biblioteche: a ben vedere è tutto il romanzo che si situa dentro una biblioteca, 

quella contiene il “dilavato e graffiato autografo” dell’anonimo secentesco autore 

della storia milanese. Così come tutto il romanzo culmina nella fondazione della 

Biblioteca Ambrosiana, a coronare il centro ideale del libro: la vita di Federigo 

Borromeo (Calvino 1995, 325). 

[the novel about two illiterates is a book that contains a number of libraries. 

Looked at in one way, the entire novel takes place inside a library that contains 

the ‘faded, scratched-up manuscript’ of the anonymous seventeenth-century 

author of this story of Milan. Similarly, the whole book culminates in the 

foundation of the Ambrosian Library, to crown the ideal center of the novel, the 

life of Cardinal Federigo Borromeo]. 

Concerning the three libraries we find in the Promessi sposi, only the one founded by 

Borromeo escapes Manzoni’s criticism. Borromeo’s library, although considered by 

Calvino as the culmination of the novel, is the first to appear, in chapter 22, followed, 

two chapters later, by the modest collection of books owned by the tailor of a country 

village who gave shelter to Lucia after she was released by the Innominato. 

On the shelves of the anonymous tailor Manzoni puts the “canon” of popular 

literature—literature of medieval origin—that will be widely read until the 19th century: 

                                                      

51 Even eroticism is a privilege of the upper class, as Gertrude’s example shows. 
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“il Leggendario dei santi [The Lives of the Saints, a reading that will also be imposed on 

Stendhal’s Lamiel], il Guerrin meschino e I reali di Francia” (Manzoni 1957, II 411). This 

simple reader is regarded by Manzoni with a condescending, affable irony. The mention 

of these texts responds to a descriptive, realistic exigence deprived of any curiosity or 

real interest for popular culture.  

The irony becomes sarcasm, though, when we encounter, in chapter 27, the 

library of the “intellectual” Don Ferrante. He is, together with this wife, another host of 

Lucia. His library is presented as a sort of “museo della falsa scienza” [“museum of the 

false science”] (Calvino 1995, 324), a pretentious mishmash ranging from classics to 

witchcraft texts, from science to astrology, and including renowned authors such as 

Tasso and minor figures destined to oblivion, whom Don Ferrante puts on the same 

level. This satire of a 17th-century intellectual takes place in the same chapter where 

Manzoni had previously insisted on the troubles caused to peasants by their illiteracy. 

To be more precise, the difficulties arrive, for peasants, when their words have to be 

translated into written signs: writing entails then a sort of corruption and distortion of 

the original meaning of their words. Since the early chapters of the novels, written texts 

have always been presented as tools used by the powerful to deceive the illiterate 

seeking justice (Calvino 1995, 326-27). The most emblematic example is the scene in 

which a lawyer, Dottor Azzeccagarbugli [“Doctor Quibbleweaver,” in Archibald 

Colquhoun’s translation], brandishes the “gride” (the countless and ineffective laws 
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issued under the Spanish government) to daze and divert Renzo from denouncing Don 

Rodrigo, the lordling who is preventing him from marrying Lucia, the target of his own 

sexual desire.  

The depiction of Don Ferrante’s library would therefore be part of a wider design 

aimed at condemning the “wrong use of the book” which, according to Calvino, 

Manzoni enacts throughout the novel. This is seen in his early depiction of Don 

Abbondio’s reading habits, through the shown misuse of Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata as 

a code of chivalric rules by Don Rodrigo and his entourage, until the climax reached 

with Don Ferrante, who will ultimately die because of his false culture (Calvino 1995, 

326-27).  

If Calvino is right in interpreting Manzoni’s mistrust for the written word as the 

ideological cover of power, one should not forget, however, that such a mistrust for the 

written word is historically linked to the Counter-reformistic reaction against the 

“misuse of books” triggered by the Reform. Menocchio, the 16th-century miller whose 

life has been reconstructed by Carlo Ginzburg in The Worms and the Cheese, became a 

victim of the Inquisition precisely for its “misuse” of books: enabled as a reader by the 

Lutheran vulgarization of the Scriptures, his “fault” was the pretense of reading and 

interpreting texts by himself.  

To distract my reader from what could appear as a parallel, if only suggested no 

less blasphemous, between Menocchio and Renzo—Menocchio’s “hybris” is after all not 
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too dissimilar from Renzo’s fault in Milan—let me go back for a moment to the first 

library mentioned in the Promessi sposi. Although founded by the private initiative of 

Cardinal Federigo Borromeo, the Ambrosian Library was designed to be a facility open 

to the public. After having described at length the care Borromeo took to provide the 

library with rare books and documents, as well as his very advanced vision in 

establishing scholar-friendly policies, Manzoni raises some doubts about the impact of 

this institution on the community, hinting at the fact that it did not reach a significant 

number of readers. This could perhaps be considered another piece of evidence of 

Manzoni’s deep pessimism about the written word. What is certain is that there is not 

continuity, in his view, between the popular library described above and the erudite 

one. Different from a Viconian understanding of (self-)education, the gap between the 

books beloved by an obscure country tailor and the prestigious volumes collected by a 

renowned Eminence is unbridgeable. However, while the former texts are actually 

enjoyed—Cuoco, unlike Manzoni, would have remarked—the latter remain unread, and 

therefore do not produce a community of shared feelings. Here again, one can perceive 

the dis/junction between Cuoco and his self-proclaimed disciple, as well as the twist 

Manzoni imprints on Cuoco’s lesson. Such a torsion will prosper especially among 

Manzoni’s untalented, yet successful, followers. Hereafter, the Counter-reformistic 

policy paternally regulating the act of reading will be de facto retrieved and re-enacted 

by the liberal-moderate elite that will prevail in the struggle for Italian unification over 
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the democratic field. The Restoration of the principle of authority, shattered by the 

Revolution, implies a disciplined reader and the eradication of any attempt, on her part, 

to intrude with the plot decided by the author. There is no room, here, for a community 

which would result from a circular formation process: the new classes to be included in 

the new national picture are not supposed to contribute to the shaping of it. Manzoni’s 

novel set the guidelines for such a “revolution without revolution” (Spinazzola 1983, 

309) that can be exemplified through a quick look at Renzo’s vicissitudes, taken as a 

condensed sample of the most successful elements constituting such a restorative 

program.  

1.4 Change in the Village 

There is always change in the village, but we can only understand its bearings on 

literature if we first understand what is happening to the literature itself. 

(Raymond Williams) 

Del resto per “contenuto” non basta intendere la scelta di un dato ambiente: ciò 

che è essenziale per il contenuto è l'atteggiamento dello scrittore e di una 

generazione verso questo ambiente. (Antonio Gramsci) 

Pared to the bone, Renzo’s trajectory—from the country to the city, and then 

back again to the country—in addition to being an updated version of the schema that 

Bakhtin had highlighted in the Hellenistic novels—separation, trials, 

reunification/return—is a narrative unity that will be very successful in Italian literary 

production after Manzoni. In particular, this framework (i.e., the country character, 

willing to change his or her condition, learns his or her lesson in the city and comes back 

home cut down to size) will be largely reused by those followers of Manzoni who shared 
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his moderate belief, even though they had dismissed the historical novel, perceived as a 

form no longer capable of responding to the needs of the Italian community to come. 

Literature now had to deal with the present conditions of the peninsula, eventually 

including within its scope the multitude of peasants and miserable people who were to 

be part of the new state, and whose number would have helped to realize it. At the same 

time, this multitude could constitute a potential threat for the ruling classes, as 

remarkeed by Gramsci, “lo spauracchio che dominò l’Italia prima del 1859 non fu quello 

del comunismo, ma quello della Rivoluzione francese e del terrore, non fu ‘panico’ di 

borghesi, ma panico di ‘proprietari terrieri,’ e del resto comunismo, nella propaganda di 

Metternich, era semplicemente la quistione e la riforma agraria.” (Gramsci 1975, 1834) 

[“The fear dominating Italy before 1859 was not the fear of communism, but that of the 

French Revolution and of the Terror; it was not a bourgeois ‘panic,’ but landowners’ 

panic, and in fact communism, in Metternich’s propaganda, was simply the question of 

agrarian reform”]. It is not surprising, then, that for the most part the so-called rural 

literature was literature of ‘landowners,’ since its main authors—although most of them 

urbanized—came precisely from that class.52 They played a significant role in the process 

of building a moderate hegemony to avoid class conflict and to prevent the instrumental 

use of the popular masses by the reactionary forces, as had happened in the Neapolitan 

                                                      

52 Those who came from ancient families of landowners include, among others, Giulio Carcano, Caterina 

Percoto, and Luigia Codemo, as well as the Tuscan authors involved in the cultural and pedagogical projects 

promoted by Vieusseux. 
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revolution of 1799.53 For that reason, despite its mediocre literary results, rural literature 

deserves our attention, and I will take its best representative works as a case study. 

But first let me go back again to the seminal scene of the arrival of Renzo in 

Milan. In it, we have seen that the grotesque characterization is reserved to urban 

popular strata, and—Milan being the location where the young peasant gets in trouble 

for having indulged in rebellious activity—Renzo’s displacement appears to be a 

reenactment of the long-standing moral opposition between the (sound) countryside 

and the (corrupted and corrupting) city. This was a moral opposition that, as shown by 

Raymond Williams, historically served to conceal the economic interdependence and the 

exploitation underlying the relations between the two poles (that Cuoco’s Historical 

Essay intended to unveil), and that, not accidentally, will be at the core of Italian 

narrative production in the decades preceding Unification. Its pivotal role in the 

literature of the time is thus twofold. On the one hand, it is related to the process of 

formation of the Italian nation state: what is at stake here, along with the resurfacing of 

the ancient dichotomy between city and countryside, is the question of the necessary 

integration of the countryside in the construction of a new political state-entity. This was 

already a key issue in Machiavelli’s thought and, more recently, had dramatically re-

emerged with the failure of the 1799 Neapolitan Revolution, as shown by Cuoco. On the 

                                                      

53 In Lombardo-Veneto, Austrians tried to play peasants against landowners, supporters of national 

independence, as they had done in Galitia, as will be recalled by Nievo in the Fragment on National 

Revolution (and by Gramsci in the Prison Notebooks). 
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other hand, the reenactment of the opposition between city and country responds to the 

need for social control both of urban and rural masses. The idealization of the rural 

world not only served to instill values of social harmony among the peasants, but it also 

aimed at discrediting the urban proletariat—more easily exposed to revolutionary 

ideas—in comparison with the allegedly harmonious and peaceful rural workers.    

The rearticulation of such a dichotomy, by means of the “micro-plot” extracted 

above, into the triadic movement country-city-country and its subsequent use in several 

texts, seems charged with additional connotations within this particular historical and 

geographical context. This is not the itinerary from the country to the city that one can 

find in Stendhal, Balzac, or Dickens.54 Indeed, the last moment, i.e. the return to the 

country, seems especially interesting, as it is a return that does not necessarily imply a 

coming back to the native village. As already seen in the Promessi Sposi, notwithstanding 

its happy end, the reintegration in the native community is often impossible. One could 

imagine this return as a dialectical movement in which the thesis (the native place) is not 

destroyed by the antithesis (the departure) to create something radically new; on the 

contrary, the thesis incorporates the antithesis and, far from being overcome by it, it is 

finally reinstated. While Lucien Chardon ultimately becomes a Rubempré, Renzo 

Tramaglino will still be a silk worker at the end of the novel and be only a little more 

                                                      

54 Of course, there are also returns in these authors. While Balzac’s Lucien de Rubempré, for instance, quits 

Paris at the end of Les Illusions perdues, his final destination is still Paris. 
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well-off.55 This is precisely the same kind of dialectics that, according to Gramsci, is 

peculiar to the passive revolution as it has been reinterpreted, during the Risorgimento, 

by the moderates. For them, this form of ‘unbalanced’ dialectics  

era l’espressione pratica delle necessità della ‘tesi’ di sviluppare tutta se stessa, 

fino al punto di riuscire a incorporare una parte dell’antitesi stessa, per non 

lasciarsi ‘superare’, cioè nell’opposizione dialettica solo la tesi in realtà sviluppa 

tutte le sue possibilità di lotta fino ad accaparrarsi i sedicenti rappresentanti 

dell’antitesi: proprio in questo consiste la rivoluzione passiva o rivoluzione-

restaurazione (Gramsci 1975, 1768) 

[expressed in practice the necessity for the ‘thesis’ to achieve its full 

development, up to the point where it would even succeed in incorporating a 

part of the antithesis itself—in order, that is, not to allow itself to be 

‘transcended’ in the dialectical opposition. The thesis alone in fact develops to 

the full its potential for struggle, up to where it absorbs even the so-called 

representatives of the antithesis: it is precisely in this that the passive revolution 

or revolution/restoration consists.”] (Gramsci, Hoare, and Nowell-Smith 110). 56    

There is nothing strange, therefore, in the fact that this dialectical movement highlighted 

in Manzoni would be obsessively repeated, with minimal variation, in the texts of Giulio 

Carcano, one of the most successful of Manzoni’s followers, and, after 1848, a supporter 

                                                      

55 Renzo, indeed, will be able to buy a spinning mill with his cousin. Even the last similitude, in the Promessi 

sposi, reinstates this “false” dialectics: the man who feels uncomfortable in his own bed and desires the 

other beds in the room, which he assumes are likely more comfortable, realizes that, once he leaves the old 

for the new, that the new is like the old, and that the improvement was only a delusion. No synthesis is 

possible here, since the antithesis itself turns out to be illusory. In this respect, I will have the opportunity to 

stress, later in the chapter, how the mobility we can find in Nievo is closer to Stendhal’s energetic world 

than to Manzoni’s conservative dialectics. Already the incipit of Nievo’s most-known work, Le confessioni 

di un italiano, seems to intentionally bear a very different dialectical conception: “Io nacqui veneziano e 

morirò italiano.” 
56 This form of dialectics that does not produce, in the synthesis, something new is the same conciliatory 

dialectics Marx reproaches Proudhon in The Poverty of Philosophy. Cf. also Umberto Carpi (Carpi 1978, 431-

71) who highlights the development from Cuoco’s “passive revolution,” as it was received by the 

moderates, to the non-conflictual, hegemonic dialectics subsumed under the philosophy of Gioberti. 
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of reformist moderatism in politics. Certainly, after 1848, the repeated recurrence of this 

motif appears to be a symptom of an increased bourgeois anxiety.  

In Carcano’s versions of the ‘mini-plot,’ interestingly enough, the protagonist 

who dares to leave the country for the city is always a woman. The first one is Angiola 

Maria, the eponymous heroine of Carcano’s first long novella, published in 1839. Angiola 

Maria was a bestseller that, because of its impeccable moral values, even don Fabrizio 

Salina, in The Leopard (1958), will judge as worth reading for the education of his 

daughters as it passes the test of his prudish spouse. The protagonist is a peasant who 

becomes friendly with a noble English family on vacation in her village. Predictably, 

Arnoldo, the youngest son, falls in love with the peasant, and his love is reciprocated by 

hers. Angiola Maria is then convinced by Arnoldo’s sisters to go to Milan with their 

family as a lady companion. The city serves as a mirage of a better life, a temptation 

Angiola Maria yields to: “Bastò un giorno per sedurre i pensieri della giovinetta con le 

lusinghe d’una vita più bella, d’una vita che fino a qual tempo le era stata un sogno 

fuggitivo” (Carcano 1839, 164). Of course, we are not in18th-century England, where 

fictional female characters could successfully perform a social leap and cross class 

boundaries (Moll Flanders, Pamela, Roxana).57 In Milan, Angiola Maria soon feels 

conscience-stricken in realizing the impossibility of a love that would infringe moral, 

                                                      

57 Umberto Eco opposes to those English heroines precisely Carcano’s Angiola Maria (Eco and Federzoni 

1979, 14). 
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and therefore social, laws. While Arnoldo is a Protestant, this is a condition of sin that 

can be overcome by conversion to Catholicism.  The problem is that Arnoldo is also a 

nobleman, while Angiola Maria is not, and this is a condition for which no “conversion,” 

at least not in Italy, is possible. She therefore flees the palace that hosted her only to 

encounter an implausible number of troubling adventures, including loss of relatives 

and sexual harassment from the landlord who had hired her. Ultimately, she decides to 

return to her village, where she arrives half-dead after a long and painful trip, and 

where she slowly recovers thanks to the caring intervention of Arnoldo. Despite all his 

devotion, Angiola Maria refuses his proposal of marriage on the spot, and convinces the 

young nobleman to spend a year in his homeland to reconsider his intentions. Before he 

is able to return, the girl dies of tuberculosis. The mismatch having been so dramatically 

avoided, Arnoldo ultimately marries a rich heiress for the sake of propriety. 

A similar doom is reserved to all the heroines who move from their villages to 

the city (or even to a little town, as in the case of the novella Nunziata, 1849). Selmo e 

Fiorenza (1853) is the umpteenth variation of the same plot: motherless Fiorenza, on the 

verge of marrying Selmo, decides to leave her village after a misunderstanding with 

Selmo and follows a rich family of local landowners who spend most of the year in 

Milan, believing that working for them will improve her situation. Once in Milan, she 

must face a cruel reality: the young maid who had convinced her to move to Milan 

suddenly changes her attitude towards Fiorenza, mistreating her, and so does the old 
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housekeeper who sees in her a sign of decadence. In the good old days, she claims, it 

never happened that a country girl was hired as a servant (often, in Carcano’s text, the 

“vertical” class struggle is displaced into the “horizontal” rivalry between urban and 

rural workers). From this class infraction, inevitably, run-of-the-mill misfortunes will 

follow: seduction, expulsion, wanderings, and the birth and death of the child born of 

sin.  

The main plot is redoubled, on a smaller scale, in the fate of Fiorenza’s brother. 

Costante, tired of working hard in the fields for little gain, abandons his father and the 

village as well, in search of fortune: “e fu la vita del vagabondo, del disperato […] con 

quell’aria provocatrice, svergognata del contadino ribaldo, il quale, una volta che a fare 

il birbone ci prenda gusto, lo fa da vero” (Carcano 1858, 476). Whenever a peasant 

refuses his or her condition and longs for a better life, she must be terribly punished, 

while he inevitably becomes a criminal.  

To conclude: Fiorenza, after she loses her child (a much-repeated topos in this 

kind of literature), eventually marries Selmo. The new couple will be forced to move to a 

different village, as happened to Renzo and Lucia. Unlike Lucia, however, Fiorenza will 

have no children with Selmo, which is the ultimate punishment, in Carcano’s view. The 

following revealing excerpt states what seems to be a universal law of the Italian rural 

narrative (up to Verga): “E però succede che chi più presto s’abbandoni a nuove 

lusinghe, chi voglia ad ogni costo far paga la indocile volontà del meglio, presto discerna 
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l’inganno e se ne penta. Ma, troppe volte, non si torna più indietro dal fallito sentiero; e 

il pentimento vien tardivo.” [“And it happens that she who soon surrenders to new 

delusions, and wants to satisfy the restless will to be better, soon realizes the fallacy and 

repents. But too often it is impossible to return from the wrong path; and repentance 

comes too late”] (410, emphasis added). 

In sum, it appears that the moral opposition of city-country reiterated in all these 

texts contradicts the self-proclaimed democratic élan for the education of the peasants; 

for what else can the recurring presence of the micro-plot tell us, if not of the fear for 

social mobility and social change? This appears to be the “ideologeme” underlying the 

Italian narrative in the first half of the century, from the Promessi sposi to its imitators. It 

is a literature that responds to the double need of the bourgeoisie: on the one hand, the 

need to involve the popular masses in the unification process, and, on the other, the 

need to control them by instilling, along with national ideals, values of obedience and 

harmony between the classes. With few exceptions, this new interest for the subaltern 

world is indeed a phenomenon born in urban contexts, within intellectual circles 

interested in reactivating the opposition between city and country for such pedagogical 

and reactionary purposes.58  

                                                      

58 One of the very few exceptions was Caterina Percoto, who lived in the countryside and had direct 

knowledge of peasant life. 
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The need to reach the popular classes to create a common sense favorable to the 

Risorgimento that this kind of literature in part expresses, coincided, particularly in the 

more advanced northern regions, with the concomitant process of transformation of the 

countryside from a feudal system to a capitalist one. The disruption entailed by such a 

process both within the peasant world and in its relation with the city has been famously 

analyzed, in the British context, by Raymond Williams through a focus on its 

repercussions on literary forms. Needless to say, Britain experienced the impact of the 

Industrial Revolution much earlier than Italy and with peculiar modes. According to Ian 

Watt, it was precisely because of this precocity that Britain developed a culture of the 

novel that Italy was far from having acquired. All things considered, however, the 

Italian phenomenon of rural literature also bears witness to this traumatic event.  

In this regard, Carcano’s novella La Nunziata is pertinent. It tells the story of the 

displacement of a peasant girl forced to work in a factory (a spinning mill) in a nearby 

town. Although permeated by the customary disingenuous moralism (the country is still 

seen as a receptacle of all the positive traditional values), the text nevertheless stresses 

the disruptive power of industrialism (“il demone dell’industrialismo”) on the 

community links. Furthermore, in this novella Carcano adapts another narrative topos 

borrowed from Manzoni: instead of a young country maiden (Lucia) becoming the 

object of sexual desire of a powerful landowner (don Rodrigo), the young country 

maiden becomes the object of desire of a proto-capitalist manager.  
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I have mentioned several times the genre of the novella, which had great fortune 

in this period. Thanks to its brevity, the novella was the most suitable genre for the 

intentions mentioned above: as it was more easily read and circulated among the lower 

strata than the novel, its necessarily fragmented scope also averted the risk of making 

visible the links between the miserable conditions of the countryside and the financial 

ease of its urban authors. A quintessential moral opposition between the two spheres 

had, in sum, to exorcize the possibility of class conflict arising. The subtle machine of 

narrative judgment put in place in Manzoni’s novel was, precisely, subtle: a reader could 

eventually still retain the anger of the rebellious in Milan and follow their example. 

After all, this is what happened with the still Manichean Sue’s Mystères de Paris. In the 

novel, the plot narrating the dangers of Renzo’s urban attempt to change his and his 

fellows’ conditions could be diluted in a network of “heterogeneous narrative 

paradigms” that ultimately provides “an appearance of breadth and variety, and a 

totalizing ‘completeness’” (Jameson 1981, 130–32). However, in the novella, this 

structure is magnified, almost as in a parable, thus avoiding any possibility of 

apprehending the real social dynamics to which this kind of literature is nevertheless 

responding.59      

                                                      

59 This “structural” function is still operating in Verga’s novellas.     
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Even when, under the impression of the events of 1848, Carcano enlarges the 

scope of his narrative to represent new social realities such as the factory (as in Nunziata, 

1849) or the revolutionary struggle against the Austrians (as in Tecla, of the same year), 

his compositional technique still relies on gratuitous juxtapositions of episodes devoid of 

inherent causal links and of conflictual social relationships. In addition to this 

“mancanza di collisione” [“lack of collision”] between events (De Sanctis 1897, 48), 

another discrepancy characterizes Carcano’s fiction. Although he shows a certain 

analytical ability in describing vividly popular environments, he is on the contrary 

incapable of depicting his characters concretely, reducing them instead to hypostases of 

basic moral values (Colummi Camerino 1975, 140). All these features work together to 

the process of “dehistoricizing poverty” (151) which seems to be one of the main 

preoccupations creeping through this kind of text. 

 Usually, the class divide intersects, in Carcano, with the gender divide: the 

recurrent plot, in novellas centered on poor country people, always shows a female 

character, a country girl who, seduced by the idea of improving her own condition, 

moves to the city where she has to be inevitably punished. The lesson here is that one 

has to remain in the place and in the condition where he or she belongs. However, this 

gender-determined fate seems to apply only to poor heroines. In Tecla, for instance, the 

eponymous character is the daughter of a country doctor who, once married, moves 

with her husband and her father-in-law to the “almost rural” outskirts of Milan, in a 
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house which is described as comfortable and yet devoid of ostentation.60 Thus, the social 

connotation of this trio somehow epitomizes the idea of “people” coinciding with that of 

the reading “public” as theorized in Berchet and in other members of Il Conciliatore: an 

entity which comprises the social strata from the literate petty bourgeoisie to the low 

fringes of the landed Lombard aristocracy recalcitrant under the Austrian government, 

the two opposite extremes being excluded from this spectrum. 

 Within this frame, Tecla is not only allowed to be a passionate reader, but she 

can even claim the right to share with her husband a political commitment to the 

struggle for Italian independence. Nevertheless, she will not lose all the reassuring 

feminine and maternal traits which characterize the representation of the “woman” in 

Risorgimento literature. She is an updated version of the exemplary virtuous woman 

who always, in such texts, stands as an iconic rendition of the idea of the nation (Banti 

2005): as such, she even reads. 

Among her readings, the narrator mentions Petrarca, Tasso, Monti (although in 

his capacity as Homer’s translator, we are told, with perhaps a hint of irony, otherwise 

unsuspected in Carcano), and, needless to say, I Promessi sposi. In sum, Carcano’s version 

                                                      

60 All details coincide here to connote the moral positivity in Carcano’s system of values: the rural character 

of the suburbs, the lack of ostentation proper to Tecla’s father-in law, himself an old member of the 

aristocracy, but deprived of any attachment to his class. These are features equivalent to the good poor’s 

decency, framed in a common tension, both from the high and from the low, towards an ideal of bourgeois 

medietas. Once again, there is no space here for a clear understanding of social relations: everything is 

reduced to a moral ground. 
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of the Italian canon is polemically played against the “faded reflex of French literature” 

to which “urban girls” are usually exposed (Carcano 1853, 367). This canon was 

presumably carefully considered so that the last work to be mentioned, Manzoni’s 

novel, would exorcize alternate models of women one could still find in Tasso (and 

perhaps the absence of both Dante and Ariosto are not fortuitous in this respect). This, in 

turn, acts on Tecla as an amplifier of her femininity, i.e., of the idea of the ‘woman’ 

carried on by a moderate (but not only) ideology: hence, the annoying, redoubled 

artificiality of this heroine jeopardizes the novelty of her “political” involvement. Even 

the tragic historical events depicted in the novella, in particular the drama of patriots 

forced to expatriate to Switzerland by Austrian retaliation for the 1848 revolutionary 

attempts, do not really affect Tecla, who at the end of the novella seems to be the same 

person we encountered before the experiences of loss and exile, desperately 

impermeable to growth as a Hellenistic heroine. The dialectical treatment highlighted 

above, in which mainly consists Carcano’s potential for orchestration, cannot function 

with a bourgeois character, whether male or female: it proves to be an effective tool only 

when reinstating a sort of social blockage against the danger represented by the popular 

masses. Nonetheless, such a mechanism was unconsciously revealing of the social 

tensions that had produced it: its lack, in Tecla, accounts for such a complete 

hermeneutical dead calm that it would likely push the unfortunate reader to close the 
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novella, only to rush into all those French novels whose reflections on the native habits 

scared Giulio Carcano so much.  

The gender divide intersects the class divide even in how reading is portrayed. 

While for Tecla the act of reading is a further ornament of her perfection, popular and 

virtuous women do not read. If they do, or if they listen to reading confidantes, as 

happens to Fiorenza in Selmo e Fiorenza, they will incur all sorts of trouble—in the city, to 

be sure. Incidentally, the link between the corrupting roles of cities and books, which is 

usually consistent with the purpose of conceding a limited education to the rural classes 

(only enough to control them), will be also at the origin of an equivocal interpretation of 

Nievo’s Il Conte pecoraio, as we shall see.  

However, while in Carcano the act of reading is discouraged for popular women, 

it constitutes on the contrary a sign of virtue in a poor hero, as one could deduce by 

another novella written in the aftermath of 48-49, Damiano (1850). Here, the contours of 

Carcano’s idea of people are further defined. This text proves that even the poor strata of 

the population could be considered “popolo” only insofar as they meet some basic 

bourgeois-required standards, such as cleanliness, piety, and the will to work. This kind 

of poverty, because of its ideological connection to the bourgeoisie, is thus “decente” 

[decent] and worthy enough to be considered part of the nation, whereas one should 

presume an “indecent” poverty (arguably dirty, unreligious, and lazy) ought instead to 
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be excluded from Carcano’s imagined community. It is, in sum, still the question of 

tamed plebs (poveri decenti) versus herds of rogues (ribaldi).  

The internal discrepancies distinctive of Carcano’s texts show the ideological 

backwardness and inconsistency of the northern ruling classes of which Carcano is an 

organic emanation. Notwithstanding his showy condemnation of the effects of ongoing 

industrialization, there is not, here, a serious apprehension of the historical process 

whereby both the city and the country are being affected by the impact of capitalism, 

and of the intertwinement of such a process with the struggle for the formation of a new 

national state. Such a limitation bears witness to the inherent contradiction of Italian 

Romanticism as the cultural form adopted by the supporters of economic, and therefore 

political, modernization.  

1.5 Can Peasants Read Manzoni? 

Un montanaro può certo essere un uomo stimabile come un re: ma non so se 

meriti d’essere il soggetto di un romanzo; non foss’altro per la ragione che i 

montanari in Italia non si dilettano di leggere romanzi (…) Intendo che non s’ha 

da scrivere ad uomini che non leggono. Il parlare di villani ad un cittadino 

sarebbe utilissimo (…) resta da vedere se per ottenerlo sia necessario, sia utile far 

due villani gli eroi d’un romanzo. (…) Bisogna pure persuadersi che gl’infimi 

nella scala del mondo, son fatti per essere i primi nell’ordine della verità, non come 

agenti ma come pazienti…” (quoted in Vigorelli 1975, 1:136). 

[A peasant can be as respectable as a king, but I doubt he should be the subject of 

a novel, not least because peasants, in Italy, do not dabble in reading novels. I 

mean that you should not write for men who do not read. Telling about peasants 

to a townsman would be very useful (…) but it is questionable that, to do it, one 

should make of two peasants the heroes of a novel. (…) We should eventually 
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believe that the lowest on the mundane ladder are destined to be the first ones in 

the order of the truth, yet not as agents, but as patients…].61 

In this scandalized critique of The Betrothed, Niccolò Tommaseo indirectly points out the 

contradiction in Manzoni’s novel I underlined previously: while the two peasants, 

Renzo and Lucia, are the main characters of the story, they cannot be subjects of history 

because, as Tommaseo states, they “do not read.” The ability to read is used here as the 

metaphorical watershed that determines who can be a subject both in the fictional 

universe and in the historical world. But what happens when, within a novel, peasants 

are allowed to read this novel by Manzoni; when, in other words, the ones who were 

hitherto the objects of representation become the readers of it? As a matter of fact, it is 

exactly this reversal of positions between read objects and reading subjects that is 

enacted in Ippolito Nievo’s Il conte pecoraio (1857): there, peasants—what is more, female 

peasants—are provided with this sort of safe-conduct that is the access to the written 

world.  

It is impossible to disentangle Nievo as a writer from Nievo as a fighter for 

Italian independence. Coming from a family that had landed property in Veneto and 

Friuli—his mother was the descendant of an ancient family of the Venetian aristocracy—

he took an active part in the struggle for unification. Already in 1849, when he was 18 

years old and still a high school student, he moved to Tuscany to participate in the 

                                                      

61 N. Tommaseo, I promessi Sposi. Storia milanese del secolo XVII scoperta e rifatta da Alessandro Manzoni, 

“L’Antologia,” ottobre 1827, p. 104. 
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upheaval that was shaking the Grand Duchy (Gorra 1991, 25–30). Ten years later, he 

fought with Garibaldi during the Second War of Independence (1859), and, the 

following year, he was one of the Thousand that, still under the command of Garibaldi, 

landed in Marsala. In Sicily, he not only distinguished himself as a solider, in particular 

in the battle of Calatafimi, but was also given, against his will, a major administrative 

responsibility in his capacity as vice-quartermaster of the government newly established 

by Garibaldi.62  

It is precisely during the period between the repression of the 1848-49 

revolutionary attempts and the Second War of Independence (1859) that Nievo wrote all 

of his works. This span of time is known as the “decennio di preparazione,” a decade 

which supporters of political unification used as a period of reorganization and 

preparation in view of the accomplishment of the Risorgimento process.63 The 

disillusionment that occurred as a result of the repression of the 1848-49 uprisings 

pushed Nievo, among others, to inquire into the reasons for this failure. The main 

reason was, as we already know, the lack of support of the large rural masses that had 

                                                      

62 Notwithstanding his keen desire to follow Garibaldi in freeing all of Southern Italy from the Bourbon 

forces, he was obliged to remain in Palermo to perform his bureaucratic duty. Once Southern Italy was 

annexed to the Piedmont Kingdom, he had to defend his own work, as administrator, against the campaign 

orchestrated to discredit Garibaldi and his forces by the new conservative authorities, still fearful of a 

possible radical turn. To do so, Nievo returned to Sicily in 1861 to collect evidence of the transparent activity 

he superintended during the Garibaldinian administration. He died the same year, at the age of 30, in a 

shipwreck on the way back to Naples. 
63 For an overview of literary production during the “decennio di transizione,” see the first chapter of 

Giovanni Maffei’s Nievo e il romanzo di transizione (Maffei 1990). 
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often remained indifferent, if not hostile, to the Italian cause. Indeed, if the Risorgimento 

has been defined as a “mass movement,” it should be clarified that it was mainly an 

urban and bourgeois mass movement—which is to say that the Risorgimento was, if 

measured against the entire population of the peninsula, a minority movement.64  

This concern is clearly expressed in the fragment Sulla rivoluzione nazionale (On 

the National Revolution) that Nievo wrote, presumably in 1859, when the process of 

unification was on the verge of being accomplished. In this unfinished text, Nievo links 

the solution of the national problem to the social question in such radical and materialist 

terms that it appears not only as an admonishment directed at the moderate leaders of 

the unification process, but also as an implicit critique of the abstractness impressed by 

Mazzini on the progressive Democratic movement to which Nievo himself belonged.   

In dealing with this text, I intend not only to show its ideological consistency 

with Nievo’s earlier works of fiction, and therefore its utility in the reading and 

interpretation of these texts, but also, and in order to achieve this first goal, to reinsert 

the fragment within a genealogical line of thought that has, to this point, been 

undervalued. I am referring to the Democratic reception of Cuoco’s Essay on the 

Neapolitan Revolution which I previously identified as one of the main sources of 

inspiration for the liberal moderate party. Indeed, it is possible to prove that, in 

                                                      

64 Banti and Ginsborg (Banti 2007) define the Risorgimento in terms of mass movement. However, they also 

acknowledge the relativity of this definition, limited to the urban population. 
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providing first an analysis of the reasons why national leaders were unable or unwilling 

to arouse popular participation in the fight for “liberation,” and then a theoretical 

explanation of the need to engage the twenty million Italian peasants in the nation-

building process, Nievo draws largely from the Historical Essay on the Neapolitan 

Revolution of 1799. While the influence of Cuoco on Nievo has not been fully explored, 

strong similarities underpin both analyses, starting from the preliminary 

determination—derived from 18th-century Neapolitan thinkers like Antonio Genovesi—

of the divide between “two peoples” within the same national space, given or built: the 

one formed by a minority of learned individuals, the other consisting of multitudes of 

illiterate plebs. The recognition of such a divide is a first step, in Cuoco’s thought, in 

elaborating the concept of “passive revolution” he uses to explain the peculiarity of the 

revolution that took place in Naples in 1799. Indeed, it was precisely because of the gap 

between intellectuals and plebs that the Neapolitan revolution appears to be a sort of 

historical leap, triggered mainly by contingent events (the Bourbon defeat against the 

French army and the following flight of the king), rather than the expression of a 

collective will, as in 1789, which was the result of a long maturation process involving 

all classes apart from the aristocracy.65 Hence, the intellectuals who happened to guide 

                                                      

65 For this reason, the French revolution was an ‘active’ revolution, at least until 1793: the Terror, in fact, 

turned the active revolution into a passive one, since the revolution lost its ability to represent collective 

rather than sectarian interests (Parigi 1977, 222). 
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the political change in Naples could not count a priori on the backing of popular strata; 

accordingly, their policy should have been different from the one enacted in France: 

La nostra rivoluzione era una rivoluzione passiva, nella quale l’unico mezzo di 

riuscire era quello di guadagnare l’opinione del popolo. Ma le vedute de’ 

patriotti e quelle del popolo non erano le stesse: essi aveano diverse idee, diversi 

costumi, e finanche due lingue diverse. … La nazione napolitana si potea 

considerare come divisa in due nazioni. … La coltura di pochi non avea giovato 

alla nazione, e così il resto della nazione quasi disprezzava una coltura che non 

l’era utile, e che non intendeva. (Cuoco 2014, 90–92). 

[Our revolution was a passive revolution, and the only way for it to be successful 

would have been to win over popular opinion. But the patriots and the people 

did not hold the same views: they had different ideas, different customs, and 

even different languages. . . The Neapolitan nation was split into two peoples. . . 

Thus, the culture of the few had not benefited the nation as a whole, which, in 

turn, virtually despised a culture that was not beneficial to it and which it did not 

understand;” Vincenzo Cuoco and others, Historical Essay on the Neapolitan 

Revolution of 1799.] (Cuoco et al. 2014, 91).  

Nievo moves from the same determination of the reciprocal discord between the 

intelligentsia and the rural masses to then inquire into its causes. Freeing the peasants 

from the stereotypical accusations of pusillanimity—commonly and disingenuously 

revived to explain popular non-involvement in the fight for Italian independence—

Nievo earnestly acknowledges, for instance, the bravery of the Neapolitan lower classes 

in fighting under the banners of Cardinal Ruffo—“nelle quali fu sprecato per una causa 

infame tanto eroismo popolare” [“under which such a great demonstration of popular 

heroism had been wasted for such an infamous cause”]—as Cuoco had done before.66 

                                                      

66 “Tutt’i buoni desideravano l’arrivo de’ Francesi. Essi erano già alle porte. Ma il popolo ostinato a 

difendersi, sebbene male armato, e senza capo alcuno, mostrò tanto coraggio che si fece conoscer degno di 

una causa migliore.” (Cuoco 2014, 81) [“All the good men wanted the French to arrive. They were already at 

the gates. But the people [the lower strata], defending themselves stubbornly despite being poorly armed 
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From this perspective, Nievo points out what he considers to be the real reason behind 

popular indifference towards the national cause. Echoing Cuoco again, he writes that is 

because “per divergenza di interessi che il volgo campagnuolo non s’accompagna 

volentieri alle speranze e alle intraprese della parte illuminata e liberale” [“the peasants 

do not willingly follow the enlightened and liberal party because of their divergent 

interests”] (Nievo 1952, 1080). He then proceeds to critique the bourgeois pretensions of 

universality by disentangling the Enlightenment notion of “public opinion” from its 

original “bourgeois sphere,” and by acknowledging the existence of an alternate public 

opinion, one shared by the largest part of the Peninsula’s population, i. e., the rural 

people, which in turn appears to be the real historical agent: 

È questo un difetto nostro di cercare l’opinione pubblica solo nei libri e nelle 

opinioni della gente letterata, la quale s’immagina di parlare a tutta la nazione e 

anche alla posterità. Ma v’ha un’altra opinione pubblica molto più vera e potente 

la quale non parla a tutta la nazione, ma pensa a nome di essa, la quale 

sonnecchia nel cuore del popolo o è bisbigliata sommessamente, la quale non 

pompeggia nelle formule profonde e negli aforismi, ma striscia vilmente 

mascherata nei discorsi, nei proverbi, perfino nelle esclamazioni volgari. La 

prima retorizza nel nome della gloria e della filosofia; la seconda piange, grida, 

geme, ruggisce per le passioni, pei bisogni, pei dolori del momento. Quella fa la 

storia della Letteratura e questa la storia dei popoli” (1077, emphasis added). 

[One of our faults is to search for public opinion only in books and among 

literates who think they are speaking to the whole nation and even to posterity. 

In fact, there is a much more and powerful public opinion that does not speak to 

the entire nation but thinks in her name, sleeps in people’s hearts or is quietly 

whispered. It does not parade in profound formulae and aphorisms; rather, it 

creeps disguised into conversations, into sayings, even into vulgar exclamations. 

The former struts for the sake of glory and philosophy; the latter cries, screams, 

                                                      

and without any leader, showed such courage that they proved themselves worthy of a better cause”] 

(Cuoco et al. 2014, 83). 
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groans, roars because of urgent passions, needs, and sorrows. One makes the 

history of literature; the other, the history of peoples.] 

The consonance of this excerpt with Cuoco’s thought is palpable not only in the 

recognition of the lower strata as the main driver of history—we may recall that in the 

1806 preface to the Historical Essay the “popolo” was defined as “the great, the only 

agent of revolutions and counter-revolutions” (Cuoco 2014, 329)—but also in the 

acknowledgment of an alternative public opinion that, although disconnected from the 

bourgeois, press-based culture that produced the “official” public opinion, is no less 

legitimate. In fact, Nievo contrasts the abstractness of philosophy with the concreteness 

of embodied, common feelings (this “counter-opinion,” in fact, “cries, screams, groans, 

roars because of urgent passions, needs and sorrows”). As is already the case for Vico’s 

disciples Galanti and Cuoco, the common faculty of feeling is here the precondition for a 

community to rise up. This is why Nievo admonishes the leaders of the imminent Italian 

unification by stating that, for the revolution to be truly the realization of a national 

community rather than a mere political, administrative reassessment, the participation 

of the rural people is essential:   

Senza il subito ed efficace e coscienzioso concorso di venti milioni di contadini 

poveri ed ignoranti voi avrete sì un’oligarchia politica di cinque milioni di 

letterati e di ricchi …, avrete un’esistenza politica più o meno sofferta e sempre 

poco rispettata, non avrete mai né una fede, né una forza, né una vera nazione 

italiana (Nievo 1952, 1092). 

[Without the prompt, effective, and conscientious participation of twenty million 

poor and ignorant peasants, you will have a political oligarchy consisting of five 

million literate and wealthy citizens …, you will have a political existence more 

or less tolerated and always little respected, but you will never have a faith, nor a 

strength, nor a real Italian nation]. 
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The influence of Cuoco’s Historical Essay on Nievo’s text can be detected not only in 

what concerns the diagnostic moment, so to speak, of the reasons why the national 

revolution could fail, but also in the pars construens of the text, where he offers directions 

about what has to be done in order to prevent such a failure.     

It is important to remember that Cuoco saw the popular hostility that had 

ultimately ruined the Neapolitan republic as a result of the strict adherence of the 

Neapolitan Jacobins, essentially unaware of the reality of their own home, to the French 

revolutionary model. Although, in France, Jacobins were able to close the gap between 

the city and the country, the French model was unable to grip the peasants in Southern 

Italy, where their conditions were their historical, geographical, and traditional 

conditions were different, thus demanding endogenous solutions. In Cuoco’s view, a 

gradual process of reform that would have addressed those backward aspects of the 

state that were burdening the peasants—substantially subjugated by what were still 

feudal ties—without irritating their religious creed only to conform to the French 

example, would have been more effective in creating a popular consensus around the 

new government than the formal and abrupt application of a foreign model. Hence, 

eroding the economic power of the Church while respecting the representatives of the 

lower clergy would have achieved the dual goal of redistributing the wealth formerly 
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controlled by the mortmain and of harnessing the widespread network of the lower 

clergy in the countryside as a viable communication channel to reach the peasants.67   

In Nievo’s On the National Revolution, we read an outline of similar political 

strategies clearly linked to a historicist approach indebted to Cuoco (“Siate in pari tempo 

retti estimatori del vostro secolo, e delle condizioni altrui sia materiali che morali” [“Do 

wisely weigh at once our own time and the material and moral conditions of the lower 

classes”] (Nievo 1952, 1089). Therefore, having acknowledged the present conditions of 

the peasants and the impossibility of practicing certain radical solutions in the short 

term, Nievo blames “la crociata del liberalismo contro il clero campagnolo” [“the liberal 

crusade against the country clergy, ”1083] enacted in retaliation against the Pope’s 

“desertion” because, as Cuoco had taught, this would have only increased popular 

aversion. It was indeed an offence  

contro il volgo delle campagne, poiché i curati ed i preti erano i soli 

rappresentanti della sua intelligenza, i soli che guarentissero ad esso una felicità 

eterna (vogliam pure immaginaria) … Ora, svillaneggiare i suoi preti era 

svillaneggiare lui che ci credeva (1083). 

[against the peasants, since curates and priests were the only representatives of 

their intelligence, the only ones that were assuring them of eternal happiness 

                                                      

67 Indeed, the “lack of communication” between the republicans and the countryside had a fatal impact on 

the revolution: the proclamation of “feudal law,” for instance, that would have garnered popular favor, 

reached no further than its targets (the barons): “La legge feudale era tutto nella nostra rivoluzione. Questa 

legge che dovea esser nota ai popoli ai quali giovava, fu nota ai soli baroni che offendeva, perché questi soli 

erano nella capitale” [“…in our revolution the feudal law was everything. This law, which should have been 

known to the people to whom it was useful, was known only to the barons it attacked, because they alone 

were in the capital.”] Cuoco and De Francesco 2014, 171; Cuoco et al. 2014, 162). 
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(even if imaginary) … Now, insulting their priests was the same as insulting the 

ones who believed in them].68  

Even the boldest philosophers, Nievo sarcastically remarks, would have understood that 

“la religione se non è eterna ha ancora dinanzi a sé vita lunghissima, e con tali opinioni 

allontanarsi sempre più l’anima del clero era impresa pericolosa e contraria al proprio 

utile e all’utile prossimo della civiltà” [“religion, if not eternal, nevertheless still has a 

very long life, and consequently it was very dangerous and counterproductive both to 

their own interest and to the immediate interest of civilization to alienate the clergy with 

such opinions”] (1083). Rather than attacking religion and all its ministers, Nievo argues 

instead for the necessary distinction between the higher clergy, whose power is 

consubstantial with the reactionary and anti-Italian forces, and the lower clergy, 

recruited from the lower strata, who do not share the same class interests as the high 

hierarchies. The lower clergy, therefore, could be mobilized to help the revolutionary 

cause and employed, moreover, as mediators between the leaders of the revolution and 

the plebs. Here again, the echo of Cuoco’s lesson is clear. I will further stress how Nievo 

appropriates and develops this particular point to show how differently these 

considerations about the clergy were read by him compared to the prevailing moderate 

                                                      

68 The Pope in question is Pius IX who in the first years of his pontificate had shown some signs of political 

openness and of a favorable attitude towards the liberal nationalists. In 1848, however, he refused to grant 

the requests for political reforms and had to flee Rome, where, in the February of 1849, a Republic was 

established under the guide of Aurelio Saffi, Carlo Armellini and Giuseppe Mazzini. The Republican 

government was defeated few months later by the French troops, thus allowing Pius IX’s return and his 

tightening policy.        
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reception of Cuoco. Before doing this, however, I must briefly mention other important 

elements that strengthen the hypothesis that Nievo belongs to the lesser-known 

constellation of authors who, during the 19th century, refer to Cuoco’s Historical Essay 

more as a handbook of mistakes to avoid in order to enable an active revolution, than as 

a manual for “passive revolutions,” or for the “management” of the subaltern classes. 

This latter was the moderate reading that had prevailed during the Risorgimento and 

beyond, inscribed not only in Manzoni’s historical essays, as I have argued, but also 

structuring his novel—and the literature it paved the way for—in ways that have been 

less remarked. 

Compared to the educational projects put in place by the moderates—such as the 

Tuscan circle around Vieusseux—Nievo’s text is notable precisely because it points out 

the false consciousness animating such pedagogical attempts, which were aimed at 

disciplining the lower classes to preserve the social structure. Nievo takes a different 

stance, giving priority to the material needs that must be satisfied in order to enable the 

popular classes to receive an education, because “mal si insegna l’abbiccì a uno che ha 

fame; mal si presenta l’uguaglianza dei diritti a chi subisce continuamente gli improperi 

di un fattore” [“it is not possible to properly teach the alphabet to someone who is 

angry; it is not possible to be credible claiming equal rights when some have to undergo 

unceasingly the abuses of a bailiff;” 1081].  
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In this respect, the fragment recalls the writings of Carlo Pisacane, another 

member of the Action Party who had progressively distanced himself from Mazzini 

precisely because of the formal and inconsistent approach Mazzini took regarding the 

social question.69 Pisacane, whose belonging to an alternative, “underground” (Tessitore 

2002, 286) democratic pattern in the history of Cuoco’s reception has been 

acknowledged, had explicitly embraced socialist ideas—mainly derived from 

Proudhon—and therefore the political solutions he envisaged were more radical than 

those expressed in Nievo’s fragment. However, when comparing Pisacane’s political 

writings to Nievo’s text, it is necessary to take into account the difference between the 

two historical moments in which they were produced and that inevitably conditioned 

their political inflection. While for Pisacane the republican option was still a possible 

solution to the national problem, for Nievo, writing in 1859, on the eve of the Second 

War of Independence (and after the failure of Pisacane’s own attempt to force a 

republican solution), the role of Piedmont in the Risorgimento process—that is, the 

realization of unification by means of an annexation of several states to the Kingdom of 

Sardinia—was more than a likely possibility. This explains the overall “pragmatist” 

character of the fragment, which nevertheless does not conceal the radical 

presupposition underlying his analysis. In other words, due to a clear understanding of 

                                                      

69 Pisacane is explicitly mentioned in the fragment among other representatives of the nationalist struggle.  
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the political climate, Nievo opted for a sort of ‘war of position’ that required preparing 

conditions for a more radical social change that was impossible at that particular 

moment. The fragment On the National Revolution was an explicitly political “gesture” in 

that direction.  

Despite the circumstantial differences, Pisacane and Nievo share the firm belief 

that a revolution cannot be accomplished without the peasants and without taking into 

account their material demands. Accordingly, they both denounce the divide between 

“il fremere della plebe arretrata e le astrazioni del filosofo chiuso nel suo gabinetto” 

[“the quivering of the underdeveloped plebs and the abstractions of the philosopher 

secluded in his study”] (Pisacane quoted in Tessitore 2002, 122). They both appropriate, 

in sum, the main findings of the Historical Essay: the acknowledgment of a duality within 

the body of the (future) nation, and the necessary role of the lower classes for a 

revolution to succeed.  

In re-examining Nievo from this perspective—in viewing his work within the 

line of the democratic reception of Cuoco—even his earlier works of fiction, and in 

particular the rustic ones, acquire a new light. It is indeed possible to read them 

retrospectively as parts of the same “war of position” to which I have ascribed the 

fragment on the national revolution. Reading them through a Cuoconian lens will help 

clarify the very different standpoint from which Nievo examines the opposition between 

city and countryside, contrary to the majority of critics who flattened his rustic narrative 
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onto the moderate model that Carcano had successfully derived, though trivializing it, 

from Manzoni.  

Nievo started to write his first novel, Il conte pecoraio, in the same year (1855) he 

published his first “novella campagnola,” La nostra famiglia di campagna. The beginnings 

of his narrative production therefore reflect a “civil and programmatic option for the 

peasant world” (Nievo 2010, 14), a commitment he will maintain until the last years of 

his brief life that originates under the sign of a polemical distancing from the moderate 

approach to the “rural question” embodied by Carcano’s works (that is, from that 

“liberal school” whose undiscussed authority was Manzoni): “Ho in mente di far saltare 

fuori un Romanzo il quale sarà contadinesco e non alla Carcano” [“I’m thinking of 

popping out a rustic novel, and yet not à la Carcano”].70 His story takes the shape of a 

parodic rewriting both of Carcano’s typical plot and of Manzoni’s Promessi sposi: a 

deliberate, polemical “rewriting” that has often been understood as an homage to 

Manzoni’s masterpiece. 

The plot of Il Conte pecoraio, set in the years immediately preceding its 

publication, seemingly follows the pattern so often exploited by Carcano: the seduction 

of a country girl by a noble man embodying urban values will lead her to the inevitable 

punishment made of wanderings and child’s loss, before she is reintegrated into the 

                                                      

70 Cf. the Letter to Arnaldo Fusinato dated January 27, 1856 (Gorra 1970, 42). 
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village at the side of a man of her same class.71 However, it is not simply a trite fabula. 

The protagonist of Nievo’s novel appears surprisingly closer to Stendhal’s Lamiel than to 

Carcano’s Fiorenza. Being able to read, Maria can cross class boundaries as Lamiel had: 

in fact, the old countess of Torlano (Maria’s village) hires her as a reader, meaning that 

she can easily navigate both the space of the peasant community and that of aristocratic 

society.  

Maria is the daughter of Santo, whom the villagers have nicknamed “Conte 

pecoraio” [“The shepherd count”] because, according to popular rumor, he is likely to be 

the descendant of a cadet of the aristocratic family ruling over Torlano, disinherited for 

having refused to take the cowl. Whether true or not, what is clear is that Santo and his 

father used to be tenant farmers of a piece of land owned by Count Alberico, to whom 

they became indebted as a consequence of natural disasters and wars which 

compromised their crops. The count, “che non amava per nulla i coloni poveri e 

addebitati con esso lui” [“who did not love at all poor and indebted farmers”] (Nievo 

2010, 170), thought to arrange the marriage of Santo with the wealthy widow of one of 

his administrators. Santo’s proud refusal angered Count Alberico, who ultimately forced 

Santo to leave the land and become a shepherd, with his father now seriously ill and 

                                                      

71 Allusions to Crimea’s war and to a cholera epidemic allow the time of the narration to be dated around 

1854-55. 
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therefore unable to work.72 Therefore, two acts of feudal violence constitute the 

antecedents of the story that is to be narrated in the novel, and whose protagonist is 

Santo’s daughter, Maria, with whom he returns home after several years spent in the 

Papal States, where he had emigrated in search of work after his father’s death.  

 Already from this brief account of the background of the story, the main themes 

that will circulate surreptitiously through the text are put in place. The stress on the 

persisting feudal bonds regulating country life, in the first two chapters, will later be 

integrated with insights into the new capitalistic logic of productivity that was 

beginning to gain ground among the great landowners of the northern Italian regions. 

The clash between the two systems engendered a new kind of precariousness for 

farmers: if under the feudal lord tenants were relatively less exposed to the seasonal 

harvest fluctuations, now a bad crop could determine the ejection of a family from the 

home where it had been living for generations. The novel grasps precisely this new 

historical phenomenon of the “precarization” of peasants, progressively falling from the 

condition of tenants into that of day laborers. This is indeed the destiny that threatens 

the Romanos, a friendly family to whom Santo has entrusted Maria in order to allow her 

to attend school, for they live in the village, while he has recovered his previous shelter 

                                                      

72 According to Emilia Mirmina’s field research, the novel would illuminate an ethnic divide between the 

pastoral Slavic culture and the “Italian” agricultural one (and it should be mentioned that in the first version 

of the novel, Maria was Slavic, and “nation,” there, was certainly not a matter of blood, as in the 

Risorgimento’s “invention” of the Italian nation). This is a fascinating hypothesis that would complicate the 

novel’s rendition of historical clashes between different economic systems (Mirmina 1973, 42–43). 
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up on the high pastures. The care Santo takes for her daughter’s education is quite 

uncommon for people belonging to his class: in fact, Maria will be the only one within 

the Romano family who will be able to read. Her father wanted her to receive some 

education because, “ammaestrato per lunga e propria esperienza dei sommi pericoli 

della ignoranza, intendeva che la fanciulla imparasse alcun poco di lettera e di conto” 

[“trained by his prolonged experience about the high dangers of ignorance, he intended 

the girl to acquire some reading and counting skills”] (Nievo 2010, 174).  

This, incidentally, recalls what we read in the final lines of the Promessi sposi, 

when Manzoni rapidly gives us an account of the protagonists’ lives after the conclusion 

of the book. Renzo, we are told, wanted his children to learn to read and write, because 

“giacché c’era questa birberia, dovevano almeno profittarne anche loro” (Manzoni 1957, 

672) [“as that swindle existed, they ought at least to profit by themselves too.” (Manzoni 

1951, 604)]. Beyond the fact that the choice of words—“swindle,” “to profit”—seems to 

give reason to Pasolini’s comment on Renzo’s conformist turn at the end of the story, it 

does not seem accidental that what remains unrepresented in the Promessi sposi—a 

peasant who reads—becomes instead the central theme of Nievo’s novel.73  

                                                      

73 “…Renzo è una figura espressa dallo ‘stile comico’, e tale rimane, fino alle ultime pagine (solo proprio alla 

conclusione Renzo diventa un ‘padrone’, e arricchisce approfittando di un bando governativo che permette 

di tener basso il salario degli operai. Questo sarebbe il reale lieto fine del romanzo! E qui, nelle ultime righe, 

Renzo diventa di colpo odioso, un piccolo ometto tutto pratico, un lombardo pieno di buon senso certo 

destinato a diventar moralista per difendere i suoi beni, esattamente come coloro che son stati alleati dei 

cinici potenti che l’hanno perseguitato.)” (Pasolini 1999, 83)  [“…Renzo is a character expressed by the 

‘comic style,’ and such he remains until the last pages (only at the very end Renzo becomes a ‘boss,’ and 

makes money by profiting from a governmental ban which allows him to hire low-wage workers. This 
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To come back to Nievo’s novel, beyond the older Isidoro and his wife 

Maddalena, the Romano family is composed of their sons Natale and Michele, and by 

Giuliana, the widow of another son who died in war, and her three children. They are 

still farmer tenants (“coloni”) of the Torlano counts, always threatened by misery and by 

the fear of being forced to leave their home if any accident—a bad crop, oidium ruining 

their grapes, the conscription of Natale—would prevent them from being able to pay the 

countess. 

The uncertainty of the peasants’ condition is a recurrent motive both here and in 

the rustic novellas. The tenancy agreement between the landowner and the farmer, 

which required the farmer to annually pay a set share of the products (“colonia”), 

exposed farmers to the risk of not being able to renew their leases in the event that some 

calamity damages their crops. The day of San Martin (November 11), traditionally the 

day of contract renewal, recurs as a fearful date in Nievo’s rustic narrative. Such 

insistence makes evident the paradox whereby families who had been working a piece 

of land for centuries could not call it theirs: “Ed ecco quella disgraziata famiglia raminga 

senza nulla al mondo, dopo aver fecondato per qualche secolo col proprio sudore la 

campagna altrui” (Nievo 2010, 170) [“Here is that unlucky family wandering with 

                                                      

would be the true happy end of the novel! Here, in the last lines, Renzo suddenly turns into an odious, all-

matter-of-fact sort of little man, a Lombard full of common sense and certainly doomed to become a 

moralist to defend its goods, precisely like the ones who were the allies of the cynical powerful men who 

had harassed him.”].   
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nothing under the sun, after having fertilized for some centuries someone else’s land 

with their own sweat.”]. Through the Romanos’ vicissitudes, Nievo clearly pits a 

conception of property based on a (still) feudal system of exploitation against one 

justified by labor. This latter conception, we may recall, was already alluded to by Cuoco 

in The Historical Essay on the Neapolitan Revolution, where we can find almost the same 

image a propos of a farmer tenant “il quale fu costretto a ricomprarsi con una lite o col 

denaro quel terreno che era stato innaffiato dal sudore de’ suoi maggiori” [“who had to 

re-buy, through a trial or through money, that piece of land that had been watered by 

the sweat of his ancestors”] (Cuoco 2014, 60). This same understanding was one of the 

most compelling reasons underpinning the reenactment of the peasant “mythos” in Plato 

in Italy.74   

As if Nievo were following Cuoco’s invitation “a riconoscere la feudalità anche 

dove parea che non vi fosse” [“to recognize feudality even where it did not appear”] 

(142),  the Conte pecoraio ridicules from the very first chapter those who hasten to 

celebrate “le esequie dei diritti feudali” [“the funeral of feudal rights”], showing on the 

contrary persistent practices of feudal domination and its clash with the early 

penetration of capitalism.   

                                                      

74 Cf. also Tessitore’s introduction to the 1801’s edition of the  Historical Essay: “In Cuoco … la proprietà è 

fondata sul lavoro” [“For Cuoco, propriety is founded on labor”] (Cuoco and Tessitore, Saggio storico sulla 

Rivoluzione di Napoli xxx). 
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Related to all this, it is possible to read Il Conte pecoraio (like Stendhal’s Lamiel) in 

terms of a conflict between “customary” and “educated life” (Williams 1975, 198), the 

first related to a communitarian dimension, and the second pertaining to the individual. 

The advantage of such an approach is that it allows us to separate, within the novel, 

conventional explanations of Maria’s behavior from a different system of values that 

emerges from the text in a variety of ways that will be illustrated momentarily. A 

contradiction exists between these two different knowledges that is otherwise doomed 

to be simplified by privileging one of them—usually the first one—with the result of 

Nievo’s novel being considered a failed attempt to overcome Carcano’s Manicheism and 

as an anodyne homage to Manzoni’s Promessi Sposi. 

As already mentioned, the education Maria has received, uncommon for a 

peasant, allows her to move back and forth between her native community and the 

society of Countess Leonilda, the widow of Alberico, who has retired to the country 

following a difficult urban past.75 The castle she visits daily becomes the symbolic space 

of the written world, that is, of culture and education, while the village, i.e. the native 

rural community, stands for class belonging and inherited habits. Reading for the 

countess, Maria acquires unprecedented access to novels and, at the same time, gets 

                                                      

75 It was customary for landowners to spend only a limited amount of time in their country homes, 

preferring to inhabit the city for most of the year. This absenteeism on the part of landowners was often 

reproached in the social inquiries of the time. See for instance Stefano Jacini’s study on the Lombard rural 

world (Jacini 1885). 
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caught in the conventional plot involving a peasant girl and a nobleman, with its 

predictable ingredients of seduction and abandonment. Maria, however, is perfectly 

capable of deciphering the feudal power relation ingrained in this trite plot for one 

simple reason: she has read of similar plots in countless novels, and, in fact, in one in 

particular — I Promessi Sposi! The recounting of Manzoni’s story then becomes for this 

lower-class woman both an indirect way to tell her own story and an instrument to 

dispel her illusions about Tullio, the frivolous and cynical son of the countess who 

seduced her, made her pregnant, and then became engaged to a rich bourgeois girl to 

remedy the disastrous financial position caused by his own debauchery. It is the 

knowledge acquired through works of fiction that makes Maria aware of the real 

nature—based on economic power—of the relationship between her and the young 

count: literature has here an unveiling function, which is quite the opposite of the self-

deceptive mechanism it would have triggered in the coeval Madame Bovary. This is an 

original trait of Nievo’s Conte pecoraio which has not been acknowledged by critics, for 

whom the combination reading/seduction ought to be interpreted as a reinstatement of 

Carcano’s condemnation of every wish for climbing the social ladder.  

A further proof of such a reactionary view that Nievo would share with the 

“manzoniani” would be the presentation of count Tullio as a reader himself. This occurs 

when Maria, once “awakened” by Manzoni’s novel, deliberately faces Tullio, surprising 

him in the rural setting near the castle, which is the very scene where she had been 
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seduced one year earlier. The fact that Tullio enters this scene while reading seems at 

first glance to be a pretext to represent the usual association between books and moral 

perdition. However, the unveiling function of literature mentioned previously should, if 

not invalidate, at least call into question the alleged condemnation of books that would 

align Nievo’s novel with that array of authors that, claiming Manzoni as their inspirer, 

will end up strangely closer to the literary landscape of Father Bresciani.76  

Even the more complex and refined interpretation offered by Giovanni Maffei, 

according to whom the topography of the village is also a moral topography (Maffei 

1990, 70–73), is still threatened by the danger of such an alignment. Although tempting, 

a reading that sees the castle as the place of all urban vices, novels included, and the 

village as the repository of all (illiterate) virtues, seems rather intentionally conjured up 

and ironically called into question by the way Nievo plays with literary conventions and 

Gothic commonplaces. According to Maffei’s model, Maria’s reading ability is to be 

interpreted as a transgression, precisely as it is perceived by other characters within the 

novel—“ti hanno lasciato imparare troppe cose … ed io ho sempre udito dire che la 

sapienza è come la ricchezza, che la porta sventura ” [“they let you learn too many 

things … and I’ve always been told that knowledge is like wealth: it brings bad luck”] 

                                                      

76 The Jesuit Antonio Bresciani (1798-1862) thought to turn the novel into a new string to the Church’s bow: 

he wrote several novels crammed with clericalist, and therefore anti-Risorgimento, rhetoric. From him, 

Gramsci derived the category of “brescianesimo” to design the patronizing, deeply anti-popular character of 

literary works that are typically produced in times of “restoration.” 
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(Nievo 2014, 195). The critic’s task, therefore, would be merely to put in a more 

appropriate form what, within the novel, appears to be common sense: “Maria ha 

oltrepassato i confini dello spazio contadino, un peccato di superbia e insieme di 

tradimento della salute popolare benedetta da Dio, errori da espiare nella fuga dolorosa 

e umiliata” [“Maria trespassed the borders of the peasant space, which is at once a sin of 

pride and a betrayal of the popular safety blessed by God: these are wrongs that she 

must expiate through her painful and humiliated flight”] (Maffei 1990, 74). But this 

would be precisely a “novel à la Carcano,” where rural life is depicted with idealizing 

colors, where all nuances are banned, and where peasants would/should not read. Of 

course, Maria, her father (the shepherd count), and her adoptive family are represented 

generally in more than positive terms; however, following Maria’s journey, the novel 

shows a much less monochrome reality in which peasants who are also suffering under 

bailiffs and landowners are nonetheless ready to exploit Maria’s labor and show no 

mercy to more unfortunate fellows (Nievo 2010, 312). In fact, what Nievo shows through 

Maria’s journey is the process of disruption of community bonds due to the new 

capitalist logic of profit. The effects of this process are shown at work even within family 

units, like the one that employs and exploits Maria during her “exile.” This family is 

depicted as a group of monads accidentally living together, hostile to each other, and 

incapable of communicating, rather than as sympathetic and united kin. They are 

tyrannized by “uno di quei fattori all’ultima moda, sputati da qualche istituto d’agraria” 
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[“one of these bailiffs in the latest fashion, spit out from some agronomy institute”] 

(Nievo 2010, 314), whose sprinkle of scientific knowledge, or “theoretical egoism” (314), 

only increases the peasants’ alienation.    

After a few months of servitude, and following a sexual assault by the bailiff 

who, having noticed her pregnancy, presumes to have the right to abuse her, Maria is 

forced to leave the family, but not without having had a reconciling effect on its 

members only by virtue of her changed behavior. As a counter example to such a 

disruptive tendency, it is of note that Nievo attributes to the ropemaker who offers 

Maria board and lodging the talent for storytelling. He has, and conveys, a sense of 

community. He is an aggregator: “I contadini quando si ferma qui la notte, lo odono 

volentieri raccontar novelle” [“Peasants, when he stays here overnight, gladly listen to 

the novellas he recounts”] (411).  Of note as well is that the subject matter and the fabric 

of these novellas are taken from popular culture and are clearly very different from the 

literature for peasants conceived of by “enlightened” landowners such as those forming 

the Tuscan entourage of Pietro Vieusseux. On the contrary, the novellas told by the 

roper are untranslatable into the written language of the higher classes, as stressed by 

Emilia (411), the person who eventually welcomes Maria after the pressure caused by 

the backbiting villagers of Codroipo, where the roper lives with his wife and their child, 

makes it impossible for them to host Maria, who has given birth to a baby. During the 

first dialogue between Maria and Emilia—whom we will soon discover is none other 
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than the fiancée of Tullio, Maria’s seducer—Emilia reveals her inability to write down 

the roper’s stories without distorting them, while Maria declares that she feels almost 

capable of writing pages similar to those she had read in the Promessi sposi. The 

unintentional boasting of Maria, which provokes Emilia’s laugh, has been interpreted by 

the readers of Nievo as a confirmation of his unconditional admiration for Manzoni. 

However, beyond other indications of his more problematic relationship with Manzoni’s 

novel traceable in letters and articles, the passage in question can be read very 

differently in light of the alternative reception of Cuoco I detailed earlier. Here, the 

chiastic literary conversation between the peasant Maria and the high-bourgeois Emilia 

is ultimately a reenactment of the author-reader reversal whose paradigm, as shown 

above, Cuoco had derived from Vico. This paradigm suggests that writing, i.e. the 

language of the ruling classes, is not able to access popular lore without perverting it 

and, at the same time, asserts the possibility for a double subaltern (a woman, a peasant) 

to be an author. This perspectival change is all the more evident if, for instance, one 

compares the “untranslatability” of the ropemaker’s novellas to Manzoni’s rendition of 

the analogous perversion that peasants’ words undergo when they are put into a written 

text, which is discussed in the twenty-seventh chapter of the Promessi sposi. In it, the 

damages the writing inflicts on peasants’ words and feelings become an affair internal to 

the lower classes, and the representation of the (impossible) correspondence among 

peasants provides an opportunity for Manzoni to display his delightful, superior irony. 
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In Nievo, on the contrary, it is a representative of the high-classes who acknowledges 

the inadequacy of her culture to reproduce popular storytelling. 

The import of the operation performed here by Nievo should be appreciated 

against the background of both the prevailing, moderate “politics of containment” that 

informed literary debates of the first half of the century and the narrative interest for the 

lower strata, beginning from the Promessi sposi. Manzoni’s novel soon nourished the 

pedagogical hopes of landowners, as witnessed for instance by a letter written in 1828 in 

which Lapo de’ Ricci reports to another Tuscan close to Vieusseux’s circle, Gino 

Capponi, the successful reading of the Promessi sposi to an audience composed of his 

own peasants (cf. Ragusa 1961, 303). In contrast to such “optimism,” Nievo, in the Conte 

pecoraio, not only stresses the untraslatable dignity of popular culture—one may recall, 

on this point, the condenscending attitude towards the tailor’s library shown by 

Manzoni—but, even more strikingly, he overturns the prevailing hierarchical, 

pedagogical configuration through a class-role reversal that envisages a subaltern author 

(the ropemaker) unattainable by a high-class representative (Emilia), and a subaltern 

reader (Maria) displacing the “constitutional king” of the Italian letters, as Nievo once 

defined Manzoni (Vigorelli 1975, 1:370–71), ironically pointing to the revolutionary-

restorative function of his novel. 

Other elements in the novel corroborate such a Cuoconian attempt to redefine 

the boundaries of the national community in order to include the unaccounted, the ones 
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racialized by Berchet as “Hottentots.” One example is the insistence on the faculty of 

feeling in characters such as Giuliana, the first to whom Maria retells the story of Renzo 

and Lucia. In her way of thinking, we are told,  

il cuore e l’immaginativa largheggiavano, e il raziocinio n’era quasi sbandito o 

lasciato in panciolle; né ciò per essere questo in alcun modo difettivo, ma sibbene 

perché l’anima sua non lo adoperava che negli usi più dozzinali, e del resto 

ricorreva a que’ suoi migliori strumenti. (Nievo 2010, 208). 

[heart and imagination were abundant, whereas the faculty of reason was almost 

banished or idling; this was not because she was lacking in it in any way, but 

because her spirit employed it solely in the most trivial occasions, for more 

important issues having recourse rather to the better tools mentioned above].  

Another character belonging to the lower classes, don Angelo, the priest “son of 

peasants” who serves in defense of his own class (331), shares the same propensity to 

sensitivity and empathy rather than to abstract reasoning.  

The repeated stress on the poetic, imaginative, and sensitive endowments of 

popular characters is consistent with the Cuoconian (and Viconian) premise that the 

universal faculty of feeling is the precondition to knowledge, and that mind and heart 

are not “prerogativa dei possidentes ma, egualmente, dei pauperes” [“prerogatives of the 

propertied class, but of the paupers as well”]. This entails  

[la] rivendicazione al popolo, pur nelle differenze prodotte da varietà di 

circostanze e di costumi, delle medesime facoltà spirituali che definiscono l’uomo 

ai livelli superiori della cultura, e dal cui beneficio una tradizione immemorabile 

aveva, invece, preteso di escluderlo (Derla 1977, 46). 

[the claiming that the popular classes, in spite of all their differences based on a 

variety of conditions and customs, possess the very same spiritual faculties that 

define the human being at the highest level of culture, and from which benefit an 

immemoral tradition presumed, on the contrary, to exclude them].  
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In other words, for Cuoco, “il popolo, contrariamente all’opinione comune, [è] 

suscettibile di educazione e, pertanto, capace della virtù necessaria per trasformarsi in 

classe attiva e cointeressata alla difesa della cosa pubblica” (Derla 1977, 46).  

The emphasis Nievo placed on the sentimental qualities of peasant characters is 

not to be ascribed to the kind of reactionary sentimentalism à la Carcano; rather, it is 

consistent with Cuoco’s belief in the potential emancipation of the subaltern classes. To 

support this claim, it is necessary to turn to an episode in the novel usually unaccounted 

for by critics, as often happens with the several political “inserts” retrievable in his 

fiction.77 I am referring to the eighth chapter, in which Santo, the “count shepherd,” 

valued as a wise man by the other mountain workers, hosts in his hovel “un conciliabolo 

di legnajuoli, di mandriani e di capraj” [“a secret parley of lumberjacks, cowhands, and 

goatherds”] (Nievo 2010, 231) to discuss a matter of general interest.  

This is an unprecedented representation of a political gathering of rural workers: 

where Manzoni and his epigone Carcano were constantly pitting the peaceful country 

people—singly or as a family unity at most—against the turbulent urban proletariat, 

                                                      

77 Another example of such a political moment is found in the novella Il Varmo, in which, through the words 

of the eccentric character Giorgio, an old miller, it is easy to detect an allusion to land reform. As often 

occurs in Nievo’s narrative, the ironic tone serves to dissimulate radical political content (cf. for instance, the 

character of Chirichillo in Angelo di bontà, the novel written in the same years he was working on Il conte 

pecoraio and published in 1856). The irony, however, has been interpreted by critics either as evidence of 

Nievo’s distance from such “utopies” (Di Benedetto 1996, 56), or, as in the case of Il Varmo, as a narrative 

flaw, a foreign body clashing with the idyllic tone of the novella. I argue, on the contrary, that such 

moments should be read as elements of “disturbance”—to borrow William’s definition (Williams 1975, 

166)—that express the same political concern that Nievo will make more explicit in his essay On the National 

Revolution.  
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seen as a dangerous collective entity, Nievo allows peasants to gather and to organize 

themselves. “Worthy of the gallows” (“Capi da forca;” 322) according to the 

representative of the high ecclesiastic spheres (the “Piovano”), the text seems at the 

beginning to treat them in the same way Manzoni treated the rebellious people in Milan, 

i.e., with superior irony and caricatural, discrediting modes: “Né mancarono d’ogni lato 

parolai, acchiappanuvole, pacieri indulgenti, e sordi cocciuti; e da ultimo con astute 

moine, con encomi bugiardi e con pedate sotto la tavola anco fra gli oratori della 

montagna erasi sparso un po’ di zizzania” [“there were plenty of windbags, vain 

stargazers, lenient peacemakers, and stubborn deaf; finally, some seeds dissension were 

sown even among the mountain orators, thanks to astute coaxing, untruthful praise, and 

kicks given under the table.”] (232). Right after this description, however, we are told 

that in order not to appear as buffoons (“pulcinella”), they had decided to have recourse 

to Santo’s advice (232.). In other words, they agreed to follow the advice of one of their 

own—one of their class—in order not to appear precisely as literature usually 

represented them.  

The scene is worth further analysis. The question the workers are discussing is 

related to the election of a representative to the local government, in which two rival 

“parties” are involved: one defending the mountain dwellers, and another inclined to 

serve the interests of the wealthier valley inhabitants. Count Tullio, a militant member of 
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the latter party, hopes to be appointed, and he will succeed, Santo predicts, if the 

mountain workers, as usual, do not participate in the council:  

Or dunque, riprese Santo; fate pure a Vostro modo, e mandate in comune tre 

giovinastri colle mani forate; ché troveranno il bandolo di mungervi bene, e di far 

poi senza di voi, quando si tratti di votare una qualche nuova opera. E non conta 

che voi siate mille ed essi cento; che voi paghiate venti ed essi trenta; poiché se non ci 

potete andare a questi benedetti consigli, l’è come non ci foste né molti, né pochi; e se essi 

li spendono a loro comodo que’ vostri venti soldi, a voi non cale ch’essi ne 

aggiungano trenta dei loro a propria maggiore comodità (233, emphasis added). 

[Well, then—Santo resumed—do as you always did: send to the council three 

young profligates, so that they will find the way to squeeze you well, and to 

leave you out when they will have to decide about some new work to be done. It 

does not matter that you are thousands and they only one hundred; that you pay 

twenty and they thirty, because if you do not go to those blessed councils, it is as if you 

do not exist, and if they spend your twenty soldi for their own interests, it does 

not change anything for you if they add thirty soldi on their own for their own 

purposes.]  

Not only does the episode prove rural workers capable of discussing common issues, 

but even of choosing an “organizer” among their ranks rather than a patronizing guide 

from the ruling classes. Furthermore, Santo convinces his peers of the necessity of 

attending the council to represent, united, their own interests. This is a very different 

perspective from the mistrust towards the popular classes shown in the Promessi sposi 

and in general in the hegemonic literature of the time. Here, peasants can have an 

autonomous political agency without being judged as irrational beasts—except from the 

Piovano and the other satellites of the Counts, themselves objects of irony.  

In the eighth chapter we witness, in sum, the mise en fiction of peasants claiming 

their right to have a say in decisions relating to the common good, in line with what 

Nievo will later claim in the fragment On the National Revolution: the need to give 
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political representation, in the new state, to the peasants, who make up the majority: “Vi 

consiglio a farlo [il popolo contadino] in qualche modo partecipe della vita nazionale, 

dandogli una rappresentanza qualunque che propugni i suoi interessi. Possibile che 

nessuna legge elettorale si degni di scendere fino a lui?” [“I suggest you involve in some 

way [the country people] in the national life, giving them some representation to defend 

their interests. How come no electoral law concerns them?”] (Nievo 1952, 1088). The 

meaning of Nievo’s choice to build a plot around a country girl who is able to read 

should then be reevaluated in light of all this.  

Il conte pecoraio does not perpetuate the alleged connection between the act of 

reading novels by subaltern women and perdition, in conformity with the literary trend 

prevailing during the Risorgimento. It is not literature per se that is condemned by 

Nievo, as Maffei seems to suggest, arguing that only Manzoni’s model would have been 

saved as a more “natural” one (!); and literacy, moreover, is not the axiological 

parameter dividing the “good” from the “bad.” Certainly, all the negative examples 

listed by Maffei (the countess, her son, the ambitious priest, the bureaucrats) are literate, 

but, most importantly, they all belong to, or gravitate around, the same class, with the 

priest and the bureaucrats being either organic to this class or serving its interests. The 

“piovano,” i.e. the ambitious priest, pace Maffei, is not the priest Nievo will talk about in 

the fragmented essay On National Revolution: here the piovano is rather don Angelo, the 

representative of the lower clergy, defined by his superior as “uno zoticone … che 
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trattava con tutti i capi da forca della Comune” [“boorish … associated with all the jail-

birds of the community”] (Nievo and Casini 322).  

The divide between literate and ignorant people within Nievo’s novel acquires a 

new significance if interpreted not trans-historically, in terms of moral values, as Maffei 

does, but against the background of the Risorgimento’s struggle to define the “people.” 

As we have seen, since Berchet’s Lettera semiseria the concept of “people” tended to be 

conflated with that of “public”—that is, that part of the reading and listening population 

located between the fringes of aristocracy that had adopted bourgeois values and the 

petty bourgeoisie: merchants, craftsmen, shopkeepers, and so on. Through this 

identification of “people” with the bourgeois sphere, therefore, the two opposite 

extremes—the aristocrats nostalgic for the ancient regime on the one hand, and the 

proletariat on the other—were excluded from building the national imagined 

community.  

Il Conte pecoraio should be read keeping in mind this background, and in 

particular the attempt to conflate the notion of people on the bourgeoisie itself, 

stemming from Berchet’s “romantic” manifesto. Let me recall the two categories of 

people that were denied the capacity of experiencing poetry: on the one hand, the 

sophisticated, frivolous “Parisian,” and on the other, the “Hottentot,” represented as a 

poor man on the threshold of his hovel, “dulled by the stench of his flock” (Calcaterra 

1968, 278), and prevented by his miserable material conditions from any aesthetic 
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enjoyment. In Nievo’s novel, Berchet’s dualism is both revived and debunked by means 

of the opposition between cynical aristocrats who enjoy literature in a very superficial 

way, and shepherds and peasants who usually do not read. The literates enlisted by 

Maffei should thus be counted as parodic “Parisians.” Count Tullio is halfway between a 

“giovin signore”—the young parasitical nobleman satirized by Parini—and an affected 

Parisian, never really touched by his (very Parisian) readings: 

Il Conte la pretendeva a gustajo di lettere, e quel mattino veniva su, una gamba 

dietro l’altra, per un viale del parco, leggiucchiando a brani la nostra Donna di 

Parigi di Vittor Hugo; ché, abbenché in piazza strepitasse contro il diluviare dei 

romanzi francesi, pure ne ripassava in segreto tutta la litania da Sue a Paul de 

Kock (Nievo 2010, 214). 

[The Count pretended to be a literature connoisseur; that morning, indeed, he 

was promenading in a park’s alley browsing through Victor Hugo’s Notre-Dame 

de Paris; for, although in public he used to protest loudly against the flood of 

French novels, he nevertheless used to review in secret all the litany, from Sue to 

Paul de Kock].  

On the other hand, the insistence throughout the novel on the capacity, not only 

of don Angelo, but of Giuliana and other peasants, to feel more than to reason, is 

symptomatic of their apprehension of reality through their poetic sensibility. This 

despite the fact they are peasants, and therefore potentially defectors from the class of 

the “Hottentots”—not to mention that Santo, although a shepherd, is far from being 

“dulled by the stench of his flock.” This is, in sum, another way Nievo is attempting to 

stretch, along with that of “public,” the concept of “people” beyond the bourgeois 

boundaries. Or, to put it differently, Nievo is attempting to represent the public as 

subjects, because the “public” are those who could be only objects of representation 
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because they are unable to read, as Tommaseo had stated.78 If in Berchet’s static view 

there is no room for social change, in Nievo the insistence on the universal faculty of 

feeling, indebted to Vico and Cuoco, presupposes the possible self-emancipation of the 

“Hottentots.” Only by acknowledging this Viconian root can we understand the 

association of contemporary peasants to Homeric heroes—which otherwise sounds 

somewhat obscure—contained in the same letter in which Nievo exposes his anti-

Carcanian poetics:  

Intanto, figurati, vo studiando Omero e questi nostri contadini di stampo affatto 

primitivo. Non puoi immaginarti quanto trovi affini questi due studi […]. Da 

tutto ciò ho in mente di far saltar fuori un Romanzo il quale … sarà contadinesco e 

non alla Carcano. (Quoted in Gorra 1970, 42) 

[Meanwhile, go figure, I’m studying Homer and our peasants who are of a very 

primitive kind. You cannot imagine how similar I find these two studies … From 

all this, I’m thinking of writing a novel, which will be a country novel, and yet 

not à la Carcano.]

                                                      

78 Cf. Iginio De Luca in his introduction to the Novelliere campagnuolo: “Mentre il Berchet, facendo poesia 

popolare, ha di mira un ‘popolo’ in senso ristretto, cioè gli individui della classe intermedia tra la nobiltà dei 

cosmopoliti, i ‘parigini’, e la plebe dei ‘balordi calzati e scalzi’, gli ‘ottentoti’, il Nievo punta direttamente 

proprio sulle plebi rurali, sugli ‘ottentoti’, senza il cui concorso, egli comprende benissimo, ‘la rivoluzione 

politica non sarà mai rivoluzione nazionale’” (Nievo 1956, lxi). 
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2. Subaltern Reader as a Woman 

2.1 Genealogy 

In her study on Rousseau, Burke, and Mill, Linda Zerilli has shown how the 

“discursive use of woman” responds “to the crisis in political meaning” (Zerilli 1994, 

13): woman is “a signifier not only of sexual difference but also of class difference, not 

only of gender disorder but also class disorder. The theorist never responds simply to 

women who step out of woman’s proper place; he responds rather to women who, in 

doing so, throw into confusion the social relations of both gender and class” (Zerilli 

1994, 5-6). Following Zerilli’s suggestion and extending it beyond the domain of political 

theory, this chapter deals with the subaltern reader as a woman and focuses on her 

representation in the aftermath of the French Revolution. The Republican hostility 

caused by women who read proved to be in fact not only motivated by gender 

difference, but also by class interests. The Revolution’s failure to include women in the 

new national community reverberated throughout the Restoration and the July 

Monarchy, when a new kind of fictional, female reader unveiled, although momentarily, 

the gender struggle as the flip side of the class struggle. This new heroine, questioning 

the belief that an old bovaristic custom of blaming women for reading fiction had 

become common sense, does not lose touch with reality to follow fictional plots, nor 

become the passive victim of someone else’s plots (M. Scott 2013, 97). On the contrary, 

characters such as Stendhal’s Lamiel and Gauthier’s Mademoiselle de Maupin appear 
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aware of and even empowered by the mastery of literary devices they had acquired 

through reading.1 The case of Lamiel is particularly interesting for, other than being a 

confirmation that the fictionalization of the act of reading would serve meta-discursive 

purposes (Gleize 1992), it is also a great example of how the “fictional reader” (Iser 1978) 

is used as a device to call into question common sense. I will start by briefly outlining 

the mainstays of such common sense. 

 2.1.1 Policing the Novel 

According to the French legitimist critic Armand de Pontmartin, around 1830 the 

French novel underwent a major mutation, negative in his eyes, due to the illegitimate 

intrusion of politics into the domain of literature. His analysis, contained in the essay On 

Women and the Contemporary Novel (Les femmes et le roman contemporain, 1868), begins by 

stressing the indissoluble link between novel and women announced by the title. Their 

interdependence is used by the moralist as an argument to delegitimize the novel as, per 

a long tradition, a frivolous and corrupting pastime. More than the novel itself, however, 

the target of Pontmartin’s critique is the visibility that women acquire through it. Not 

only would this genre, he argues, be unconceivable without them, but it is also the only 

domain in which women are universally acknowledged as authorities. Since they 

represented the majority of its readers, their approval in fact determined the destiny of 

                                                      

1 The Marquise de Merteuil, in Laclos’s Les Liaisons dangeureuses (1782), can be considered the ancestor of 

Lamiel. 
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an author. Even worse: within this domain women were entitled to compete with men 

on equal ground.2 

The touches of gallantry that Pontmartin feels obliged to sprinkle throughout the 

essay cannot conceal the sense of irritation provoked by this specter of female 

supremacy, nor can they divert our attention from the anxiety transpiring from his 

pages. There is a domain, then, in which men are not fully in control, whose cartography 

is conversely mastered by women, and where men can be overmatched. As much as 

Pontmartin may strive to belittle it, this territory nonetheless attests to the initiative and 

the autonomy of women that could overflow into other fields, purporting to break into, 

say, the political scene. This potential slipping from aesthetics into politics became 

particularly threatening around 1830, as the following pages of the essay both evidence 

and intend to exorcize. The decay of the novel in France, Pontmartin argues, is linked to 

the rise of doctrines—such as communism, socialism, Fourierism, Saint-Simonism—

which, following the disappointed expectations created by the Revolution, began to 

invade the novel, so that “le roman cessait d’être une révolte individuelle … pour se 

                                                      

2 “Mais qu’est-il besoin de parler de leur influence ou de leurs suffrages? C’est leur initiative qu’il faut 

constater. Sur ce terrain brûlant et mouvant, il ne suffit pas de leur patronage, on doit accepter leur rivalité; 

le difficile n’est pas d’être approuvé, mais de ne pas être battu par elles. Sauf quelques rares exceptions, le 

roman est à peu près le seul genre où les femmes aient brillé. Elles s’y retrouvent naturellement à leur aise, 

comme dans un pays de complaisance dont tous les sentiers leur sont familiers et où elles peuvent nous 

égarer sans se perdre.” (Pontmartin 1873, 48). 
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rattacher à un ensemble de réforme sociale (sic)” [“The novel ceased to be an individual 

rebellion … to become linked with an ensemble of social reforms”] (56).   

These new novels were aimed at especially denouncing the condition of women 

and their exploitation within bourgeois marriage. Gender, then, intersected class. The 

entire essay reveals the bourgeois male apprehension produced by the attempted 

modification of the power relations between the sexes and classes. Pontmartin identified 

this link in what he described as the “collectivization” of formerly individual struggles 

operating within the novel and made possible by their mis/appropriation by 

disenfranchised groups, such as women, peasants, and workers. As one can deduce 

from the comparison he makes between the French and the contemporary English 

novel—which he presents as a positive counterexample—what really disturbs the critic 

is the involvement of “uneducated classes” in every phase of novel production, from 

conception to consumption: “Chez nos voisins, le roman est familièrement associé à tous 

les éléments de la vie sociale et domestique. Sa clientèle, son personnel, son public, se 

recrutent de préférence dans les classes où il est facile de reconnaître l’influence de 

l’éducation, de la législation et même de la religion anglicane” [“In the case of our 

neighbors, the novel is customarily associated with all elements of social and domestic 

life. Its patrons, its personnel, its public are recruited by preference from those classes in 

which it’s easy to identify the influence of education, of legislation, and even of Anglican 

religion“] (51). In other words, the critic complains about the loss of social homogeneity 
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which, according to him, in Britain still characterizes both the authors and the readers of 

fiction. For this reason, far from contributing to the destruction of the institution of the 

family, as in France, the English novel can instead be construed as a formative tool 

aimed at fortifying it. It is not by coincidence that “pour elles”—i.e., for the English 

female readers—“le roman finit quand le marriage commence” [“for them, a novel ends 

when marriage begins”] (52). Pontmartin mourns, in sum, the normalizing structure of 

the classical Bildungsroman, the “symbolic form” that in Britain, according to Moretti, 

best served the harmonious transfer of powers and manners between the aristocracy and 

the bourgeoisie, and ultimately the avoidance of revolution (Moretti 1987). The 

evolution of the French novel described by Pontmartin is on the contrary indissolubly 

linked to the Revolution, and it entails the reconfiguration of the Bildungsroman into a 

structure capable of accounting for a new kind of formation (or I should better say self-

formation), one claimed by those classes denied the rights of citizenship—not only 

under the Ancien régime but even after 1789. It is within this historical frame, and as a 

consequence of it, that I will read the emergence of a new kind of literate heroine 

belonging to lower classes.3  

                                                      

3 It would be a brief appearance, indeed: especially in the aftermath of the 1848’s revolution, the order will 

be reestablished in French fiction. Similar to the Italian situation I described in the first part, the attempts to 

elaborate a poetics “for the masses” by writers such as Lamartine were in fact aimed at guiding and 

controlling access to literature, thereby reproducing the social divide between high and low readers. Such 

dynamics can be gleaned, for instance, from the preface to Geneviève: Histoire d’une servante (1851). Here, the 

author, staging a dialogue with the seamstress Reine—a very disciplined reader herself, who disapproves 

the “immorality” of most of the novels read by young women—enunciates a literary program for the people 

that is respectful, in the last analysis, of the Aristotelian hierarchical principles: the subject matter must be 
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2.1.2 Why Women Should Not Read (Labor vs Reading) 

In 1801—while the commission appointed by Napoleon was at work compiling 

the Civil Code (Baudry 2014, 25)— a Projet de loi portant défense d’apprendre à lire aux 

femmes [Draft Bill Prohibiting Women from Learning to Read] was published in Paris by the 

Babouvist Sylvain Maréchal.4 That women should not be allowed to read or write was 

not an original idea of Maréchal. Before the Revolution, Restif de la Bretonne among 

many had maintained, in the Gynographes (1777), that women should not be allowed to 

write. Regarding reading, however, Restif had made a distinction based on class: while 

                                                      

taken from popular life because it would be inappropriate, in a novel, to read about high-class heroes: “Cela 

est plus haut que nous, n’y regardons pas!” states Reine [That is too high for us; don’t let us trouble our 

heads about this!”] (Lamartine 1857, 40; 1850, xxxi). Furthermore, the plot must be very simple and avoid 

heroic actions and adventures, for “il n’y a quasi pas d’événements ni d’aventures dans notre vie, et ... tout 

consiste en deux ou trois sentiments qui forment toute notre existence” [There are scarcely no events or 

adventures in our lives, and some two or three feelings constitute the whole of our existence] (Lamartine 

1857, 41; 1850, xxxii). Now, in Aristotle’s Poetics, as Rancière reminds us, it is precisely heroic action that 

distinguishes noble characters “from those who do nothing but ‘live,’ enclosed in the sphere of reproductive 

and meaningless life” (Rancière 2004, 13). All this, in sum, preserves the social barriers while pretending to 

be for the sake of the people. Lamartine is writing after 1848 when, a functionary himself of the government 

of the Second Republic, he did fear the “danger” represented by the proletariat of Paris during the June days 

— the event that accelerated, to quote Lukàcs, “the inner process of differentiation which is to transform 

revolutionary democracy into compromising liberalism” (Lukács 1983, 171). Lamartine’s representation of 

lower-class readership and his implicit theorization of the kind of novels proper to that class, to which I 

would add the Neapolitan fishermen who in Graziella (1849) listen collectively to the reading of Paul et 

Virginie could therefore be seen as the effect of the great fear felt by the bourgeoisie in ’48. It can also be seen 

as a process homologous to what Gramsci called “passive revolution” in relation to the formation of the 

national states in the 19th century: the concession, on the part of the bourgeoisie, of some reforms to the 

benefit of the lower classes (in this case, the novel, which among other things allows for lower-class people 

to be treated no longer in a comic style and to acquire a measure of literary dignity), maintains in the end 

the status quo. A precise and fundamental “police distribution of the sensible” prevents Lamartine’s 

seamstress from reaching any high-class aesthetic (or political) status. The popular reader can in the end 

read about a popular character, but only as long as this character does not attempt, in the novel, any of the 

actions that remains proper only to the high classes. The patronizing attitude of Lamartine towards Reine 

Garde and towards working-class writers in general has been recently analyzed by Bettina Lerner (Lerner 

2018, 130-64). 
4 Maréchal took part in 1796 in Babeuf’s Conspiracy of the Equals, also authoring its Manifesto. 
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wealthy women were granted at least the possibility of learning to read, the same 

opportunity had to be denied to lower-class women, since “toutes les Filles de la 

populace ne seront occupées qu’au travail; l’écriture, et même la lecture, ne pouvant leur 

être que préjudiciables” [“All the girls from the rabble should be occupied solely with 

work; writing, and even reading, would only be prejudicial to them”] (Restif de la 

Bretonne 1777, 66). What is moreover remarkable in this statement is the recourse to the 

passive form (“ne seront occupées que”) to conceal the active force that condemns 

women to be occupied solely with work. The modal ambiguity of the verb already 

mimics, and performs, the apodictic power of the law that we will find in Maréchal. 

Restif’s distinction in terms of class may remind us of one of the main charges 

against women who read and, more precisely, against women who read novels. Such a 

frivolous occupation was held responsible, among other things, for diverting the women 

of the Third Estate from work. This belief informed, already in the 17th century, the 

“anti-novel” Le roman bourgeois (1666) written by Antoine Furetière. One of its main 

characters, the young Javotte, is a sort of “female Quixote” who, by reading works of 

fiction in vogue in the 17th century, in particular the pastoral novel Astrée (1606-27) by 

Honoré d’Urfé, acquires an unconventional autonomy for a woman of her class: she will 

not only end up refusing to perform the tasks that as a woman of her condition she was 

expected to undertake, but also, by acting as if she were one of the heroines she used to 

read about, she will be able to avoid the match arranged by her parents in order to 
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follow her own inclination for the man of her choice (cf. Niderst 1994, 56). By devoting 

time to reading, in sum, Javotte manages to disrupt both the policing of labor and the 

sexual ordering of alliances to which, as a woman and as a subject of the Third Estate, 

she should have been subjugated. 

As this early example shows, in the act of reading novels, in particular when the 

reader is a woman, desire and insubordination are always at stake. This is the reason 

why reading women excited hostility both under the Ancien régime and after the 

Revolution of 1789. Of course, the class distinction made by Restif would have been 

unacceptable for the revolutionary Maréchal whose Projet de loi, consistent with his 

egalitarian principles, democratically denied all women, regardless of their status, the 

right to acquire reading and writing skills.  

What differentiates Maréchal from Restif corresponds, in fact, to the difference 

between the political economy of the Ancient regime—in which the “natural” 

differences among status and the exploitation of labor consequent to that difference 

were legitimized by the “divine” authority of the sovereign—and, on the other hand, the 

new Republican order that, allegedly based on universal equality, could not count on 

status difference as a natural given to legitimize at once its own power, private property, 

and labor exploitation.  

The new “natural” ordering principle was now to be found in sexual difference. 

If previously only lower-class women should have been denied reading as a pastime 
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because it would subtract time from the work assigned by nature to their status, now, as 

a result of such a supersession of status by sex that unbundles the economy of labor and 

sex, production and reproduction, all women should be prevented from reading, 

because reading would divert them from the tasks and place assigned to their sex by 

birth. In other words, the hierarchical “distribution of space” that since Plato’s Republic 

had hinged upon the reciprocity between predetermined competences/tasks and social 

positions was now reconfigured around the sexual divide. Since women are destined by 

nature to give birth, the tasks proper to them must be the ones related to the care of the 

family, and consequently their place should be within the domestic walls. Hence the 

rearrangement of the social space that, mirroring the natural divide between the sexes, 

revolves around the strict separation—given as natural as well—between the public and 

the private sphere, production and reproduction. 

The inspiring guidelines for this updated version of the “Republic” are to be 

found in the non-fictional works of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Indeed, notwithstanding the 

watershed represented by the Revolution, the texts of Restif and Maréchal follow 

precisely in the wake of Rousseau’s exclusion of women from the public sphere. Such 

exclusion is the precondition for the establishment of a natural order—the oxymoron is 

intentional—which hinges on sexual difference to secure paternity and authority, for “en 

tout ce qui ne tient pas au sexe, la femme est homme” [“In everything not connected 
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with sex, woman is man”] (Rousseau 1854, 433; 1979, 357) . From sexual difference, we 

read at the beginning of book V of Émile,  

nait la première différence assignable entre les rapports moraux de l’un et de 

l’autre. L’un doit être actif et fort, l’autre passif et faible.… De là naissent 

l’attaque et la défense, l’audace d’un sexe et la timidité de l’autre, enfin la 

modestie et la honte dont la nature arma le faible pour asservir le fort. Qui est-ce 

qui peut penser qu’elle ait prescrit indifféremment les mêmes avances aux uns et 

aux autres, et que le premier à former des désirs doive être aussi le premier à les 

témoigner ? Quelle étrange dépravation de jugement ! L’entreprise ayant des 

conséquences si différentes pour les deux sexes, est-il naturel qu’ils aient la 

même audace à s’y livrer ? Comment ne voit-on pas qu’avec une si grande 

inégalité dans la mise commune, si la réserve n’imposait à l’un la modération que 

la nature impose à l’autre, il en résulterait bientôt la ruine de tous deux, et que le 

genre humain périrait par les moyens établis pour le conserver ? (Rousseau 1854, 

434)  

[[it] arises the first assignable difference in the moral relations of the two sexes. 

One ought to be active and strong, the other passive and weak.… From this there 

arises attack and defense, the audacity of one sex and the timidity of the other, 

and finally the modesty and the shame with which nature armed the weak in 

order to enslave the strong. Who could think that nature has indiscriminately 

prescribed the same advances to both men and women, and that the first to form 

desires should also be the first to show them? What a strange depravity of 

judgment! Since the undertaking has such different consequences for the two 

sexes, it is natural that they should have the same audacity in abandoning 

themselves to it? With so great inequality in what each risks in the union, how 

can one fail to see that if reserve did not impose on one sex the moderation which 

nature imposes on the other, the result would soon be the ruin of both, and 

mankind would perish by the means established for preserving it?] (Rousseau 

1979, 358-59). 

To secure the subjugation of the female sex, and therefore the survival of mankind, 

sexual difference needs in turn to be naturalized by repressing women’s imagination, 

that is, the space in which desire arises (Zerilli 1994, 33). Hence the necessity for a 

different education for Sophie compared to the one designed for Émile, driven by the 

need to prove true that “la femme est faite pour plaire et être subjuguée” [“woman is 
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made to please and to be subjugated”] (Rousseau 1854, 434; 1979, 358), i.e., to be the 

object and not the subject of desire. More than a natural given, the subalternity of 

women should therefore be taken as the result of a conditioning process that, since 

childhood, trains them to be gladly submissive to men.  

The opposition between (male) activity and (female) passivity that Rousseau uses 

in Émile ou de l’éducation (1762) to anchor sexual difference had already appeared, under 

the same “hunting” imagery, in the Letter to D’Alembert on Spectacles (1758). In it, theatre 

was condemned not only for encouraging promiscuity between the sexes (and classes)—

women have to be subtracted from the public discourse—but also because it allows 

dangerous identity switchovers. Not only does the actor perform someone else’s 

identity, but the spectator also takes the place of the characters being staged and, thanks 

to the emotional involvement that theatre produces, he or she becomes a sort of 

accessory to fictional crimes. In fact, one feels as if what she or he is beholding is true, 

and, by means of the identification with the actor, may even become another, since the 

art of the actor is “l’art de se contrefaire, de revêtir un autre caractère que le sien, de 

paroître différent de ce qu’on est” [“It is the art of counterfeiting himself, of putting on 

another character than his own, of appearing different than he is”] (Rousseau 1828, 357; 

Rousseau, d’Alembert, and Bloom 1960, 79). 

Here again, Plato’s legacy is evident in the fear of what Rancière defines as “le 

pouvoir du double, celui de représenter n’importe quoi, d’être n’importe qui” [“the 
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power of the double, of representing anything whatsoever, or being anyone 

whosoever”] (Rancière 1983, 27, 2003, 10). More precisely, what is to be avoided, in 

Rousseau’s as in Plato’s republic, is the misappropriation of such mimetic power by the 

ones whose identity is given by the sole and only function they have to perform 

following their “nature.” Accordingly, being reduced to their reproductive function, 

women should be concerned only with matters related to family care. For this reason, 

they should be shielded from the mimetic power that may lead them to conceive of 

alternate scenarios.  

Chaste women do not read novels, do not enjoy theatre. As Maréchal points out, 

“les femmes ont trop d’occupations dans leur ménage, pour trouver du temps de reste et à 

perdre en lectures, écritures…” [“women are too busy with their domestic duties to have 

leisure to read or write…] (Maréchal 1841, 33. Emphasis added). The absence of leisure, 

as Rancière reminds us, is precisely “the factor of exclusion” from the Republic of Plato 

(Rancière 2003, 6).  

The fear, in sum, is that under the regime of theatricality—which rules also the 

Parisian salons—the social constraints imposed on women would be slackened to the 

extent that women would be able to free their imagination, and thus to express desire. 

The regime of mimesis, in other words, would pave the way for a duplicity allowing 

women to overcome the boundaries between private and public sphere. By unveiling 

the performative character of social and sexual identity (cf. Zerilli 1994, 28), this would 
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ultimately disrupt the order based on regimented desires on which society hinges, 

threatening altogether its reproduction, i.e. its survival: “Les désirs sont égaux ! Qu’est-

ce à dire ? Y a-t-il de part et d’autre mêmes facultés de les satisfaire ? Que deviendrait 

l’espèce humaine si l’ordre de l’attaque et de la défense était changé ?” (Rousseau 1828, 133) 

[“Desires are equal. What does that mean? Are there on both sides the same faculties for 

their satisfaction? What would become of the human species if the order of attack and 

defense were changed?”] (Rousseau 1960, 84).  

Let me stress, once again, that what Rousseau and his followers (and more 

generally for all the self-proclaimed guardians of the state) fear most is the uncontrolled 

appropriation and use of the mimetic power— that is, of the power to represent—more 

than the power itself. It is significant, in this regard, that one of the reasons for which 

Rousseau blames the theatre is that it provides the spectators with an ideal woman, a 

“celestial object” (Rousseau 1960, 47) impossible to find in real life. This delusional 

construct, however, is not very different from that performed by his pedagogue when 

leading Emile to conceive of Sophie as a superior ideal of physical and moral beauty. 

There is in sum a troubling similarity between the fiction of the educator and that 

enacted on the stage—with the difference that only the former is entitled to produce it. 

Only the philosopher, as Rancière insists, is the legitimate author of fiction (Rancière 

2003, 18).  
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For the same reasons, Rousseau condemns the novel, the genre which similarly 

grants the power— to borrow Jules de Gaultier’s definition of Bovarism—“de se 

concevoir autre qu’[on] n'est” [“of conceiving of oneself as another”] (Gaultier 1892, 13). 

The novel allows, in fact, the same tactics of place-switching, identification, and 

imagination by means of which those who were deemed to be passive objects—of 

representation, of desire—can become active subjects. It should be recalled here that 

Galanti, in his defense of novels and plays, was targeting precisely the naturalization of 

women’s subjugation which would be, among Rousseau’s legacies, the most problematic 

for women to overcome.        

Rousseau’s influence, indeed, was far from being limited to men. Despite the ban 

from communal life he had decreed for them, the author of the Confessions and of La 

Nouvelle Héloïse was enthusiastically received even by women who were de facto 

struggling to have a say in matters of public interest. Such a contradiction, which also 

characterized the generation of women involved in the 1830’s revolution, was inscribed, 

during the last decades of the Old Regime, in the editorial line of the Journal des dames. 

This was a monthly periodical that appeared from 1759 to 1778 and that, after initially 

having a male editor, was subsequently directed by women until 1775, when its last 

editor, Marie de Montanclos, handed it over to Louis-Sébastien Mercier. 

Beaumer, Maisonneuve and Montanclos, the three women who alternated at the 

editorial helm of the Journal des dames played “a significant role in the fight for freedom 
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of the press” (Gelbart 1987, 1987). They targeted a socially diversified public with the 

intent of forging and reaching a readership distinct from that thriving in the salons. The 

emancipatory cause of the Journal not only targeted women but also the illiterate plebs. 

With this in view, the editors encouraged for instance the new genre of the bourgeois 

drama, seen as an appropriate tool to attract and help the illiterate to free themselves 

from the shackles of ignorance which prevented them from claiming their rights (Landes 

1988, 58). Already this positive view of the theatre is in conflict with the condemnation 

of the genre articulated by Rousseau in the Letter to D’Alembert. However, the greatest 

discrepancy with Rousseau’s ideas lies in the very practice of these female journalists, 

who not only believed that women had the right “to be informed about controversial 

matters” (Gelbart 1987, 25), but also proved by their own example that women could 

successfully take up a career. Indeed, beginning with its first female editor, Madame de 

Beaumer, the paper fostered women’s emancipation by encouraging them to dismiss 

frivolous occupations and instead cultivate their minds through work and study.  

Such a change in the conception of women’s education, however, was not 

unconnected to the exaltation of their role as educators, i.e., of mothers, who would have 

to educate their children in their civic values and duties. By opposing to courtly 

manners a model of womanhood closer to an ideal of Roman republican sobriety, the 

editors of the Journal des dames (with the exception of the more radical Mme de Beaumer) 
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revealed therefore their debt to Rousseau.5 Yet, the Rousseauian ideal of womanhood—

essentially coinciding with motherhood—could not prevent even the most enthusiastic 

supporter of Rousseau’s ideas, Marie de Montanclos, from strongly advocating for 

women’s right to public careers (Landes 1988, 60; Gelbart 1987, 61; Abray 1975, 45). 

During the last two years of its publication, Mercier gave the Journal des dames a further 

oppositional twist. Under his direction, several future revolutionaries began to write for 

the paper, including Condorcet, who published articles in favor of women and against 

slavery.  

 Condorcet himself was well aware of the paradox by which Rousseau’s 

popularity should have alienate him from women’s favor (Brookes 1980, 330; Abray 

1975, 46): “Depuis que Rousseau a merité leurs suffrages, en disant qu’elles n’étaient 

faites que pour nous soigner et propres qu’à nous tourmenter, je ne dois pas espérer 

qu’elles se déclarent en ma faveur” (Condorcet 1847, IX 20) [“Since Rousseau gained 

their support by saying that they were made simply to look after us and they were fit 

only to torment us, I should not expect their support”] (Condorcet, Hewitt, and McLean 

1994, 299). Condorcet’s own proposal to give women access to the public sphere was in 

sharp contrast with the ideas of the philosopher of Geneva who had confined women 

inside the domestic walls.  

                                                      

5 “While the supporters of feminism tended to exalt marriage and motherhood as a claim on society, the 

antifeminists used this same ‘natural vocation’ to prove that women should be content to stay home and 

obey their husbands” (Abray 1975, 45). 
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It is during the Revolution, however, that Condorcet stood out as a notable 

exception among male voices, claiming in his essay Sur l’admission des femmes au droit de 

cité [On Giving Women The Right of Citizenship] (1790) equal citizenship rights for women. 

Since men’s rights derive from the faculty of feeling, from which in turn stems the 

capability to develop moral ideas and to reason about them, he argued, it follows that 

having the same faculties as men, women have equal rights. 

Or, les droits des hommes résultent uniquement de ce qu’ils sont des êtres 

sensibles, susceptibles d’acquérir des idées morales, et de raisonnner sur ces 

idées. Ainsi les femmes ayant ces mêmes qualités, ont nécessairement des droits 

égaux (Condorcet 1847, X 122). 

[The rights of men stem exclusively from the fact that they are sentient beings, 

capable of acquiring moral ideas and of reasoning upon them. Since women have 

the same qualities, they necessarily also have the same rights.] (Condorcet et al. 

2012, 156–57). 

Condorcet’s stance was doomed to be defeated by the prevailing position that 

saw in the exclusion of women from the public sphere a foundational requirement for 

the new republic: according to Geneviève Fraisse, there is “a necessary link between the 

foundation of democracy and the exclusion of women” (Fraisse 1989, 14). Yet, 

Condorcet’s stance shows the historical contingency of the link.  

By marking a sort of new beginning for the French nation, the Revolution also 

ignited the debate around the question of whether women had to play an active role in 

it. In the same years, however, women were already very actively contributing to the 

redefinition of the national community, whether by leading street upheavals (think of 

the market women who led the march to Versailles during the “October Days” of 1789), 
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or by intervening directly in the public debate with pamphlets denouncing the failure of 

the Revolution to emancipate women, despite its pretension to universal liberation. The 

question of the omission of women in the Déclaration des droits de l’homme was addressed 

by Olympe de Gouges: her symmetrical Déclaration des droits de la femme et de la citoyenne 

(1791) was meant to highlight precisely that paradox of the Revolution (a cunning of 

history, one may suspect). 

Yet, despite the discontent with the new order exhibited in several anonymous 

pamphlets (cf. Abray 1975), the most politically aware women did not intend to deny the 

potential progress the Revolution could still achieve. In 1792, at the beginning of the War 

of the First Coalition, Théroigne de Méricourt urged women to take up arms, to form a 

contingent of Amazons who would fight not only to defend the Revolution (“since the 

burden of despotism was heavier for women than for men.” Quoted in Goncourt 1857, 

184), but also for their own liberation.6 Interestingly enough, she also appealed to a 

“national” past, one to be recollected by an act of “imaginative memory” that should 

                                                      

6 Anne-Joseph de Méricourt was born in 1762 to a relatively well-off family of peasants in Marcourt, today 

part of Belgium. The death of her mother, when she was 5 years old, caused her to move to live with 

different exploiting aunts before she was placed in a convent. When she was 17, she was hired as a 

governess by a Madame Colbert who gave her the opportunity to get an education. In 1789, after years of 

wanderings, from London to Italy, where Anne-Joseph wanted to study to become a singer, she moved to 

Paris where she was the only woman attending the meetings of the National Assembly. Close to the 

Girondins, in 1793 she was assaulted by a group of Jacobin women. After the aggression, she developed 

mental troubles and, in 1794, she was declared insane. She died at La Salpêtrière in 1817. On Théroigne de 

Méricourt see (Lacour 1900, 95–313; 1905, 148–55; Roudinesco 1989). 
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invent a tradition for women, providing them with “a ‘commonality’ (shared values) 

that could not be found elsewhere” (Bonacchi 2011, 103): 

Françoises ! Je vous le répète encore, élevons-nous à la hauteur de nos destinées ; 

brisons nos fers, il est temps enfin que les Femmes sortent de leur honteuse 

nullité, où l’ignorance, l’orgueil, et l’injustice des hommes les tiennent asservies 

depuis si longtemps ; replaçons-nous au temps ou [sic] nos Mères, les Gauloises 

et les fières Germaines, déliberoient dans les Assemblées publiques, 

combattoient à côté de leurs Epoux pour repousser les ennemis de la Liberté. 

Françoises, le même sang coule toujours dans nos veines; ce que nous avons fait 

à Beauvais, à Versailles, les 5 et 6 octobre, et dans plusieurs autres circonstances 

importantes et décisives, prouve que nous ne sommes pas étrangères aux 

sentiments magnanimes (Goncourt 1857, 183).  

Such a wave of women’s demands aroused in turn the harsh reaction of the “male 

aristocracy,” as it was often defined in the feminist tracts of the time (Bouvier 1931, 297–

303). The anonymous pamphlet Discours préliminaire de la pauvre Javotte (1790), for 

instance, “calls for the abolition of the clergy and the nobility as orders and the 

constitution of women as the new second order. It castigates the Revolution for 

neglecting women to concentrate on the ‘aristocratie masculine’” [male aristocracy] 

(Abray 1975, 46, n. 18). The understanding of women in terms of status here is not 

anodyne. As recalled by Jane Abray, during the Revolution women saw their struggle 

“as parallel to and a continuation of the war of the Third Estate against the upper 

classes” (Abray 1975, 52). To be more precise, they identified their own cause with that 

of workers and peasants: this was an overlap of which the new bourgeois ruling class 
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was well aware.7 Starting from the Revolution, the need to restrain women’s claims to 

political representation also implied the need to contain the demands of workers and 

peasants alike. 

2.1.3 Reputation Against Representation (Maréchal nous voilà) 

The Projet de loi portant défense d’apprendre à lire aux femmes by Maréchal—one of 

the most hardened champions of women’s exclusion from the city—should be read as a 

response to Condorcet’s essay and to women’s pamphlets.  

In the Projet, as well as in the articles he published in the journal “Révolutions de 

Paris” (Aubert 1975, 63–79), one can sense how the new visibility women acquired 

during the revolutionary years, which extended to all ranks of society, could be a source 

of anxiety especially for the most radical egalitarians.  

Of course, the influence exerted by aristocratic women during the old regime 

was one of the main arguments against women’s emancipation disingenuously harbored 

by Maréchal and his fellow republicans who, following Rousseau, saw in lettered 

women a threat to the hierarchy between sexes predicated on sexual difference8. The 

18th-century centrality of the salons to the cultural and political life meant in fact the 

inclusion of female representatives of the highest class in the public sphere. The 

                                                      

7 Significantly, the decree with which the Convention suppressed the women’s clubs, in the October of 1793, 

preluded the abolition of the sociétés populaires (Abray 1975, 57). 
8 On this, see Zerilli 1994, 16-59. On the somewhat paradoxical influence Rousseau exerted on women, see 

also Landes 1987, 59–61. 
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egalitarian expectations raised by the Revolution reasonably propelled women’s 

demands to enter the public sphere regardless of their status. To such claims, the new 

republican order opposed instead the “restructuring of morality” (Landes 1987, 61) that 

had been prompted by Rousseau. The restructured national morality had to rely, as I 

mentioned earlier, on a strict separation between private and public life, the former 

being the only one womankind would be allowed to lead. To prevent them from 

claiming access to the public sphere, women should be denied the possibility of reading, 

that is to say, in the last analysis, to be given the tools for understanding their 

(subaltern) condition and the means to reconfigure it. In short, they should be denied the 

ownership of the means of symbolic production. 

In Maréchal’s Projet, the act of reading is described as the first step toward 

women’s rebellion: “Pour peu qu’elle sache lire et écrire, une femme se croit émancipée, 

et hors de la tutelle où la nature et la societé l’ont mise pour son propre intêret” [“As 

soon as she is able to read and to write, a woman believes herself to be emancipated, and 

out of the guardianship under which nature and society have placed her for her own 

interest”] (Maréchal, Projet d’une loi 31, emphasis added). It should be noticed here not 

so much the usual appeal to “nature,” but rather the allusion to the necessary coercion 

exerted by society, for which Maréchal owes Rousseau. He underlines, moreover, that 

reading is so “contagious” that it may happen that undisciplined readers could claim to 

slip the boundaries between authorship and readership, and become writers themselves: 
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“Sitôt qu’une femme ouvre un livre, elle se croit en état d’en faire” [“As soon as a woman 

opens a book, she believes she is entitled to write one on her own”] (Maréchal 1841, 27, 

emphasis added. Cf. also Fraisse 1989, 22). The reiteration of the verb se croire implies the 

enabling power of mimesis: the fear is that acting as if produces real changes.  

Thus, to reassert the Rousseauan divide between active men and passive women, 

Maréchal urges that even “les bons livres … soient lus aux femmes, mais non pas lus par 

elles” [“good books … should be read to women, but not read by them”] (Maréchal, 1841, 

90, italics in the text). In other words, the (male) censorship already in place to 

discriminate “good” books from bad also entails a sort of division of labor between male 

readers and female listeners, or better: the expropriation of the symbolic capital 

(language) from women which, in turn, implies the denial of women’s right to leave 

their own state of immaturity as men did, following Kant’s famous definition of 

“Enlightenment” (cf. Kant, An Answer to the Question: What is Enlightenment?, in Schmidt 

1996, 58).  

Indeed, to all kinds of “censors”—be they the guardians of the Platonic republic 

or the Counter-reformation clergy, or even the representatives of the enlightened male 

ruling classes of the 18th and 19th centuries— the written text is particularly treacherous: 

as ascertained since Plato’s Phaedrus, “when it has once been written down, every 

discourse roams about everywhere, reaching indiscriminately those with understanding 

no less than those who have no business with it, and it doesn’t know to whom it should 
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speak and to whom it should not” (Plato, Cooper, and Hutchinson 1997, 552). Put 

differently, the written text is especially suited for avoiding guardianship and, being 

more easily appropriated, it can encourage autonomous interpretative endeavors by 

everyone. Even by women. 

Women who read therefore have higher chances of finding themselves willing to 

have a say in the interpretation and representation of the world they inhabit, i.e., to 

become authors. Such a “self-discovery,” as Maréchal’s fearful text makes clear, may 

easily lead to claims not only of aesthetic, but also of political agency. The invitation to 

remain ignorant and ignored is consistent with what Maréchal, following Rousseau, 

considers the most precious possession of a woman: reputation. “Desmathis à dit, 

d’après les anciens: ‘La gloire d’une femme est de vivre ignorée’—et de rester ignorante, 

aurait dû ajouter Desmathis, pour dire tout ce qu’il pensait” [“Desmathis said, following 

the Ancients: ‘The glory of a woman is to live ignored’—and to remain ignorant, he 

should have added, to reveal fully his thought”] (Maréchal 1841, 57). It is not enough for 

a woman to preserve her reputation by being speechless outside the domestic walls; she 

must also take particular care not to be mentioned in others’ speeches. Being an author, 

therefore, is the highest scandal for a woman, as the example of Sappho shows, since 

writing means prendre la parole, inserting oneself into the public discourse: “Sapho eût 

conservé sa réputation si elle n’eût jamais écrit: du moins on n’aurait jamais parlé d’elle, 

au grand scandale de son sexe” [“Had she never written, Sappho would have saved her 
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reputation: at least nothing would have been said about her, to the great scandal of her 

sex.”] (Maréchal 1841, 40). Women’s reputation should not depend, in sum, on a 

reflection/perception—however positive it may be—of their image circulating within the 

public sphere, because this would imply already some sort of presence within the public 

discourse. 

Only courtesans are exempt from Maréchal’s ban: “La raison veut que désormais 

il soit permis aux courtisanes seulement d’être femmes de lettres, beaux esprits et 

virtuoses” [“Reason wants that from now onwards only courtesans should be allowed to 

be lettered, witty, and virtuosic”] (Maréchal 1841, 82; italics in the text.) The divide 

between courtesans and wives, based on the access to knowledge permitted only to the 

former—a divide denounced by Galanti and Cuoco—is thus strongly reasserted by 

Maréchal. Courtesans, one may argue, were less threatening for men because, being 

publicly acknowledged/defined as objects of exchange, they could hardly escape their 

entrapment within the social structure and generate confusion in the relationship 

between sexes. Their “public” objectified condition, in other words, would have more 

easily undermined any claims to a subject-position within society, while privateness was 

necessary to conceal labor’s exploitation from its “respectable” victims.  

Consistent with the theoretical background Maréchal finds in Rousseau, 

reputation means rather a void: the subtraction of women from public discourse that is 

the precondition for the social contract (Zerilli 19), and in this sense, in spite of their 
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etymological affinity, it can be seen as the conceptual opposite of representation. As 

Rousseau claimed in the Letter to M. D’Alembert on the Theatre, “honest” women should 

not be represented on stage. 

Maréchal is particularly at ease playing with such semantic reversals as well as 

he is with circular reasoning: “Les femmes n’étant assujetties à aucune charge publique, 

à aucune fonction administrative, n’ayant pas même droit aux fauteuils de l’Institut, 

elles n’ont nul besoin de savoir lire, écrire... ” [“Not being charged with any public 

office, with any administrative function, not being even entitled to the chairs of the 

Institute, women do not need at all to learn to read and write...] (Maréchal 1841, 32-

33). Condorcet had pointed at this kind of reasoning, in his essay On The Admission of 

Women to the Rights of Citizenship, asserting that “il est donc injuste d’alléguer, pour 

continuer de refuser aux femmes la jouissance de leurs droits naturels, des motifs qui 

n’ont une sorte de réalité que parce qu’elles ne jouissent pas de ces droits”  (Condorcet, 

X 125) [“It is quite unfair to justify continuing to refuse women the enjoyment of their 

natural rights on grounds which are plausible only precisely because they do not enjoy 

these rights”] (Condorcet et al. 2012, 159). 

Maréchal’s obsession with the danger represented by women who read reveals 

that his appeal to nature is a mere rhetorical device. For him, as for Rousseau whom he 

quotes regularly as an authority, “sexual desire and gender difference emerge in society; 

they are not natural facts but performative enactments” (Zerilli 28) triggered by 
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imagination. Wherefrom stems the necessity to reinstate sexual difference by means of 

practices that not only should perpetuate the idea of a “natural” difference of women 

but, most importantly, should prevent the subjects of this strategic ploy from ever 

exerting their imagination. Thus, the 49th article of Maréchal’s draft prohibits all men to 

write from women’s dictation, to make sure that women “n’éludent la présente loi en 

dictant les produits de leur imagination à un copiste complaisant” (Maréchal 1841, 89; 

emphasis added). Production (produit) and reproduction (copie), in other words, would 

be unbundled from sex. 

Interestingly enough, two years earlier this fellow of Babeuf had published a 

voluminous novel—it consisted of six tomes— Les Voyages de Pythagore, which, similarly 

to Cuoco’s Platone in Italia, “reinvented” the Pythagorean tradition to ground the new 

French nation.9 It is not possible to determine whether Cuoco’s novel was intended as a 

response to Maréchal’s; what is clear, however, is that both works share a political intent 

which is not to be found in their acknowledged model, the Voyages d’Anacharsis by 

Barthélemy. The rewriting of the past is functional, in both Maréchal and Cuoco, for a 

radical rewriting of the future, wherein what is at stake is nothing short of the 

re/shaping of a national community. Both novels can be situated in the current of 

thought that, following the Terror, started to call into question the classical tradition 

                                                      

9 The full title is Voyages de Pythagore en Égypte, dans la Chaldée, dans l'Inde, en Crète, à Sparte, en Sicile, à Rome, 

à Carthage, à Marseille et dans les Gaules. 
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which had permeated the recent French imagination. The way was opened by the 

ideologue Volney. In his Leçons d’histoire (1795) the political rejection of Robespierre’s 

experiment is given by way of a critique of the exaltation of the Greek and Roman 

traditions. The retrenchment of the Greek and Roman weight in Volney’s historical 

recollection paved the way for the reevaluation of preceding ethnic traditions and 

contributed to the reviving of that “Celtic mania” of which the Voyages of Maréchal are 

but an example (De Francesco 2009, 154-55).    

Maréchal, in fact, retrieved the legend of Pythagoras to anchor it to a Gallocentric 

perspective. The wanderings of Pythagoras in search of the best constitution end in fact 

in Gaul, where the philosopher realizes that the optimal political system is the one put in 

place by the Druids (allegorically alluding to Babeuf’s Equals). Beyond the common 

nationalist drive that moves Maréchal’s and Cuoco’s “inventions of traditions” 

(Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983), what interests me here are the different places envisaged 

for women in the idealized Pythagorean communities both novels depict.  

While Cuoco, through the recourse to a pre-Roman tradition, envisioned a 

society in which women would be educated in the same way as men and would be 

active members of the community, Maréchal’s novel—whose intent still has been read as 

more progressive compared to Cuoco’s elitism (Casini 1998, 224)—anticipates the Projet 

d’une loi by prescribing a strict separation between public and domestic spheres in order 

to better relegate women to the latter: “Ne permettez point à une femme de parler en 
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public, d’ouvrir école, de fonder une secte, ou un culte. Une femme en public est 

toujours déplacée” [“do not allow women to speak in public, to open a school, to found 

a sect, or a cult. A woman in the public space is always out of place.”] (Maréchal, Voyages 

de Pythagore VI, 131). 

On the role and place of women, Platone in Italia seems indeed to contradict 

purposefully all Maréchal’s points, beginning with the nature of the education proper to 

women. In the second of the letters that constitute Cuoco’s novel, Cleobolous describes 

the customs of Tarentum, the first Pythagorean city he and Plato are visiting. By being 

different from Athens, he remarks, in Tarentum “la filosofia non è privativa degli 

uomini soli … le donne contano un numero di filosofanti non minore” (Cuoco 2006, 18) 

[“philosophy is not restricted only to men, … the number of women who practice 

philosophy is not inferior to that of men”]. An even more astonished Cleobolous, who 

meanwhile has fallen in love with one of the philosophers, reflects in the fifth letter on 

the singularity of this relationship in which the “normal” (read: Rousseauan) sexual 

dynamics are reversed: although he is experienced, he claims, and knows “come si 

trionfi della debolezza” [“how to triumph of weakness”] (25), he nevertheless finds 

himself disarmed in front of Mnesilla, the wise woman whose mind enchants him no 

less than her physical beauty. It is difficult here not to think of an intentional, ironic 

allusion to the “attack and defense” sexual dynamics described in the fifth book of Émile.  
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Plato, as reported in the following letter, will need to clarify for Cleobolous that 

his novel feelings ultimately depend on the legal status women enjoy in Tarentum. Since 

in the communities shaped by the Pythagorean school women are granted equal rights 

and education, the relations between the sexes are radically different from the ones 

Cleobolous is used to. Unlike what happens in Athens (for instance), where marriages 

are mere transfers of properties between two men, in Tarentum women decide for 

themselves whom they want to marry. Plato therefore warns his disciple to think of 

Mnesilla as a subject rather than as a commodity whose sale is to be negotiated by men: 

“Essa giudica per se stessa di chi è degno dell’amore suo” [“She decides for herself who 

is worthy of her love”] (29). Cleobolous, insists Plato, should regard her with the same 

respect Socrates and Pericles showed for Aspasia—with the difference, however, that 

Mnesilla is not a hetaera and thus “i suoi giudizi saranno più liberali, più costanti, 

perché non è costretta a fingerli onde ottener nella città, dal favore di un uomo, una 

condizione che non le accorderebbe la legge” [“Her judgment is freer and steadier, for 

she is not obliged to resort to simulation in order to obtain in the city, from the favor of a 

man, what the law would not grant her”] (29). Hetaeras, as Cuoco remind us in footnote, 

although full of wit and cultivated, did not enjoy civil rights (27).10  

                                                      

10 More precisely, Cuoco uses Kant’s phrase “civil condition” (“civile condizione”). Should we read as a 

Kantian reminiscence also the term “enthusiasm” he uses when stressing how Pythagoras’ reform was 

successful thanks to women who provided “l’entusiasmo necessario nelle grandi riforme” [“the enthusiasm 

necessary to enact grand reforms”] (Cuoco 2006, 29)? If so, this could be a further evidence of the 

revolutionary character of Cuoco’s “imagined community” pace Bollati… 
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The distance from Maréchal could not be greater. In the community conceived of 

by Cuoco, women are political subjects who enjoy the same freedoms as men, which also 

implies that the divide between hetaeras and wives no longer has a reason to survive. 

For Maréchal, on the contrary, such a partition must be preserved: the 47th article of his 

Projet d’une loi makes clear that it should be allowed “aux courtisanes seulement d’être 

femmes de lettres, beaux-esprits et virtuoses” [“only to courtesans to be women of letter, 

wits, and virtuosos”] (Maréchal 1841, 82). Moreover, such a “concession” to courtesans 

is particularly meaningful if read in parallel with one of the “whereas” of the Projet’s 

preamble stating that  

si la belle Aspasie n’eût point été à la hauteur des lumières acquises de Périclès, 

Périclès, ne voyant en elle qu’une femme aimable, destinée aux délassements 

d’un homme d’état, Athènes n’aurait point achevé de perdre ses mœurs sous le 

gouvernement tacite d’une courtisane   

[had the beautiful Aspasia not achieved the same intellectual capabilities as 

Pericles, Pericles would have seen in her only an amiable distraction from his 

statesman’s preoccupations, with the result that Athens would have not lost its 

customs under the tacit government of a courtesan]. (Maréchal, Projet d’une Loi 

Portant Défense d’apprendre Aux Femmes à Lire 23. Emphasis added).  

The tacit government of a courtesan: a woman should never enter the reign of the logos. 

Under the historical disguise it is easy to recognize the very same argument used 

by Republicans against the aristocrat women of the Ancien Régime supposed to exert an 

influence over public affairs through their salons. One may wonder then about the sense 

of such a twist by means of which cultivated women are tolerated, in Maréchal’s ideal 

society, only if demoted to the rank of courtesans. Once again, we should go back to 
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Rousseau and his understanding of the role of women as ancillary to men. Women, as 

we read in Emile, are made to please men: 

Ainsi toute l’éducation des femmes doit être relative aux hommes. Leur plaire, 

leur étre utiles, se faire aimer et honorer d’eux, les élever jeunes, les soigner 

grands, les conseiller, les consoler, leur rendre la vie agréable et douce : voilà les 

devoirs des femmes dans tous les temps…. (Rousseau 1854, 443) 

[Thus the whole education of women ought to relate to men. To please men, to 

be useful to them, to make herself loved and honored by them, to raise them 

when young, to care for them when grown, to counsel them, to console them, to 

make their lives agreeable and sweet—these are the duties of women at all 

times….] (Rousseau 1979, 365) 

The worth of women depends in sum on their utility to men, and consequently it can be 

determined only by men. Here lies the paradoxical condition of women that Geneviève 

Rousselière recently analyzed by pointing out the duality at the core of “Rousseau’s 

theory of value.”11  

This would consist in two kinds of value: on the one hand, an “apparent” value 

which is determined by opinion and, on the other, a “real” one which is recognized by 

reason in conformity with nature. According to Rousselière, this double standard 

applies both to human beings and to commodities. In the first case, real value defines the 

free (male) individual who relies only on himself to assess his own worth; conversely, 

those whose worth is given by the opinion of others are by definition not autonomous 

human beings. With regard to commodities, the real value is the one based on the 

                                                      

11 I am very grateful to Geneviève Rousselière for letting me read her forthcoming essay on Rousseau’s 

Theory of Value: On Nature, Reason, and Women to which I am indebted here. 
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fundamental needs the commodity is meant to satisfy—thus it coincides with its use-

value—whereas the apparent value pertains to all goods that do not meet primary needs 

but whose desire is rather socially triggered. The value of such commodities 

corresponds to their conventional identification as status symbols—as such, it is an 

exchange-value subject to the fluctuation of both public opinion and the market.  

Within this frame, the ambiguity of women’s position is clear. Not only is the 

worth of women assessed following the same parameters that determine the value of 

commodities but, in addition to that, it paradoxically combines in itself features of the 

two kinds of value which are otherwise mutually exclusive. If on the one hand utility (to 

men) is what constitutes the worth of women, as in the case of the real value of 

commodities, on the other hand only men can decide whether a woman fulfills her 

duties, i.e. whether she is being useful to them, that is to say that the valuation of that 

very same utility belongs to (men’s) opinion, as in the case of those commodities whose 

value is apparent and unstable. Although Rousselière does not explicitly state this, we 

can thus infer that the value of women is a combination of use-value (real value) and 

exchange-value (apparent value) in which the second value conditions and determines 

the first. To be clear, I assume that the “real” use-value of women consists for Rousseau 

in the capacity to give birth to legitimate children, i.e., to secure the legal transmission of 

property. This real value, however—and that is likely the only occurrence of such an 

exception—can be invalidated by public opinion, on which ultimately depends 
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exchange-value. A woman who loses her reputation—no matter whether the allegations 

circulated by the public opinion are sound or not— in fact loses her exchange-value, 

meaning the possibility to be given in marriage by her father to another man. 

To come back to the issue of the two alternative categories of women in 

Maréchal’s ideology—wives and courtesans—we should conclude that a cultivated 

courtesan does not threaten the new republican structure of power based on sexual 

difference for the simple reason that her exchange value—and consequently her use-

value— is null and void. She is by definition deprived by the public opinion of the 

possibility to give legitimate birth. Conversely, it should not be permitted to a wife, or a 

potential wife, to acquire the intellectual instruments that would allow her to assess by 

herself her own value, as men can do, within a legal frame. In any case, to say it with the 

definition of (male) freedom we find in the Social Contract, women should not be put in 

the condition to become authors of their own laws (cf. Rousseau, Dunn, and May 2002, 

167). 

The use of public opinion as the regulative principle to assess the worth of 

women is thus intended to strengthen their subordination to the authority of men whose 

necessity Rousseau strives to prove in Emile by means of a tightrope-walking 

speculation over the qualitative differences of women’s rational faculties. Since their 

reason is practical and incapable of abstraction, as he states in book V, women cannot 

judge for themselves but should instead obey the authority of their fathers and 
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husbands “like that of Church” (Rousseau 1854, 459–60; 1979, 377). Failure to observe 

the distribution of tasks and domains that follows from such alleged differences between 

the male and female minds, would cause any relationships between the sexes to result in 

never-ending conflicts and partnership would be impossible to form (Rousseau 1854, 

459–60, 1979, 377). This is one of the axioms that Maréchal appropriates and summarizes 

without circumlocution: “Il y a scandale et discorde dans un ménage quand une femme 

en sait autant ou plus que le mari” [“scandal and discord rule the ménage when the wife 

knows more than the husband"] (Maréchal, Projet d’une Loi Portant Défense d’apprendre 

Aux Femmes à Lire 33–34). In the following “whereas” he will even single out the infernal 

scenario of a woman author married to a man incapable of “making books” (34). The 

figure of the woman author (“la femme auteur”)—indeed a bugbear that will haunt 

misogynous minds throughout the century—is one of the privileged targets of Maréchal 

and on this point Cuoco also appears to contradict him. 

The 19th letter of Plato in Italy sings praises to those Pythagorean philosophers, 

like Archytas, who brought philosophy back from metaphysics in order to make it 

useful to people’s lives. In Cleobolous’ account, such a practical twist combined with the 

wide diffusion of philosophy among women is attests to the greatness of this ancient 

Italic tradition. Thus, we are reminded that historically “le donne pittagoriche rinomate 

per libri che hanno scritto sono moltissime” [“the Pythagorean women renowned for the 

books they have written are quite numerous”] (Cuoco et al. 110). Among others, 
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Cleobolous mentions Aesara, the author of a treaty on the human nature “ove tu trovi 

tanta forza di ragione che quasi sei costretto a dubitar del sesso dell’autore” [“in which 

you find such a great strength of reason that you may almost want to question the sex of 

the author”] (110). The trite prejudice, in Cleobolous’ remark, needs to be read against 

the background of the predominant misogyny so well exemplified by Maréchal’s claim 

that “presque toujours quand les femmes tiennent la plume, c’est un homme qui la 

taille” [“almost always when women hold a pen, it’s a man who carve it”] (Maréchal 

1841, 32).  

While the Viconian roots allowed Cuoco to envisage an emancipatory trajectory 

inclusive of women, one that ultimately would dismantle the Platonic social blockage 

based on the hierarchical distribution of capacities (everyone is multifunctional in 

Cuoco’s Pythagorean communities), the republican new order drawn by Rousseau and 

enacted by the likes of Maréchal needed to legitimate the subordination of women in 

order to reinstate the principles of authority and property while combining them with 

the pretense to universal equality. This entailed an ideological reassessment by means of 

which the essentialized maternal function could not legitimately coexist with any other 

role women could aspire to regardless of their status—each transgression implying a 

downgrading in public opinion to the alternative role of prostitute. Within this 

ideological frame the woman as a reader surfaces as a signifier both of gender and class 

disturbance. This will become even more evident after the Restoration and under the 
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July Monarchy, when the contradiction inherent in the ideological reassessment I have 

described will be addressed again by a generation of women who, around 1830, formed 

a self-aware group demanding citizenship rights for all the ones left out by the 

Revolution of 1789. 

2.1.4 Suzanne Against the Elders 

During the late 1820s and through the 1830s, the Saint-Simonian doctrine 

provided a discursive space for women and lower classes, becoming the catalyst—more 

than the source—of women’s growing awareness and demands.12 The case of the 

Suzanne Voilquin is an exemplary illustration of this historical process of “consciousness 

raising” and the role played by reading within the struggle for emancipation. The 

political trajectory of Suzanne, who was born under the Consulate to a Parisian working 

class family, began with her joining in the movement led by Prosper Enfantin. In 1832, 

following Enfantin’s condescending turn towards women, Suzanne joined other 

proletarian women who had left the Saint-Simonian community to publish the self-

proclaimed feminist and proletarian journal La femme libre, later renamed, under 

Suzanne’s direction, La tribune des femmes. In 1834 she published Ma loi d’avenir, the 

radical political testament of Claire Démar. Her commitment to the cause of women and 

                                                      

12 “La volonté de savoir de toute une population a été, là encore, bien interprétée par les Saint-Simoniens qui 

se dépensent sans compter pour dispenser leur ‘enseignements’ partout où des groupes se constituent” 

(Riot-Sarcey 2002, 33). 
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the working class spanned from the later years of the Restoration to the revolution of 

1848 and beyond, and led her to travel to Russia, Louisiana, and Egypt. In 1866, she 

published her Souvenirs d’une fille du peuple: ou la saint-simonienne en Égypte, on which I 

should briefly pause, since it is an exemplary account of emancipation and self-

formation by a representative of classes formerly denied any education or rights.  

Suzanne’s account clearly shows that for her—as for other “women of 1848” 

(Riot-Sarcey 2002, 49) like Jeanne Deroin, Désirée Gay, and Pauline Rolland—the 

struggle for the emancipation of women was also the struggle for the emancipation of 

the working class. In the final analysis, both groups were fighting to be included in that 

very same national community which supposedly was built upon the principle of the 

universality of 1789. Thus, in 1848, when the government of the Second Republic 

proclaimed the abolition of privileges, women could include themselves in as 

proletarians.13 In theory, a reciprocal move could have been made by proletarian men; in 

practice, the commonality of the struggle was not that evident on the male side. The 

violent reaction of the socialist Proudhon against the decision of Jeanne Deroin to run in 

the 1849’s elections, notwithstanding her ineligibility as a woman, is highly significant in 

this regard (Riot-Sarcey 2002, 51–52, cf. 1994, 48). 

                                                      

13 “‘S’il n’y a plus de prolétaires en France’ (bulletin de la République, n. 4, déclaration du gouvernement 

provisoire du 19 mars 1848), cela implique que les dix-sept millions de femmes soient comprises dans les 

décrets, sinon la France en comptera encore ‘plus de dix-sept millions’. Tel est l’avis des rédactrices de la 

brochure intitulée Femmes électeurs et éligibles” (Riot-Sarcey 2002, 41). For Jean Deroin’s candidature aimed 

at bringing into light the contradiction underpinning the national community, see (Rancière 1995, 66–67) 
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Despite the fact that during her entire life Suzanne Voilquin gravitated around 

the Saint-Simonian movement, her memoirs make clear from the beginning that her 

lifelong commitment to the cause of women’s emancipation had sprung from 

autonomous roots.14 On the way towards awareness, the act of reading played a 

fundamental role: 

La lecture devint la seule distraction que je voulusse goûter ; nous étions à la fin 

de 1821 (…). La philosophie négative était à la mode ; le mot d’ordre parmi la 

jeunesse était emprunté à Voltaire : Détruisons l’infâme ! Sous cette impression 

générale je lus avidement tout ce qui avait trait à ce souffle destructeur du passé. 

Les ouvrages de Voltaire, de Rousseau, de Volney et autres étaient bien un peu 

indigestes pour un esprit aussi inculte que le mien. De Voltaire je ne lisais avec 

intérêt que son théâtre ; je préférais Rousseau ; de lui je lus avec bonheur son 

Émile et surtout sa Nouvelle Héloïse. Malgré les frissons de terreur que m’avait 

causés sa terrible préface, bien que j’eusse la prétention de rester forte contre son 

influence, le charme opéra ; je ne me sentis plus la même après cette lecture  

[Reading became the only distraction I wanted to indulge in. We were at the end 

of 1821 … Negative philosophy was in fashion. The watchword among the youth 

was borrowed from Voltaire: “Crush the infamous!” Under  this general 

impression I eagerly read everything related to that previous destructive 

explosion. Works by Voltaire, Rousseau, Volney and others were pretty difficult 

for my ineducated mind. Of Voltaire, I read only his theater; I preferred 

Rousseau of whom I read with pleasure Émile and above all The New Heloise. 

Despite the shudders of fear caused by his terrible preface, and notwithstanding 

the fact that I was determined to strongly resist his influence, I fell under the 

spell: I no longer felt the same after such reading]  (Voilquin 1866, 36).  

Suzanne’s account shows what reading meant for the generation of “new 

readers”—peasants, workers and women—having grown up under the Restoration but 

                                                      

14 “Cet amour de l’indépendance, de la dignité féminine qui se montrait en toute occasion, ne me fut point 

inspiré par les théories saint-simoniennes; non, il faisait partie de mon être” [“This love for independence, 

for women’s dignity that appeared in all occasions, was not inspired to me from Saint-Simonian theories. 

Not at all, it was constitutive of my being”] (Voilquin 1866, 19). 
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still treasuring the emancipatory seeds of Enlightenment. As Martyn Lyon shows, the 

works of Rousseau and especially of Voltaire were widely read under the Restoration, to 

the extent that, while their influence can hardly be held accountable for the Revolution 

of 1789, Rousseau’s and Voltaire’s works had “far more to do with preparing the events 

of 1830 than 1789” (Lyons 1996, 256). Around 1830 the Saint-Simonian doctrine, despite 

the ideological ambiguity of its leaders (Grogan 1992, 76–106; Riot-Sarcey 2002, 30–31), 

captured and reactivated, for those “filles” and “fils” of the popular classes, the vision of 

a possible new social order nourished by the readings of Voltaire and Rousseau. 

Voilquin’s claim about her autonomous process towards awareness must therefore be 

taken seriously.  

One important step in her consciousness raising, according to her memoirs, is the 

refusal of the passivity associated with the maternal figure. The figure of the father 

embodies in her account all that is connected with ideas of energy, enthusiasm, 

movement, and social change, whereas the mother embodies the fatalism internalized by 

the oppressed. To her assertion of the necessity that women accept the subordinate role 

assigned by patriarchy—“là où la chèvre est attachée, il faut qu’elle broute” [“the goat 

should graze where she is attached”]— Suzanne replies by claiming that there is the 

possibility to break the chains: “Non, non, la chèvre peut rompre son lien et aller brouter 

ailleurs” [“No, the goat can break her fetters and graze elsewhere”] (Voilquin 1866, 19). 
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The intelligent daughter thus refuses the model of passivity and fatalism 

represented by the mother and chooses instead to identify with the paternal example of 

energy and passion. The central roles of both the father and of the act of reading in the 

intellectual development of young women recurs in narratives of female formation up to 

the 20th century, for instance in texts such as Una donna by Sibilla Aleramo (1906) and 

Simone de Beauvoir’s Mémoires d’une jeune fille rangée (1958)—only to mention two 

meaningful examples from Italian and French literature. Through reading and the 

identification with their father, real and fictional women express their longing for 

emancipation and their desire to enter the public sphere, to have an active voice within 

the community.  

Yet the association of the act of reading with the figure of the father is somewhat 

inaccurate. In another passage of her memoirs, Suzanne recalls that reading aloud 

novels borrowed from the cabinet de lecture was a customary habit she had initially 

contracted to entertain her ill mother:  

J’aimais passionnément la lecture ; je pouvais me livrer à ce penchant, le soir, 

auprès de ma mère, à la condition de lui lire, pendant son travail, tout le produit 

du cabinet de lecture voisin. Au lieu de cette solide instruction que les jeunes 

filles commencent à recevoir, je puisais dans ces romans des notions fausses sur 

la vie réelle. 

[I fondly loved reading; I could abandon myself to that activity at night, next to 

my mother, on the condition that, while she was working, I would read to her all 

the books of the nearby cabinet de lecture. Instead of the solid education young 
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girls are now beginning to receive, I used to find in those novels false notions 

about real life.] (Voilquin 1866, 20).15  

The aporia can be solved if we look at the opposition between the two parental models, 

in Suzanne Voilquin, in terms of an opposition between active and passive imagination 

such as they are conceptualized by Voltaire in the Encyclopédie’s entry on 

“imagination.”16 In it, Voltaire opposes to a passive imagination, “qui consiste à retenir 

une simple impression des objets” [“which consists in retaining a simple impression of 

the objects”] an active one, “qui arrange ces images reçues, & les combine en mille 

manières” [“which arranges those received images and combines them in thousands of 

different ways”] (Voltaire 1765, 561). Active imagination would consist, therefore, in the 

faculty of bringing together what is distant, and in disassembling and recombining what 

is already done, thus modifying it.17 That kind of imagination, in sum, functions in a way 

similar to Vico’s metaphors (the capacity to grasp similarity between very distant 

                                                      

15 Cf. Martyn Lyons who interprets this passage as a recantation of Voilquin’s juvenile love for novels to 

reinstate a sort of dogmatic hierarchy between serious and frivolous reading” (Lyons 2001, 123). In La nuit 

des prolétaires, Rancière hints at a less condescending interpretation of the “weird encyclopedia” collected by 

working class readers, by reversing “les notions fausses sur la vie” [“false notions about real life”] into “des 

notions vraies sur la fausseté de cette vie.” [“true notions about the falsity of this life”] (Rancière 1981, 64, 

1989, 52) 
16 I’m indebted to Joan Scott’s essay on Olympe de Gouges, which I shall briefly discuss later in the chapter, 

for this reading in terms of active and passive imagination. (J. W. Scott 1996)  
17 “L’imagination active est celle qui joint la réflexion, la combinaison à la mémoire ; elle rapproche 

plusieurs objets distans, elle sépare ceux qui se mêlent, les compose & les change ; elle semble créer quand 

elle ne fait qu'arranger, car il n'est pas donné à l'homme de se faire des idées, il ne peut que les modifier” 

["Active imagination joins reflection and combination to memory; it brings together many distant objetcs; it 

disaggregates those which are mingled, rearranges and changes them; it appears to create out of nothing 

when it only assembles, for it is impossible for human beings to forge new ideas, they can only modify 

them."] (Voltaire 1765, 561).  
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objects) and Cuoco’s rhetoric (the production of semantic change is done through the 

recombination of what already exists). Put differently, active imagination is what may 

enable a change—what pushes the goat, in Voilquin’s account, to figure out a different 

scenario beyond the chains—whereas passive imagination is the dogmatic receiving of 

images already assembled by a given social/familiar order.  

If considered through the lens of this double imagination, Suzanne’s attitude 

towards reading fiction, which at first glance seemed contradictory, appears instead to 

be a reenactment of the polarization between the paternal and the maternal model. What 

she blames in the maternal way of reading, in other words, is the lack of that kind of 

active or “productive imagination” (Ricoeur 1986, II 21) that is inseparable from desire. 

We may recall that for Aristotle the individual develops what he called proairesis— the 

capacity, that is, to make choices, which at once entails and is concurrent with the 

faculty of expressing volition—by being exposed to different fictional scenarios. Active 

imagination, then, would be the capability, developed through the exposition to 

multiple narrative plots, of envisaging the possibility for an alternative one and, 

consequently, of making choices to enact such a new configuration. Significantly, while 

for her mother there is no desire involved in the act of reading but arguably only a 

momentary distraction from her suffering, for Suzanne novels trigger imagination and 

arouse desire:  

Je recherchai bien encore mes bons auteurs, mais je fus forcée de m’avouer ma 

préférence pour les ouvrages romanesques, comme parlant plus à l’imagination. 
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Mesdames Cottin et de Genlis, les charmantes conteuses de cette époque, furent 

mes préférées. De la savante madame de Staël, je lus avec plaisir sa Delphine et sa 

Corinne, nouvelle Sapho, dans laquelle, dit-on, elle a voulu peindre ses triomphes 

et ses propres douleurs. Ces divers ouvrages exaltant l’amour se rendaient 

complices de la nature, en agitant fortement mon imagination et en remplissant 

mon cœur de désirs inconnus. 

[I still kept searching for my good authors, but I had to confess to myself that I 

preferred novels as they were speaking more to the imnagination. Madame 

Cottin and Madame Genlis, the charming storytellers of that period, were my 

favorite ones. Of the knowledgeable Madame de Staël I read delightedly Delphine 

and Corinne, the new Sapho, where she allegedly portrayed her own triumphs 

and pains. These diverse works by exalting love were in agreement with nature 

to shake my imagination and fill my heart with unknown desires.] (Voilquin 

1866, 36). 

Suzanne takes responsibility for following her leaning towards imagination 

notwithstanding the “frightful” warning by Rousseau in the preface of La Nouvelle 

Héloïse—not to mention the double pedagogy of Émile aimed, as I mentioned earlier, at 

constructing women as ancillary, more than complementary, companions of men.  

 In fact, it is precisely to Rousseau that we can trace back Suzanne’s “maternal 

library.” As we learn in the very first pages of the Confessions, the turning point in the 

education of the young Jean-Jacques was the reading of the novels that had belonged to 

his mother (who had died giving birth to him). The recollection of this revelatory 

experience is worth quoting here:  

Je sentis avant de penser ; c’est le sort commun de l’humanité. Je l’éprouvai plus 

qu’un autre. J’ignore ce que je fis jusqu’à cinq ou six ans. Je ne sais comment j’ai 

appris à lire ; je ne me souviens que de mes premières lectures et de leur effet sur 

moi : c’est le temps d’où je date sans interruption la conscience de moi-même. Ma mère 

avait laissé des romans ; nous nous mîmes à les lire après souper, mon père et 

moi. Il n’était question d’abord que de m’exercer à la lecture par des livres 

amusants ; mais bientôt l’intérêt devint si vif, que nous lisions tour-à-tour sans 

relâche, et passions les nuits à cette occupation. … En peu de temps j’acquis, par 
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cette dangereuse méthode, non-seulement une extrême facilité à lire et à 

m’entendre, mais une intelligence unique à mon âge sur les passions. Je n’avais 

aucune idée des choses, que tous les sentiments m’étaient déjà connus. Je n’avais 

rien conçu, j’avais tout senti. Ces émotions confuses, que j’éprouvai coup sur coup, 

n’altéraient point la raison que je n’avais pas encore ; mais elles m’en formèrent une 

d’une autre trempe, et me donnèrent de la vie humaine des notions bizarres et 

romanesques, dont l’expérience et la réflexion n’ont jamais bien pu me guérir.  

[I felt before thinking ; this is the common fate of humanity. I experienced it more 

than others. I am not aware of what I did up to the age of five or six. I do not 

know how I learned to read; I remember only my first readings and their effect 

on me. This is the time from which I date the uninterrupted consciousness of myself. My 

mother had left behind some novels. My father and I began to read them after 

supper. At first it was only a matter of giving me practice at reading by means of 

amusing books; but soon our interest became so lively that we read in turn 

without respite, and passed the nights in this occupation. … By this dangerous 

method I acquired in a short time not only an extraordinary facility in reading and 

understanding, but also an intelligence about the passions that was unique for 

my age. I had no idea whatsoever about matters whose feelings were all known 

to me already. I had conceived nothing; I had felt everything. These confused 

emotions which I experienced one after the other did not at all impair my reason 

which I did not yet have: but they formed one of a different stamp in me, and gave me 

bizarre and romantic concepts about human life, from which experience and 

reflection have never been able to cure me completely.]  (Rousseau 1824, 8–9; 

1995, 7–8. Emphasis added).  

The excerpt is one of the most significant examples of the “new structure of feelings” 

characterizing the second half of the 18th century and the first decades of the following 

cenutry. The pre-eminence it granted to emotions over judgement proved to have an 

emancipatory potential precisely for the generation to which Suzanne belonged.  

Voilquin’s case is representative of the reevaluation of the power of imagination 

claimed by subaltern classes under the Restoration and the July Monarchy. In spite of 

the accusation that novels could easily lead readers, particularly women, to a misuse of 

the combinatory power of imagination, up to the point to change it into madness, fiction 

can prove instead to be a useful device to dispel internalized fatalism and to achieve 
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historical awareness, as in the case of Suzanne. This step into the historical dimension 

through the reading practice is embedded in Lamiel, the unfinished novel by Stendhal 

which is read by the majority of his scholars as a disappointing deviation from the 

“realism” of his other masterpieces. 

2.1.5 The Empathetic Turn 

During the years leading up to the Revolution of 1830 and all the more under the 

new regime issuing from it, the fear that unauthorized readers could become authors by 

themselves was compounded by the growing circulation of printed texts. The most 

popular genre was —needless to say—the novel. Since the decade of the 1820s its 

success was exploited by newspaper publishers to entice occasional readers and 

establish steady clienteles. The goal was to win over the female audience that 

constituted the largest public of works of fiction by publishing novels in installments. 

Serialized in feuilletons, novels could spread rapidly among the urban lower classes and 

give rise to new forms of collective aesthetic experiences that, thanks to spontaneous 

public readings, were also inclusive of the illiterate.  

Behind the aristocratic contempt towards “industrialized literature,” as it was 

famously labeled by Sainte-Beuve in 1839, it is easy to guess that the main source of 

anxiety came from the new popular reading communities it created (Lyons 1999, 314–

15). The attack on the capitalist expansion of the novel contributed to overlooking the 
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increasing autonomy of the reader that accompanied it. Indeed, once the public had 

become  

largely anonymous, unhomogeneous and fragmented—in short, modern (. . .) an 

education in reading had long ceased to have a hold on the public. Readers did 

not read whatever was recommended to them by the authorities and the 

ideologues, but whatever satisfied their [emotional and] intellectual, social and 

private real needs (Wittmann 1999, 311–12).  

Incidentally, the English translation of Wittman’s essay omits the “emotional needs” I 

have restored from the French version (in Cavallo and Chartier 1997, 364). The 

“revolution in reading” described by Reinhard Wittmann in his essay in fact is hardly 

comprehensible without taking into account the “emotional turn” epitomized firstly by 

the sensational reception of Richardson.18 The unprecedented success of his novels, as 

well as of Rousseau’s La Nouvelle Héloïse, marks the emergence of a “new rhetorical 

situation” (Darnton 2009, 249) whereby the relationship between author and reader 

could also be reshaped.  

As mentioned in the first section above, a famous display of such a turn was 

provided by Diderot in the Éloge de Richardson which was published for the first time in 

1762, a few months after the death of its author (cf. Chartier 1999, 649). The analysis of 

the Éloge helps to reassess the significant modifications that occurred in the readerly 

habits during the second half of the 18th century. It proves for instance that if a change 

                                                      

18 Pamela; or, Virtue Rewarded was published in 1740 and Clarissa, or, The History of a Young Lady, in 1748. 

First, mutilated French translations by Prévost appeared, respectively, in 1742 and 1751. 
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was undoubtably to be found in the practice of reading, this change did not consist in 

the shift from an intensive mode of reading—confined to few canonical books—to an 

extensive exposure to disparate, secular texts, as claimed by Rolf Engelsing (Engelsing 

1974). Diderot’s evidence suggests that rather than the persistence of the “intensive” 

mode there was a change in its objects. Now among the texts subject to intensive reading 

we find, in a dominant position, the novel: 

O Richardson, Richardson, homme unique à mes yeux ! Tu seras ma lecture dans 

tous les temps. Forcé par des besoins pressants, si mon ami tombe dans 

l’indigence, si la médiocrité de ma fortune ne suffit pas pour donner à mes 

enfants les soins nécessaires à leur éducation, je vendrai mes livres, mais tu me 

resteras ; tu resteras sur le même rayon avec Moyse, Homère, Euripide et 

Sophocle, et je vous lirai tour à tour.  

[Ah! Richardson, I have found no one like you; your books shall be my constant 

companions.If I am obliged through adverse circumstances, by the needs of a 

friend or the expense of educating my children, to sell my books, you at least 

shall remain on my shelves, together with Moses, Homer, Euripides and 

Sophocles, and I will read you by turns.] (in Richardson 1846, 7; Diderot 1893, 

272–73). 

We are in the presence of an axiomatic reversal: the most secular genre replaces former 

canonical texts as the main authoritative guidance in human life.19 The worth of 

Richardson, according to Diderot—which Galanti will confirm some years later—is that 

of having inscribed morals into the actions of his heroes: “Tout ce que Montaigne, 

Charon, la Rochefoucauld et Nicole ont mis en maximes, Richardson l’a mis en action” 

                                                      

19 Chartier underlines the lexical indexes that mark “le déplacement d’un ancien modèle, celui de la lecture 

spirituelle, sur le texte romanesque.” [“the displacement of an ancient model, that of the spiritual reading, 

now applied to novels”] (Chartier 1999, 652); see also Darnton on Rousseau: “his public probably applied an 

old style of religious reading to new material, notably the novel, which had seem previously incompatible 

with it” (Darnton 2009, 251). 
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[The maxims which Montaigne, Charron, La Rochefoucauld, and Nicole wrote down are 

given by Richardson in a living form in his characters] (Richardson 1846, 5; Diderot 1893, 

266). Here lies the strength of his fiction, in the fact that it is able to make the reader feel 

the ethical truth it intends to convey instead of demonstrating it by way of abstract 

reasoning: 

S’il importe aux hommes d’être persuadés qu’indépendamment de toute 

considération ultérieure à cette vie, nous n’avons rien de mieux à faire pour être 

heureux que d’être vertueux, quel service Richardson n’a-t-il pas rendu à l’espèce 

humaine ? Il n’a point démontré cette vérité, mais il l’a fait sentir.  

[If it is important that men should be impressed with the fact that, without 

regard to any future state, the best way to be happy is to be virtuous, what a 

great service Richardson has done to mankind! He has not proved this true, but he 

has made us feel it.] (Richardson 1846, 6; Diderot 1893, 270-71. Emphasis added). 

The difference from classic aesthetics is evident here: whereas passions should be 

purged through the discernment of the causes, now discernment is subordinate 

to/depends on feeling. Hence, the mutation of the exemplarity of fiction: judgement 

arises no longer from the depiction of passions, but directly from affect. Truth does not 

need to be proven by judgement but felt in the body. The “new rhetorical situation” 

Darnton alluded to, then, should be understood in Viconian terms as a common 

sensorium, very different from classic rhetoric. 

Thanks to their universality, Diderot goes on, novels like Richardson’s are 

superior even to history (this is not, however, a mere reinstatement of Aristotle’s 

hierarchy between the two genres, as it will soon be clear). While the historical account 

is necessarily limited to “une portion de la durée,” “un point de la surface du globe” [“a 
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small portion of time, and a small point of the globe”], the novel can embrace instead 

“tous les lieux et tous les temps” [“all times and places”] (Richardson 1846,10; Diderot 

1893, 280-81) for the simple reason that it plays on the universal faculty of feeling in 

order to communicate. Since it arbitrarily credits to a few individuals the speeches and 

acts that very likely they did not perform, “l’histoire est un mauvais roman” [“History is 

often a bad novel”] (Richardson 1846,10; Diderot 1893, 281) whereas the novel, referring 

broadly to the human condition, always speaks truth. It follows that while history must 

necessarily be exclusive, novels provide a new scene where everyone is invited.20 To act.  

O Richardson ! On prend, malgré qu’on en ait, un rôle dans tes ouvrages, on se 

mêle à la conversation ; on approuve, on blâme, on admire, on s’irrite, on 

s’indigne […] J’avais parcouru dans l’intervalle de quelques heures un grand 

nombre de situations que la vie la plus longue offre à peine dans sa durée. J’avais 

entendu les vrais discours des passions ; j’avais vu les ressorts de l’intérêt et de 

l’amour-propre jouer de cent façon diverses ; j’étais devenu spectateur d’une 

multitude d’incidents ; je sentais que j’avais acquis de l’expérience.  

[Yes, Richardson, in spite of ourselves you compel us to take our part on your 

stage, to join in the conversation, to approve, to blame, to admire, to be angry or 

indignant (…) In a few hours I had been carried through a variety of situations, 

greater than many ever experience in their whole life. I had listened to the true 

tones of passions; I had seen the springs of self-interest and of self-love acting in 

a hundred different ways; I had been the spectator of a number of incidents; and 

I felt the richer in experience.] (Richardson 1846, 5; Diderot 1893, 267-68. Emphasis 

added). 

                                                      

20 “O Richardson, j’oserai dire que l’histoire la plus vraie est pleine de mensonges, et que ton roman est plein 

de vérités. L’histoire peint quelques individus, tu peins l’espèce humaine : l’histoire attribue à quelques 

individus ce qu’ils n’ont ni dit ni fait; tout ce que tu attribues à l’homme, il l’a dit et fait…” [“Oh, 

Richardson, I would dare affirm that the most accurate history is full of lies, and that your novel is full of 

truths. History delineates a few characters, but you paint the human race; history attributes to some 

individuals certain speeches and actions which they neither said nor did, but what you attribute to a human 

being he really said and did …”] (Richardson 1846,10; Diderot 1893, 280). 
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This kind of reading experience is therefore no qualitatively different from any other life 

experience, for it produces “real” effects. Readers’ bodies are affected by and react to 

written words: they are shaken by emotions, burst in tears, scream, move restlessly in 

the grip of anxiety (Richardson 1846, 12). More importantly, because the “scene” of 

Richardson’s novels reproduces the very world they inhabit (6), sensitive readers meet 

there with a feeling of identification that ultimately moves beyond one’s personal 

relationship with the text to become a sort of mark of belonging by which individuals 

recognize each other as part of a same community of feelings: “Je n’ai jamais rencontré 

personne qui partageât mon enthousiasme, que je n’aie été tenté de le serrer entre mes 

bras et de l’embrasser.” [“when I meet anyone who is as enthusiastic . . . as myself I feel 

inclined to clasp him in my arms and embrace him”] (Richardson 1846, 11; Diderot 1893, 

283.) Thus, as Chartier remarks, “la communauté de lecteurs que produisent les romans 

de Richardson se trouvent (sic) ainsi fondée à partir de gestes, d’émotions, 

d’engagements partagés” [“The community of readers produced by Richardson’s novels 

is therefore founded on gestures, emotions, shared engagement”] (Chartier 1999, 654). 

In addition to Richardson’s impact, Rousseau’s role in fostering the new 

“structure of feeling” in which the author-reader relationship has been rearranged 

cannot be denied, although it has been subject to conflicting interpretations. The 

enthusiastic and passionate reception of La Nouvelle Héloïse (1761) has been explained by 

Robert Darnton in terms of a new “mode of communication” between writer and reader 
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“that went far beyond literature” (Darnton 2009, 252). “The effectiveness of 

Rousseauistic rhetoric” (Darnton 2009, 248) would be proven, according to Darnton, by 

readers’ unwillingness to keep literature apart from everyday life, the fictional from the 

real world, and by their tendency to rely on the novel as a sort of spiritual guide to 

regulate their conduct. In short, Rousseau’s novel would be responsible for “the 

fabrication of the romantic sensitivity” that would be destined to affect readers lastingly, 

at least until Madame Bovary marks a crisis (Darnton 2009, 251).  

The alleged naiveté Darnton would attribute to Rousseau’s readers has been 

criticized by Nicolas Paige for whom the new rhetoric put in place in the Nouvelle 

Héloïse, far from triggering quixotic identifications, was aimed at—and successful in—

forging a sort of detached sympathy. Put simply, the role set by Rousseau for the reader 

is not that of an active participant, but that of a spectator well aware of his/her own 

observing position, which is to say, ultimately, of his or her distance from “other 

people’s passions” (Paige 2008, 141). By avoiding the bad empathy occurring when “the 

distinction between observer and observed, spectator and spectacle” collapses (Paige 

2008, 143), Rousseau guides his reader to become an “observer of the self as much as of 

others” (Paige 2008, 146). Thus we can infer that by way of self-compassion one is led to 

feel compassion for another: it is in this move that compassion needs to make from the 

self to the other that we can resume what for Paige is Rousseau’s new aesthetic of 
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attendrissement, i.e. of  “the emotion you share when you cannot share your emotions” 

(Paige 2008, 145).  

The paradoxical non-participatory involvement conjured up in the Nouvelle 

Héloïse is consistent with the condemnation of mimetic identification we found in the 

Letter to D’Alembert and with the pedagogic approach disclosed in the Émile. In the last 

analysis, readers, like pupils, should be guided to self-restraint to prevent them from 

(being willing to) transcending the boundaries of their own selves.21 Moreover, the 

functioning of Rousseau’s “new rhetoric” seems to be driven by the intention to 

establish a one-to-one, intimate relationship between the author and his recipient, and 

thus fails to give rise to communities of readers united by a common way of feeling and 

of sharing emotions, unlike the ones prompted by Richardson’s novels according to 

Diderot (cf. Chartier 1999, 654). As shown by the failure of the public reading of his own 

                                                      

21 This is not only a preoccupation of psychological kind. A propos of La Nouvelle Héloïse, Furio Jesi noted 

that the “form of the novel,” in Rousseau, stands as an implicit recantation of the critique of the analogy 

between the State and the family which is otherwise conveyed by the general organization of his works. 

Considering the paternalism of Wolmar and Julie and “their attempt to englobe their servants into their 

family” (Jesi 1972, 88) to exert almost a legitimate parental sovereignty on them, Jesi highlights the 

connotation of the family community established at Clarens in terms of a “little State.” More interestingly, 

he also points at the underlying correspondence between the figure of the paternalist Wolmar—the 

guardian of the “State”— in the novel and that of the pedagogue in the Émile: “L’apologia del paternalismo 

di Wolmar nella Nouvelle Héloïse—di Wolmar che sa fare il padrone così abilmente da indurre i servi a 

ringraziarlo perché devono servirlo—è perfettamente armonica con l’apologia della funzione del pedagogo 

nell’Émile” [“The apology for the paternalism of Wolmar in the Nouvelle Héloïse—of Wolmar who knows 

how to play the master so skillfully as to induce his servants to be thankful for being his servants—

harmonizes perfectly with the apology of the pedagogue’s function in the Émile”] (Jesi 1972, 80.) The novel, 

following Jesi’s remark, is the form that allows the imbrication between Rousseau’s domestic and public 

policies to come to surface. 
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manuscript which Rousseau narrates at the very end of the Confessions—only one person 

had been affected by it—the act of reading, for him, does not produce community. 

The participatory and empathetic model illustrated by Diderot records the rising 

potential for gathering individuals around the same reading experience. The novel 

deployed such potential at its highest efficacy during the last years of the Restoration 

and the July Monarchy, when it also reached the popular classes.  

The two modes of reading described above will be dialectically reactivated by 

Stendhal through his fictional readers. The reflection on the fragmentation of society that 

followed the French revolution and the consequent loss of a homogenous public, one 

unified by the same passion and united to the author by the same feelings and 

understanding, in a circle of “reciprocal sympathy” (Stendhal and Martineau 1933, III 

433), led Stendhal to dismiss his original intention to become an author of comedies to 

embrace the novel. As already for Cuoco, for Stendhal too this “new” form was destined 

to take over from comedy in times when “reality disintegrates into a series of mutually 

absolutely heterogeneous fragments which have no independent valency of existence 

even in isolation” (Lukács 1971, 118). If comedy represented both for Cuoco and 

Stendhal the last historical catalyst for homogeneous audiences, what their search (or 

nostalgia) for an aggregating aesthetic experience implies is the need for a new form 

allowing individual experiences to be shared, and the dimension of private life to be 

transcended into a communal sense of belonging. Such a form would have to retrieve, in 
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sum, the epic’s capacity of giving meaning to everyone’s experience through 

storytelling.22  

The new popular audiences of the first half of the 19th century may remind us of 

the ones formed by the “Rinaldisti,” the Neapolitan lazzaroni passionately fond of the 

stories of the Carolingian heroes who fascinated Cuoco for their capacity of feeling-

together. They seem to confirm Cuoco’s intuition that, as the modern translation of 

epics, the novel was potentially the most powerful generator of aesthetic communities 

after the collapse of the Ancien régime. Indeed, concerning the Neapolitan phenomenon 

of popular street-storytelling, it is interesting that during the second half of the 19th 

century the Carolingian cantos were replaced by the novels written by Francesco 

Mastriani, whom Gramsci mentions in his Prison Notebooks as one of the very few 

“popular” Italian writers, meaning one widely read by the lower classes—and 

consequently doomed to be forgotten thanks to the contempt of the Italian élites.23   

These street-gatherings around read-aloud novels are likely one of the last 

incarnations of storytelling as Benjamin understood it, i.e. as the circulation of heard, 

appropriated, and retold experiences through oral narration.24 For this “process of 

                                                      

22 cf. Benjamin “The storyteller takes what he tells from experience—his own or that reported by others. And 

he in turn makes it the experience of those who are listening to his tale” (Benjamin and Arendt 1969, 87). 
23 In Croce’s words, Mastriani was read by everybody but by the intellectuals (Croce 1945, IV 315). His 

narrative, too hastily labeled as consolatory, seems instead more complex and worthy of reconsideration.  
24 “The storyteller takes what he tells from experience—his own or that reported by others, and he in turn makes it the 

experience of those who are listening to his tale” (Benjamin, Illuminations 87). 
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assimilation” (Benjamin and Arendt 1969, 91) to take place, Benjamin argues in his essay 

on Nikolai Leskov, “compactness” and boredom are two key components. The first, just 

as the “quickness” Calvino traces back to folktales (Calvino 1988, 31-54), is what 

imprints a story in the mind of the listener: the less analytical in terms of psychology a 

story is, the more it will be engraved into memory, and ready to be reworked by the 

recipient and retold. It is important to stress this aspect of “reuse” which implies that 

there is not a hierarchical difference between the teller and the listener, for the latter will 

in turn become a teller. As for boredom, it is a condition necessary for a listener to make 

room for stories and allow them to sediment in her mind, where they will deploy their 

“germinative power” (Benjamin and Arendt 1969, 90). We will find both these 

ingredients in Lamiel.  

2.2 Lamiel 

2.2.1 Gothic Settings 

On a gloomy evening in late October 1818, the inhabitants of Carville gathered to 

witness the last function of the Jesuit mission held in this alleged Norman village. The 

high turnout forced part of the population to hear the sermon from outside the church, 

since “nobles ayant peur de 93 et bourgeois enrichis visant au bon ton, remplissaient à 

l’envi la jolie petite église gothique du village” (Stendhal 1993, 48) [“nobles afraid of 

1793, and the newly rich bourgeois trying to be fashionable, vied at filling the village's 

pretty little Gothic church”(Stendhal 1952, 34)]. As soon will appear clear, the Gothic 
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setting provided by the little church does not respond only to the narrator’s taste for 

accurate architectural description:  

M. Le Cloud parlait ce soir-là comme un roman de Mme Radcliffe ; il donnait une 

affreuse description de l’enfer. Ses phrases menaçantes retentissaient le long des 

arcades gothiques et obscures, car on s’était bien gardé d’allumer les lampes. … 

Personne ne respirait. M. Le Cloud s’écriait que le démon est toujours présent 

partout, et même dans les lieux les plus saints ; il cherche [à] entraîner les fidèles 

avec lui dans son soufre brûlant. Tout à coup M. Le Cloud s’interrompt, et s’écrie 

avec effroi et d’une voix de détresse : 

 —L’enfer, mes frères !  

On ne saurait peindre l’effet de cette voix traînante et retentissante dans cette 

église presque tout à fait obscure et jonchée des fidèles faisant le signe de la croix 

! Moi-même j’étais touché. M. l’abbé Le Cloud regardait l’autel et semblait 

s’impatienter ; il répéta d’une voix criarde : 

—L’enfer, mes frères ! 

Vingt pétards partirent de derrière l’autel, une lumière rouge et infernale 

illumine tous ces visages pâles, et, certes, en ce moment, personne ne s’ennuyait. 

Plus de quarante femmes tombèrent sans dire mot sur leurs voisins, tant elles 

s’étaient profondément évanouies. (Stendhal 1993, 48-49). 

[M. Le Cloud spoke that evening in the style of a novel by Mrs. Radcliffe. He 

performed a terrifying description of hell. His menacing phrases rang down the 

dark Gothic aisles, for care had been taken not to light the lamps. … Nobody 

breathed. M. Le Cloud cried that the Devil is always present everywhere and 

even in the holiest places; he tries to drag the faithful with him into his burning 

sulphur. Suddenly M. Le Cloud interrupts himself, and shouts in terror and with 

an anguished voice: 

“Hell, my brethren!” 

It is impossible to paint the effect of those drawn-out words, echoing through a 

church almost entirely in darkness and crammed with the faithful all making the 

sign of the Cross! Even I was impressed. The Abbé Le Cloud gazed at the altar 

and seemed impatient. He repeated, with irritation in his tone: 

“Hell, my brethren!” 

Twenty flares exploded behind the altar; a red infernal light illuminated those 

pallid faces, and certainly at that moment nobody felt bored. More than forty 
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women heeled over their neighbors, so thoroughly had they fainted.] (Stendhal 

1952, 35). 

This episode is narrated in the second chapter of Lamiel and, beyond its comical effect, it 

is crucial for the unfolding of the story. The fear induced by that theatrical ploy is in fact 

what determines the arrival of the eponymous heroine in Carville, as we will see in a 

moment. The opening comparison between Anne Radcliffe Gothic novels and the 

preacher’s rhetorical style, already ironic, prepares the comical coup de théâtre by 

means of which the narrator unmasks the poor tricks of the orator, ultimately unveiling 

the histrionic groundings in which consists, Stendhal suggests, the power of the 

Church.25  

What precedes may remind us of the early desire of Stendhal to become an 

author of comedies. As proven by the article La comédie est impossible en 1836, he felt 

compelled to renounce his first literary vocation when he realized that “comedy was 

impossible” after 1789. The fragmentation of society that followed the collapse of the 

ancient regime marked in fact the loss of the conditions allowing “la sympathie réciproque 

dans un auditoire nombreux agité de la même émotion” [“the reciprocal sympathy in a 

large audience moved by the same emotion”] (Stendhal and Martineau 1933, 433). 

                                                      

25 “Gothic” in this sense functions as a switching term, a sort of commutator that, playing on referential 

ambiguities—here the architectonic style of the church and the novel subgenre—mingles and reverses two 

discursive orders which for the moment we can call the “serious” and the “fictional” discourse, borrowing 

Searle’s phrases (Searle 1975). Such a reversibility between the fictional and the serious (or realistic) order 

will recur systematically through the novel. At the outset, it serves to reinforce the anachronistic ambiance 

characterizing the society of Carville, where our story begins during the Restoration, as we have seen, but 

where the historical caesura of 1789 seems not to have taken place. 
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Stendhal’s own option for the novel lies thus on the same grounds as those that had 

previously induced Cuoco to promote the novel as an efficacious tool to build an Italian 

public spirit. For both, the starting point was the acknowledgement of a non-mendable 

break in the author-audience relationship as it had formerly been possible within the 

frame of a unique genre, the comedy, and within the limits of a homogeneous society.  

To come back to the episode from Lamiel quoted earlier, it can be seen as driven 

by the ironical intention to show what “a large audience” moved by strong feelings 

looks like after the Restoration (and beyond). Compared to the audience of the ancient 

régime recalled in the article, what has been lost here is the circular movement of 

feelings which unify the speaker and audience (the “reciprocal sympathy”), i.e., the 

commonality of references that makes each one’s experience shareable so that, thanks to 

this circularity, speaker and listener are potentially interchangeable. In the kind of 

audience mocked in Lamiel, on the contrary, the speaker (Le Cloud) does not share a 

common sensibility with his listeners for they do not have the same cultural skills as 

him.26 More exactly, they do not have the same generic competence. The efficaciousness 

of the preacher’s speech relies in fact on the non-recognition of the theatrical frame by 

the audience. The faithful gathered in the church are in this sense the passive recipients 

of his speech. On the extra-diegetic level, however, Le Cloud’s play with the dramatic 

                                                      

26 By “faithful” I mean, of course, the peasant villagers and not the aristocrats who, as noted by Lamiel’s 

narrator, “ne croyaient guère aux miracles, mais les protégeaient de toute leur influence” [“hardly believed 

in miracles, while giving them the protection of their influence”] (Stendhal 1993, 47, 1952, 32). 
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genre is in turn reframed into a different one. By likening the preacher’s speech to 

another genre—or, to be more precise, subgenre: that of the Gothic novels—the narrator 

operates a complete reversal—from the tragic tones of the sermon to the comic sketch 

we read—that implies in order to be effective the reader’s cooperation, i.e., her or his 

generic competence. The text thus establishes a relationship of complicity with his 

recipients while at the same time denounces the mystification performed by Le Cloud at 

the expense of his own audience. 

Stendhal’s understanding of the novel as the historically determined outcome of  

comedy has been analyzed, among others, by Francesco Spandri. Focusing on the 

“dramatization of the character” put in place by Stendhal, Spandri stresses the role that 

parody and intertextuality perform in his novels as markers of the inner “dualité 

comique” of his characters  (Spandri 2003, 103).27 However, by limiting their functioning 

to the psychology of the characters, Spandri fails to recognize the dialogical dynamics 

between the narrator and his readers that I am describing, and therefore the extent of 

Stendhal’s theatricalization of the novel. This comprises in fact the “dramatization of the 

reader” which is made possible by the intertextual devices mentioned earlier.28   

                                                      

27 Marie Parmentier underlines rather the dramatization of the narrator to “compensate the solitude of the 

reader” (Parmentier 2007, 225). 
28 To give an example, Spandri wrongly credits to the Duchesse of Miossens a literary quotation from Racine 

she would have used “pour faire valoir ses droits d’aristocrate face à M. Hautemare, qui ose lui refuser la 

compagnie de Lamiel” [“to assert her aristocratic rights in front of M. Hautemare who dares to refuse her 

the company of Lamiel”] (Spandri 2003, 104). The quotation is on the contrary suggested by the narrator, 

who ironically gives literary dignity to an otherwise ordinary utterance: “La réponse à cette déclaration 

impertinente fut empruntée à Bajazet; elle consista dans ce seul mot:—Sortez!” [“The reply to this 
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One could argue that this procedure, far from being peculiar to the particular 

case I am analyzing, occurs every time a narrator requires the complicity of his or her 

readers to detect an ironical intention towards a character.29 In Manzoni’s Promessi sposi, 

to take an example discussed earlier, the narrator appeals regularly to his readers’ 

metaliterary knowledge at the expenses of certain characters. By listing the 

heterogeneous texts that constitute don Ferrante’s “museum of the false science,” as 

Calvino put it (Calvino 1995, 324), or the popular books beloved by the anonymous 

country tailor, for instance, the narrator aims at eliciting the knowing smile of his 

“twenty-five readers.” Yet, if with Gramsci we look at the narrator’s attitude towards 

such characters, we should acknowledge that he winks at his own legitimate readers at 

the expense of those who on the contrary cannot use the book but improperly, that is, 

the undisciplined readers who escape the guide of the higher authority they should be 

subjected to according to their condition. As I noticed earlier, the gap between the 

country tailor’s bookshelves and the library of Cardinal Borromeo is not bridgeable: they 

belong almost to two different worlds that could never truly dialogue on an equal 

ground.    

                                                      

impertinent declaration was borrowed from Bazajet (sic); it consisted in the single word: “Begone!”] 

(Stendhal 1993, 78, 1952, 71). In other words, the literary reminiscence belongs to the narrator who shares it 

with his readers to further underline the anachronistic haughtiness of the Duchesse. 
29 The interventions of the narrator in Stendhal have been analyzed by Georges Blin who actually refers to 

him as “author” (Blin 1954, 179–322) but, as also noticed by Genette, “narrator” seems more appropriate 

(Gérard Genette 1969, 185). 
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Stendhal’s Lamiel adopts an opposite perspective. As we shall see in a moment, 

the novel tells the story of an undisciplined reader whose love for reading is ignited by 

the very same popular books that are treated with condescension in the Promessi sposi. 

However, differently from the lower-class readers in the Italian novel who cannot reach 

superior cultural domains, Stendhal’s protagonist ends up enjoying Voltaire and other 

“high culture” authors. Moreover, she is a woman. Lamiel is the incarnation of the 

subaltern reader who, thanks to the metaliterary mastery she has acquired, is able to 

disavow the conditions in which she would otherwise be destined, by her class and her 

gender, to be powerless. There would be a homology, then, between the operation 

performed by the narrator and the way his heroine subverts the narratives that, 

following her status, one would expect for her. Such homology, if I am correct, hinges 

around the practice of reading.  

In notes Stendhal left on the “Bucci” copy of Le rouge et le noir, likely preliminary 

to the 1836 article on the impossibility of writing comedies after the revolution, he draws 

a parallel between the collective theatrical experience and the individual act of reading: 

“La grandeur de l’attention s’augmente par le spectacle de l’attention des voisins. Dans 

la lecture solitaire, l’attention est facilement complète, mais elle est moins intense” [“The 

strength of the attention grows at the sight of our peers’ attention. In solitary reading, 

attention is easily complete, but it is less intense”] (Stendhal and Martineau 1933, III 

418). By contrasting the two moments, Stendhal thus appears to be suggesting the 
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historical irreconcilability of the reading experience with a community dimension. Yet 

readers like Julien Sorel and Lamiel display a clearly different view, at least with regard 

to the intensity experienced while reading, for it is in books that they find the source of 

their most intense feelings. Not that books represent for them a compensatory life, quite 

the contrary: as it has been remarked, in Stendhal the act of reading is always a prelude 

to action, and this is especially true in the “novels of social mobility” (Mertès-Gleize 

1983, 57), that is, Le rouge et le noir and Lamiel. By my analysis of the latter, I hope to 

complicate even the alleged dissociation between the idea of a community built on 

shared experiences and the solitary relationship that reading is supposed to establish 

between a person and a written text.  

As I already mentioned, the infernal scenario conjured up by Le Cloud, which I 

quoted earlier, plays a crucial diegetic role. The frightening sensation caused by the 

sermon is what compelled a childless couple, the Hautemares, to comply with Le 

Cloud’s exhortation: it was the duty of affluent people—he had admonished—to give a 

soul to God (Stendhal 1993, 54). The Hautemares had long benefited from the protection 

of the curate Du Saillard who had ensured multiple employments to M. Hautemare: 

verger, school teacher, chorister. Thanks to their shrewd savings, the couple was able to 

achieve a relatively comfortable condition compared to the other peasant villagers. Le 

Cloud’s exhortation, strengthened by the spectacular ploy we have seen, gave Madame 

Hautemare the idea to remedy her infecund marriage by adopting a child from the 
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orphanage. The pious intentions to “give a soul to God”—and to disinherit, en passant, a 

nephew guilty of Jacobinism— peacefully coexisted with a more terrestrial desire to 

ensure for themselves support in their old age. 

Lamiel thus arrived in Carville at the age of four, introduced by the Hautemares 

as their niece. The truth about her origin, however, was easily guessed by the other 

villagers who immediately nicknamed Lamiel “la fille du diable,” the devil’s daughter, 

in memory of the night of the flares. That resentful reaction was not directed against the 

child as much as against the Hautemares, blamed by the community for their 

pretentiousness and for neglecting the legitimate and needy nephew. 

The label is corroborated by Lamiel’s energetic temper which manifests itself in a 

physical exuberance quite uncommon for girls as usually represented: she rushes, 

jumps, runs through the fields, and whenever she’s obliged to behave herself she looks 

like “une gazelle enchaînée” (81) [“a chained gazelle” (Stendhal 1952, 75).] Besides, her 

fiery nature does not let the mockeries by the female villagers pass her by without retort: 

“Tant mieux, répondait Lamiel, si je suis fille du diable; je ne serai jamais laide et 

grognon comme vous; le diable mon père saura me maintenir en gaieté” (Stendhal 1993, 

70) [“All the better if I am his daughter,” she called back. “I’ll never be ugly and 

croaking like you. My father the Devil will keep me happy!” (Stendhal 1952, 60).] 

All these features render Lamiel unique in the panorama of 19th-century French 

literature and seem to be in line with Stendhal’s cult for “le naturel.” Yet, despite the fact 
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that the storyline seems to be set as a novel of education, the main conflict it highlights is 

not that between authenticity and culture. The true antinomy at stake in Lamiel is rather 

that between indoctrination and real education. This shift of focus also explains the 

formal stretching to which Stendhal submits the novel of education that has left critics 

unsatisfied with his last novel. I will return to this point, but first we shall follow 

Lamiel’s trajectory.   

2.2.2 “Reading for the Plot” 

“Quoique à peine agée de douze ans, elle était déjà susceptible d’ennui, et 

l’ennui, à cet âge, quand il ne tient pas à la souffrance physique, annonce la présence de 

l’âme.” [“Although not quite twelve years old, she was already susceptible to boredom, 

which, at that age and when not the result of physical suffering, betokens the presence of 

the mind” (Stendhal 1993, 70; 1952, 61)]. Boredom, ennui, is what triggers the passion for 

reading in Lamiel. Notwithstanding the disgust her adoptive uncle had instilled into her 

mind by teaching her to read through pious texts, on an indolent Sunday what will be 

the distinctive passion of Lamiel begins. 

Bored to death, she happens to find a copy of the Histoire de quatre fils Aymon 

[History of the Four Sons Aymon], the popular romance narrating the story of none other 

than Renaud de Montauban—the same hero Cuoco’s lazzaroni used to rave about—and 

of his brothers. Initially attracted by the book’s woodcut, “pour mieux la comprendre, 

elle jeta les yeux, quoique avec dégoût, sur la première page du livre” [“to better 
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understand it, cast her eyes, although with repugnance, on the book’s first page” 

(Stendhal 1993, 71; 1952, 62)]. Henceforth, Lamiel will never stop reading. 

The book, we are told, was confiscated by Lamiel’s uncle from a “libertine” pupil 

of his (Stendhal 1952, 62). Hautemare, as I mentioned earlier, is the master of the village 

school, a charitable initiative promoted by the local curé and by the duchess of Miossens, 

the widow of the ancient lord of Carville, “pour les enfants des laboureurs bien 

pensants” [“for the children of right-thinking laborers”. (Stendhal 1993, 53; 1952, 41)]. 

Given this context, the designation of “libertin” (Stendhal 1993, 71) may go almost 

unnoticed as an example of the right-thinking point of view ironically appropriated by 

the narrator. And yet, that flashing book belonging to another disenfranchised young 

reader may be one of those “détails lateraux” [“incidental details”] which often in 

Stendhal serve to “médiatiser l’évocation des actes ou des situations capitales en laissant 

parler à leur place des sortes de substituts matériels” [“mediate the evocation of 

important actions or situations by allowing various kinds of material substitutes to 

speak in their place” (Gérard Genette 1969, 182; Gerard Genette 1982, 171)].30 By this 

detail we learn that in the village, at least, Lamiel is not the only reader of the sort.  

                                                      

30 The significance of the citations of such specimens of popular literature as Les quatres fils Aymon and the 

stories of Cartouche and Mandrin in Lamiel has been minimized. Their presence, it has been argued, would 

serve exclusively for color purposes (Ansel 2009, 36–37). My reading on the contrary intends to show they 

have a relevance not at all incidental.  
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After Les quatre fils Aymon, Lamiel devoured almost all of her uncle’s books, 

including an old edition of the Aeneid, despite the fact that she did not understand 

much—“mais elle jouissait des imaginations qu’ils lui donnaient” [“yet she enjoyed the 

fancies they woke in her” (Stendhal 1993, 72; 1952, 63)]. Elsewhere, Lamiel is described 

as “fort éveillée, plein d’esprit et d’imagination” [“very averted, full of spirit and 

imagination” (Stendhal 1993, 73; 1952, 64)]. 

Lamiel shares, in sum, the same capacity of feeling activated by imagination with 

the young Jean-Jacques of the Confessions. To nourish it, she obtains other books from the 

village grocer. In particular, the stories of Mandrin and Cartouche, respectively a 

smuggler and a robber heroized in popular culture, play a crucial role in her intellectual 

growth. By reading them, Lamiel “desume … un principio di auto-educazione” [“she 

gathers … the rudiments of self-education”] (Pizzorusso 1982, 128). By making 

comparisons between what she reads and the reality surrounding her, she begins to 

become aware of the hypocritical system of values governing the society she inhabits.  

Mais est-ce que mon oncle aurait donné dix écus comme monsieur Cartouche à 

cette pauvre veuve Renart … Est-ce que, une fois sur l’échaufaud, mon oncle 

aurait su supporter les coups de la masse de fer du bourru qui brisait ses bras, 

sans sourciller le moins du monde comme monsieur Mandrin ? (Stendhal 1993, 

73). 

[Would my uncle have given ten crowns, as Cartouche did, to that poor widow 

Renoart … Would my uncle, once he was on the scaffold, have been able to bear 

the blows of the iron mallet with which the executioner was breaking his arms, 

without the least wincing, like M. Mandrin?] (Stendhal 1952, 64). 
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The discrepancy she then perceived between the conformist values of her family and the 

energetic authenticity she finds in the lives of Cartouche and Mandrin “fit révolution 

dans l’esprit de Lamiel” (Stendhal 1993, 73). The appearance of such outcasts rings a 

bell. They recall other figures of misfits populating Stendhal’s texts such as, for instance, 

the Italian brigands of L’Abesse de Castro (one of the Chroniques italiennes published in 

1839) who, we are told, “furent l’opposition contre les gouvernements atroces qui, en 

Italie, succédèrent aux républiques du moyen âge” [“were in fact the opposition to the 

wretched governments that, in Italy, succeeded the republics of the Middle Ages” 

(Stendhal 1929, 13; 2017, 129)]. 

These figures function as indicators of an oppositional stance that, almost 

regardless of the original historical context, addresses Stendhal’s historical present. In a 

similar way, the Italy of the Renaissance we find in the Chroniques italiennes is a sort of 

chronotope in which Stendhal displaces polemically all that was now at odds with the 

France of the rising financial bourgeoisie.  

Comme on voit, au seizième siècle, on aimait l’exactitude dans les histoires 

d’amour. C’est que l’esprit ne jugeait pas ces histoires-là, l’imagination les 

sentait, et la passion du lecteur s’identifiait avec celle des héros. (Stendhal 1929, 

60). 

[As we can see, in the sixteenth century, people liked precise detail in their love 

stories. This is not because the intellect was passing judgment on the stories but 

because the imagination was feeling them, and the reader’s passion blended with 

that of the characters] (Stendhal 2017, 159).   
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While this passage from the Abesse de Castro displays the very same “structure of 

feeling” we found in Rousseau’s Confessions—the sentient imagination preceding 

judgment—its temporal displacement in the 16th century signals Stendhal’s distancing 

not only from the contemporary national order but also from Rousseau himself—or, to 

be more precise, from the “citizen” Rousseau and his republican model. No longer the 

ancient Rome or Sparta, but the anarchist Italy of the 16th century is the utopic space.31  

In Lamiel, we have the same, dare I say, figural deployment of misfits nourishing 

imagination for a critical, political purpose. The society of Carville revolves around a 

double authority, that of the church on the one hand, and that of the Duchess of 

Miossens on the other. This latter, withdrawing from Paris in 1814, had settled into her 

Norman estate determined to exercise her liege’s rights and to deny the Revolution of 

1789 its legitimacy, in the wake of Burke’s seminal Reflections on the Revolution in France 

(one of her favorite readings). “La Révolution de 1789 et Voltaire n’étaient pas des 

choses odieuses pour elle; c’étaient des choses non avenues” [“The Revolution of 1789, 

and Voltaire, were not hateful to her, they were things that had not happened” (Stendhal 

1993, 46; 1952, 31)]. This “Ancien régime” ambiance is intensified by the arrival of the 

Jesuit mission described above—incidentally, the Society of Jesus had been reestablished 

in France in 1814, the same year in which the duchess retreated to Carville. Through this 

                                                      

31 Stendhal’s Italian brigands prompted Michel Guérin to draw a parallel between Thomas Moore’s Utopia 

(1516) and Stendhal’s Abesse de Castro: “L’accès au politique [dans L’Abesse] est le même apparemment que 

dans l’Utopie de Thomas More: le fléau des brigands” (Guérin 1982, 160–61).   
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sort of accumulation or “exaggeration”—which for Genette is the distinctive feature of 

caricature and pastiche—the anachronistic character of the setting is thus made 

perceptible to the reader from the beginning. Here, however, the “imitation made 

perceptible as such” (Gérard Genette 1997, 87) is not confined within literary 

boundaries; rather, it points at the fictional foundations not only of the Restoration, but 

also, and even more, of the following regime of the July Monarchy (indeed, the 

revolution of 1830 has a role in the story, as we shall see). In other words, by stressing 

within the microcosm he depicts the seamless continuity between the Ancien régime 

and the new one, as if the revolution had never happened, Stendhal draws attention to 

the historical changes he sees as the very fictional ones: the constitutional monarchy of 

Louis XVIII first, and the liberal one issuing from the revolution of 1830 next. Thus, the 

text suggests an analogy between the microcosm it describes and the historical time in 

which Stendhal writes. This becomes particularly interesting when one considers the 

central role that reading as an instrument of self-emancipation plays in the novel, as well 

as the focus on the different disciplining policies aimed at preventing precisely its 

“improper” use by lower-class subjects. Lamiel, in sum, displays the revival of Counter-

Reformation practices by the new bourgeois ruling classes to prevent women and 

proletarians from any attempts to call into question the newly established order.  

In another unfinished novel arguably written in the same 1839, Féder ou le mari 

d’argent, Cartouche and Mandrin reappear in the capacity of partners in crime of Diderot 
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“et autres horribles scélérats!” [“and such horrid scoundrels”] (Stendhal 2017b, 134; 

Stendhal 1960, 56). The strange association, in truth, is ingenuously made by Valentine, 

the female protagonist of the novel, who pays the price of the education she had (not) 

received: “Au noble couvent de ***, son esprit avait été soigneusement appauvri par la 

lecture de ces livres d’éducation que vante la Quotidienne et où Napoléon est appelé M. 

de Buonaparte” [“at the noble convent of *** her mind had been carefully impoverished 

by reading the sort of textbooks that the Quotidienne approves and in which Napoleon 

is called M. de Bonaparte”] (Stendhal 2017b, 136; Stendhal 1960, 58). This is the same 

kind of training that the duchess of Miossens will provide for Lamiel, as we shall see in a 

moment. In the convent, the only exception to this process of miseducation was 

represented by a nun “pauvre, et, de plus fille d’un meunier” [of poor condition, and, 

what is more, the daughter of a miller; 136], and for that reason held in contempt by the 

other religious women. She feels pity for Valentine, and to counteract the atrophying 

effects of indoctrination, she attempts to develop Valentine’s mind by leading her to 

analyze in depth texts like the Imitation de Jesus-Christ and the Philothée by Francis de 

Sales. “La religieuse, à laquelle une vie malheureuse avait appris le vrai sens des mots, 

ne souffrait, dans les explications de la jeune fille, aucune expression vague, aucun mot 

qui n’expliquât pas nettement la pensée ou le sentiment de l’élève” [“The nun, whose 

unhappy life had taught her the real meaning of words, refused to let pass, in the little 

girl’s exposition, a single vague expression, a single word which did not clearly convey 
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her pupil’s thought or feeling.” (Stendhal 2017b, 137; Stendhal 1960, 59). These lessons, 

like the readings of Julien and Lamiel, had to be kept secret: “La religieuse et l’élève 

eussent été sévèrement punies, si madame la supérieure se fût aperçue de cette 

manœuvre. Ce qui est prohibé par-dessus tout, dans les couvents bien-pensants, ce sont 

les amitiés particulières ; elles pourraient donner aux âmes quelque énergie” [“Both nun 

and pupil would have been severely punished if the Mother Superior had detected these 

goings-on. The greatest of all prohibitions, in any ‘right-thinking’ convent, is against 

‘personal friendship’: they might give the soul some energy” (Stendhal 2017b, 137; 

Stendhal 1960, 59; italics in the text).    

This passage is interesting for a number of reasons. First, by staging a sharp 

divide between powerful authority and subjected readers, it highlights the persistence of 

Counter-Reformation practices Stendhal will also denounce in Lamiel. Besides, it proves 

that gender here stands also for class: the only nun who truly tries to teach something to 

Valentine is a lower-class girl. Finally, it outlines the possibility of a resistant solidarity 

among the oppressed.  

The seeds planted by the nun in Valentine’s mind will lie dormant until her adult 

age, when, married to a rich parvenu, the business associate of her brother, she will raise 

general laughter with the blunder about Diderot and Cartouche. The incident and the 

following reproaches of her husband about her ignorance “firent une révolution dans 

l’esprit de Valentine” [“caused a revolution in Valentine’s mind”] (Stendhal 2017, 138; 
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Stendhal 1960, 60). Incidentally, we may notice that, as in Lamiel, “revolution” is linked 

to the idea of self-emancipation. Valentine afterwards throws herself into texts by a 

variety of authors, from Voltaire to “la sèche Madame de Genlis” [“the arid Mme de 

Genlis”] (138; 60). “L’étude approfondie qu’elle avait faite autrefois de la Philothée et de 

l’Imitation eut cet effet qu’elle comprit et lut avec délices certaines parties de La Princesse 

de Clèves, de La Vie de Marianne de Marivaux, et de La Nouvelle Héloïse” [“The profound 

study she had once made of the Philothée and the Imitation had the effect of making her 

understand and read with delight certain parts of the Princesse de Clèves, Marivaux’ 

Marianne, and the Nouvelle Héloïse.”] (Stendhal 2017b, 139; Stendhal 1960, 61). Just like 

Lamiel, she begins to better understand the world surrounding her thanks to books. Yet, 

this prise de conscience will not necessarily lead to a prise de parole: “Elle se gardait bien de 

parler en public des choses charmantes qu’elle trouvait tous les jours dans les livres; elle 

eût craint de les voir tourner en ridicule par ces êtres dont elle commençait à 

comprendre la grossièreté” [“She took good care to say nothing in public of the 

charming things she found every day in books; she would have been afraid of seeing 

them ridiculed by those people whose crudeness she was beginning to realise”] 

(Stendhal 2017, 139 ; Stendhal 1960, 61).  

The opposite is true for Lamiel, for whom reading will enable her to cross class 

and gender boundaries, and to leave the provincial life. Like the protagonist of Nievo’s Il 

conte pecoraio, at the age of fifteen she becomes a reader for the duchess of Miossens. She 
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moves then from the Hautemares’ cottage to the duchess’ castle where the only 

attraction for her is the magnificent library she had happened to glimpse although, we 

are told, “elle avait oublié de remarquer que ces volumes se trouvaient dans une armoire 

à glace, et que la duchesse, fort méfiante, en portait la petite clef toujours attaché à sa 

montre” [“She forgot to notice that these volumes were in glass-fronted bookcases, 

whose key was carried, attached to her watch, by the very distrustful duchess” 

(Stendhal 1993, 79; 1952, 73)]. Unlike Rousseau’s Confessions, there are no “maternal 

libraries” in Le rouge et le noir and in Lamiel: Stendhal’s peasants heroes have to find their 

own, and to keep them secret.      

At the castle, Lamiel pursues her education in a twofold way. While she is 

submitted by the duchess to the same kind of indoctrination as Valentine (in Féder) was 

in the convent—even the main “textbook” is the same: the royalist newspaper La 

Quotidienne which Lamiel has to read every night to the duchess; on the other hand, led 

by her insatiable curiosity, she carefully observes the new society she has entered to 

ultimately discover its underlying hypocrisy.  

Beyond the reactionary newspaper, the duchess chooses to “educate” her young 

protégée with works of fiction, despite the maxim she used to repeat according to which 

“c’était les romans qui avaient perdu la France” (in a variant reading, “les femmes” 
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replaces “la France”).32 Of course, the fiction she proposes to Lamiel are the edifying 

novels of Madame de Genlis as well as her Dictionnaire des Etiquettes, for “tout ce qui 

tient à la différence, et surtout à la délimitation des rangs dans la société”  [“all that dealt 

with the differences, and especially the boundaries, of the various social ranks” 

(Stendhal 1993, 83; 1952, 77)] was of supreme interest for the noble woman.     

Other than the duchess, Lamiel encounters other people at the castle to whom 

she attributes, or who assume in her regards, a pedagogical function. From the resentful 

and cynical raisonneur doctor Sansfin, to whom I will return momentarily, she expects 

clarity about the real drives moving the aristocratic society under its ideological cover. 

The timid young abbé Clement, on the other hand, resolves to teach her just what the 

little girl would need to know in order to not appear ridiculous in society, essentially a 

smattering of history and of literature (Stendhal 1993, 105). To defuse her dangerous 

curiosity, furthermore, he inflicts on her Fenelon’s Traité de l’éducation des filles (1687), 

whose ideas she finds “vagues et sans conclusions applicables” (107). Each of them 

seems to exemplify a pedagogical system derided by Stendhal and by his heroine. 

Indeed, the entire novel seems to be a mise en action of Stendhal’s lasting meditations on 

the false education of women. 

                                                      

32 Such a refrain, also repeated in Lamiel by the priest Du Saillard, will become almost common sense after 

the revolution of 1848 among the legitimists. See for instance Nettement 1864, 3–10.  (Cf. also Queffelec 1986, 

12; Matlock 1992, 5; Baudry 2014, 28). 
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2.2.3 “En attendant la révolution:” Reading to Plot 

Le nombre de génies que produit une nation est proportionnel au nombre 

d’hommes qui reçoivent une culture suffisante, et rien ne me prouve que mon 

bottier n’ait pas l’âme qu’il faut pour écrire comme Corneille; il lui manque 

l’éducation nécessaire pour développer ses sentiments, et lui apprendre à les 

communiquer au public. (Stendhal 1998, 219) 

[Now the number of geniuses produced by a nation depends upon to the number 

of men who receive sufficient culture, and there is nothing to prove to me that 

my bootmaker has not the type of mind necessary to write like Corneille; all he 

may lack is the education necessary to develop his feelings and to teach him to 

communicate them to the public.] (Stendhal, Holland, and Scott-Moncrieff 1947, 

237-38)  

Here is a statement that would have horrified Pontmartin and that makes clear that for 

Stendhal too, as it was for Cuoco, education means the process through which 

individual feelings are made communicable, that is, intelligible to oneself and to a 

collectivity, regardless of class or gender divides. The passage quoted above, which is 

taken from De l’amour, the essay “on love” that Stendhal published in 1822, intends 

indeed to account for the lack of female geniuses as a correlation of the lack of true 

education for women. Distancing himself from Rousseau, who claimed that “les femmes 

en général n’aiment aucun art, ne se connoissent à aucun, et n’ont aucun génie” 

(Rousseau 1828, 164) [“women, in general, do not like any art, know nothing about any, 

and have no Genius” (Rousseau et al. 2004, 327)] Stendhal holds a very different view 

about the voice that women could have (even) in the public sphere if only they were 

given the possibility to educate their minds: “D’après le système actuel de l’éducation 

des jeunes filles, tous les génies qui naissent femmes sont perdus pour le bonheur du 

public (Stendhal 1998, 219) [“owing to the present-day system of educating girls, all the 
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geniuses who are born women are lost to the public welfare” (Stendhal, Knight, and 

Stewart 1975, 238)]. The chapters devoted to female education in Stendhal’s essay 

denounce the coercive bending exerted on women since childhood: “On convient qu’une 

petite fille de dix ans a vingt fois plus de finesse qu’un petit polisson du même âge. 

Pourquoi à vingt ans est-elle une grande idiote, gauche, timide et ayant peur d’une 

araignée, et le polisson un homme d’esprit?” (Stendhal 1998, 207) [“We all agree that a 

little girl of ten has twenty times as much refinement as a young scamp of a boy of the 

same age. Why, then, at the age of twenty does she become a big, awkward, bashful 

gawk who is terrified of a spider, whilst the scamp has become an intelligent man?” 

(Stendhal, Knight, and Stewart 1975, 225)]. What is more, Stendhal points at the 

ideological “naturalization” of women’s alleged diversity:   

Des pédants nous répètent depuis deux mille ans que les femmes ont l’esprit 

plus vif et les hommes plus de solidité ; que les femmes ont plus de délicatesse 

dans les idées, et les hommes plus de force d’attention. Un badaud de Paris qui 

se promenait autrefois dans les jardins de Versailles concluait aussi de tout ce 

qu’il voyait que les arbres naissent taillés. (Stendhal 1998, 207). 

[Pedants have kept on telling us for two thousand years that women possess 

keener understanding and men more judgment that women have more 

refinement in their ideas and men stronger power of concentration. A certain city 

dweller in Paris who used to stroll occasionally in the gardens of Versailles 

similarly came to the conclusion from his own observation that trees came up 

already clipped.] (Stendhal, Holland, and Scott-Moncrieff 1947, 225). 

Among the pedants whose discourse created women’s diversity, we should 

count Rousseau and his followers. Particularly in the chapter titled “Objections à 

l’éducation des femmes,” Stendhal tackles all the Rousseauan arguments that we have 

seen so meticulously summarized by Maréchal in his Projet d’une loi. The headings in 
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italics by means of which Stendhal reports the main commonplace arguments against 

women’s education seem even to echo on purpose Maréchal’s “whereas” clauses. Here 

is an example:  

Une femme ne doit pas faire parler de soi. —A quoi je réponds de nouveau : Quelle 

est la femme citée parce qu’elle sait lire? Et qui empêche les femmes, en attendant 

la révolution dans leur sort, de cacher l’étude qui fait habituellement leur 

occupation et leur fournit chaque jour une honnête ration de bonheur ? (Stendhal 

1998, 215). 

[A woman must not get herself talked about. – To which I again reply: “Who has ever 

talked about a woman because she knows how to read?” And who is to prevent 

women, pending the revolution in their social condition, from concealing the 

study that constitutes their usual occupation and furnishes them daily with the 

rightful share of happiness?] (Stendhal, Knight, and Stewart 1975, 231-32). 

The term “revolution,” which also occurs in this passage, is never fortuitous in Stendhal, 

even when it does not directly refer to political-historical events. In Féder and in Lamiel, 

as we have seen, it appears in conjunction with the first revelation the heroines have 

about the conditioning process they had been subjected to. To be clear, not every reading 

plays this emancipatory role; on the contrary, a certain kind of literature cooperates to 

keep women in their state of minority.  

In De l’Amour the dichotomy between atrophying and awakening readings is 

exemplified by opposing Gibbons and Schiller on the one hand to Madame de Genlis on 

the other. After claiming that “en général plus on a d’esprit moins on a de passions 

incompatibles avec le bonheur des autres,” [“in general, the more intelligent one is, the 

fewer passions incompatible with the happiness of others does one have”] Stendhal goes 

on asserting: “je ne crois pas que l’on nie davantage que les fils d’une femme qui lit 
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Gibbons et Schiller auront plus de génie que les enfants de celle qui dit le chapelet et lit 

Mme de Genlis” [“nor do I think any one will deny that the sons of a woman who reads 

Gibbon and Schiller will have more genius than the children of the woman who tells her 

beads and reads Madame de Genlis” (Stendhal 1998, 215; Stendhal, Holland, and Scott-

Moncrieff 1947, 233–34)]. From the quoted passage we can infer that, for Stendhal, 

certain readings help human beings to feel in a way that is compatible with that of 

others. In other words, through reading one can make communicable her own feelings 

to herself and to others, and in turn learn to apprehend those of another. Other kinds of 

readings on the contrary, as for example Mme de Genlis’ books (associated in the 

excerpt to supine religious practices), have an opposite, clouding effect.  

In Lamiel, the examples of narcotic texts are the same as the ones we found in De 

l’Amour, but the opposite pole of the dichotomy between atrophying and emancipating 

readings is now represented by popular literature, the Gazette des Tribunaux listing all 

the faits divers that fascinate the young reader, and in general stories traditionally 

associated with male readers: 

Elle n’avait aucune disposition à faire l’amour ; ce qu’elle aimait par-dessus tout, 

c’était une conversation intéressante. Une histoire de guerre, où les héros 

bravaient de grands dangers et accomplissaient des choses difficiles, la faisait 

rêver pendant trois jours, tandis qu’elle ne donnait une attention très passagère à 

un conte d’amour. Ce qui déconsidérait l’amour à ses yeux, c’est qu’elle voyait 

les femmes les plus sottes du village s’y livrer à l’envi. Quand la duchesse lui fit 

lire les romans hypocrites de Mme de Genlis, ils ne parlèrent point à son cœur…. 

[She had no disposition towards making love; what above all she required was 

interesting conversation. A tale of war, or of heroes braving great danger and 

accomplishing difficult feats, set her dreaming for three days, while she only 
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gave passing attention to a love story. What discredited love in her esteem was 

that she saw the stupidest women in the village entirely giving themselves up to 

it. When the duchess made her read the hypocritical romances of Mme. De 

Genlis, they in no wise touched her heart...] (Stendhal 1993, 116; 1952, 121–22. 

Emphasis added).   

“Qu’est-ce que c’est que l’amour ?” Lamiel’s question recurring throughout the novel is 

triggered indeed by the Madame de Genlis’s novels that the duchess wants her to read 

(Stendhal 1993, 110; 1952, 114). Works of this kind are aimed at concealing the truth from 

girls. As we read in De L’Amour, and as Galanti had already noticed,  

sous un vain prétexte  de décence, l’on apprend rien aux jeunes filles qui puisse 

les guider dans les circonstances qu’elles rencontreront dans la vie; on fait plus, 

on leur cache, on leur nie ces circonstances afin d’ajouter à leur force: 1) l’effet de 

la surprise, 2) l’effet de la défiance rejetée sur toute l’éducation comme ayant été 

menteuse (Stendhal 1998, 216). 

[under an empty pretext of propriety girls are taught nothing which might guide 

them in the circumstances they will encounter in life; worse still, the very 

existence of these circumstances is hidden from them and denied to them, and so 

to their strength are added the effects, first of surprise and secondly of the 

suspicion that the whole of their education has been misleading]. (Stendhal, 

Holland, and Scott-Moncrieff 1947, 235).  

The ignorance that girls are kept in thus functions to reinstate their weak position 

(“force” is a Rousseauian key-term here) in the power-relationship between the sexes 

claimed by Rousseau for whom, we may remember, a change in the order of attack and 

defense would threaten the survival of humankind (Rousseau 1854, 434, 1979, 358–59).  

Lamiel repeatedly performs this very change. First, her quest to find out what 

this love she reads about in the edifying novels of de Genlis really is leads her to pay a 

young peasant to show her what love is all about. Afterwards, she organizes her own 

elopement persuading the son of the duchess to move with her to Le Havre (something 
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Emma Bovary will not be able to obtain from Rodolphe), and even when she finally 

settles in Paris, she always displays an unprecedented proactive autonomy in her 

relationships.  

The scene in which she loses her virginity by paying the young peasant is unique 

in 19th-century literature and proved to be difficult to digest for some (mostly male) 

scholars. Determined to discover what this mysterious love is, she promises ten francs to 

Jean Berville, which is the name of the young peasant, to meet her in the woods: 

Le lendemain, elle trouva Jean dans le bois, il avait ses habits des dimanches. 

—Embrasse-moi, lui dit-elle. Il l’embrassa. Lamiel remarqua que, suivant l’ordre 

qu’elle lui avait donné, il venait de se faire faire la barbe ; elle lui dit. 

—Oh ! c’est trop juste, reprit-il vivement, mademoiselle est la maîtresse ; elle 

paye bien et elle est si jolie! 

—Sans doute, je veux être ta maîtresse. 

—Ah ! c’est différent, dit Jean d’un air affairé ; et alors sans transport, sans 

amour, le jeune Normand fit de Lamiel sa maîtresse. 

—Il n’y a rien d’autre ? dit Lamiel. 

—Non pas, répondit Jean. 

—As-tu eu déjà beaucoup de maîtresses ? 

—J’en ai eu trois. 

—Et il n’y a rien autre ? 

—Non pas que je sache ; mademoiselle veut-elle que je revienne ? 

—Je te le dirai d’ici à un mois ; mais pas de bavardages, ne parle de moi à 

personne. 

—Oh ! pas si bête, s’écria Jean Berville. Son œil brilla pour la première fois. 
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“Quoi! l’amour ce n’est que ça ? se disait Lamiel étonnée ; il vaut bien la peine de 

le tant défendre. Mais je trompe ce pauvre Jean : pour être à même de se 

retrouver ici, il refusera peut-être du bon ouvrage.” Elle le rappela et lui donna 

encore cinq francs. Il lui fit des remerciements passionnés. Lamiel s’assit en le 

regardant s’en aller. (Elle essuya le sang et songea un peu à la douleur.) Puis elle 

éclata de rire en se répétant : “Comment, ce fameux amour ce n’est que ça!” 

(Stendhal 1993, 148–49) 

[Next day she found Jean in the wood; he had put on his Sunday clothes. 

“Embrace me!” she said to him. He did so. Lamiel noticed that, following her 

orders, he had shaved; she remarked upon it. “Yes. That’s so,” he answered 

alertly. “Mademoiselle’s the mistress; she pays well and she’s so pretty.” 

“Certainly. And it’s your mistress that I want to be.” “Ah, that’s different,” said 

Jean in a business-like manner. Then, without rapture, without love, the young 

Norman made Lamiel his mistress. “Isn’t there anything else?” she asked. “No,” 

replied Jean. “Have you had many mistresses?” “I had three.” “And there’s 

nothing else.” “Not that I know of. Will Mademoiselle want to see me again?” 

“I’ll tell you in a month’s time. But no chattering! Don’t tell anyone about me.” 

“Not likely!” he cried, his eyes sparkling for the first time. “What!” Love’s 

nothing more than that?” said Lamiel to herself, in astonishment. “It’s certainly 

not worth the trouble of forbidding it so strongly. But I’m deceiving poor Jean. 

So as to meet me here again, he’ll perhaps refuse a good job.” She called him 

back and gave him another five francs. He thanked her fervently. Lamiel sat 

down and watched him go. Then she burst into laughter, saying over and over: 

“What, that wonderful love, that’s all it is?” She wiped away the blood and 

hardly thought about the pain.] (Stendhal 1952, 164–65). 

This scene “disturbed” (Laurent 1984, 199) for a number of reasons. While Jean Prévost 

denounced the “vulgarity” of Lamiel due, according to him, to an “excess of masculine 

features” (Prévost 1951, 378), Yves Ansel complained about the objectification of the 

young boy by Lamiel (Ansel 2009, 94). What struck Michel Crouzet the most (Crouzet 

1998) was seemingly the lack of desire in Lamiel. Failing to consider both the social 

condition of Lamiel and Stendhal’s criticism about the subjugation of women, Crouzet 

complains about the irreconcilability of Lamiel’s sexual behavior with the crystallization 

described in De l’Amour and with other more passionate heroines such as Clélia in the 
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Chartreuse de Parme (310-11). Rejecting opposite interpretations by “toutes sortes de 

dames féministes” [“all sort of feminist ladies”] (301), the desire to know, the curiosity 

that pushes Lamiel to pay for her first sexual intercourse are for him completely empty 

(304) and therefore ridiculous and grotesque. The annoyance of the critic with Lamiel’s 

action is such that he cannot help from dusting off some of the most hackneyed 

adjectives from the misogynist repertoire: Lamiel is “froide et facile” [“frigid and easy”] 

(312). To further undermine Lamiel’s autonomy, moreover, Crouzet depicts Valbaire—

the outcast she ultimately falls in love with—as a brutal criminal tout court, with no 

further nuances. He can therefore exultantly conclude that “ici Lamiel découvre tous les 

plaisirs à la fois en subissant l’homme, sa force et son désir, éveillée au plaisir par le 

danger et la soumission” [“here Lamiel discovers all pleasures, subjected at once to the 

man, his strength and his desire, awakened to pleasure by danger and submission”] (302. 

Italics in the text). Such a portrait of Valbaire, however, is quite inaccurate.  

This character appears in a plan of the denouement of the novel which Stendhal 

drafted in November 1839. In it, the character of Valbaire is more complex: his violent 

attitude is not his only trait. Here is how he introduces himself to Lamiel: “Je fais la 

guerre à la société qui me fait la guerre. Je lis Corneille et Molière. J’ai trop d’éducation 

pour travailler de mes mains et gagner trois francs par dix heures de travail” [“I make 

war on society, which makes war on me. I read Corneille and Molière. I am too educated 

to work with my hands and get three francs for ten hours’ labor” (Stendhal 1993, 242; 
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1952, 254)].33 Not bad for an ordinary, although brutal, criminal. Valbaire indeed is one 

of those “social bandits” who always signify in Stendhal an oppositional stance. Lamiel 

recognizes him as a kindred spirit by virtue of the strong emotions he elicits from her. In 

this regard, it is surprising that no one, at least to my knowledge, has remarked the 

similarity between Lamiel’s story and the plot sketched in the pamphlet Racine et 

Shakespeare (1825) which Barbéris rightly stresses as “a sujet de roman” (Barbéris 1982, 

30):  

C’est ainsi qu’un jeune homme à qui le ciel a donné quelque délicatesse d’âme, si 

le hasard le fait sous-lieutenant et le jette à sa garnison, dans la société de 

certaines femmes, croit de bonne foi, en voyant les succès de ses camarades et le 

genre de leurs plaisirs, être insensible à l’amour. Un jour enfin le hasard le 

présente à une femme simple, naturelle, honnête, digne d’être aimée et il sent 

qu’il a un cœur (Stendhal 1854, 177). 

The same suspicion of “coldness” we found concerning Lamiel was certainly resolved 

here in a way that is more intelligible for piqued male critics. Yet one simply has to 

replace the young lieutenant with Lamiel and the simple, honest girl with Valbaire to 

find the solution of the mystery of Lamiel’s coldness.  

Valbaire can be seen as the radical counterpart of Sansfin. The latter is also a 

representative of the petty bourgeoisie and resentful against the aristocracy and the 

church. Unlike Valbaire, however, Sansfin is determined to take advantage of the July 

upheavals, whatever their outcome may be, by acting as the only possible mediator 

                                                      

33 Valbaire is modeled after the historical figure of Pierre François Lacenaire. 
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between the ancient power and the “people,” the lower classes (Stendhal 1993, 130; 1952, 

141). From the new regime, he will then obtain the subprefecture he had long been 

coveting.  

The manipulative Sansfin was the person who exerted the greatest influence over 

Lamiel when she was at the castle, teaching her disenchanted lessons on human nature 

and the rudiments of a Machiavellian conception of politics.  The alleged expansion of 

this character in the second version of Lamiel as well as the indication, in March 1841 

(Stendhal 1993, 259), of an alternative title for the novel (Les Français du King  

[The French under the King Louis-Philippe]), have led critics to speculate about the 

irreconcilability of a free heroine such as Lamiel with the realist novel of the 19th century 

(Hemmings 1973; Schor 1985, 135–46; Wilkinson 1989, 69; Perego 2018, 35).  

Yet Lamiel constantly breaks free from Sansfin’s hold, subtracting herself from 

his plots (M. Scott 2013, 106). Besides, it is in the second version of the novel that Lamiel 

finally manages to elude the duchess’ prohibition and picks in her library forbidden 

texts, amongst them are Voltaire’s novels and the Correspondence littéraire, philosophique et 

critique, a 18th-century newsletter edited by the journalist and diplomate Grimm 

reporting the most important philosophical debates of the time. The second version, in 

sum, not only confirms Lamiel’s independence but is crucial in representing her 

emancipatory trajectory. As a subaltern reader, she begins by reading about Cartouche 

and Mandrin and ends up reading founding texts of the public debate. 
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The strong emotions Lamiel feels with Valbaire are comparable to those she had 

felt reading the stories of Cartouche and Mandrin and other forbidden books. “Frigid” 

instead are the “textbooks” by which “the actual system of women’s education” aims at 

perpetuating women’s subalternity: to their exemplarity and morality Stendhal opposes 

an ethics based on feeling.34 In other words, there are the two typologies of reading 

displayed in Lamiel: on the one hand the fables that by their exemplarity are directed at 

defusing and purging the passions and, on the other, the stories that, by affecting the 

readers, forge their habits, i.e., ultimately, their ethos. This is consistent with Stendhal’s 

predilection for the straightforward narration of an action over the moral summarizing of 

it. For each event always ask yourself, he warns in his journal (October 1839), whether it 

is better to tell it philosophically or narratively—“selon le système de l’Arioste” 

(Stendhal 1982, II 354): only through the latter one can truly affect the reader.  

All the negative appraisals of Lamiel I mentioned earlier fail to consider the novel 

against the ideological background set up by Rousseau’s Émile. As pointed out by 

Dennis Porter, the main drive of the novel is to subvert the sexual ordering on which 

Rousseau’s political economy hinges:  

What in the early nineteenth century could be more diabolical than a sexually 

aggressive young woman who is not even under the spell of male sexuality but 

pays her peasant fifteen francs for his service? Those critics who as a result have 

                                                      

34 Cf. the effect that the reading of Gil Blas has on Lamiel: because of the pleasure she receives by reading it, 

she forgets her anger and recovers a condition of complete happiness: “Elle avait puisé dans Gil Blas des 

sentiments d’indulgence pour elle et pour les autres” ["She had drawn from Gil Blas sentiments of 

indulgence towards herself and towards others." (Stendhal 1993, 143; 1952, 160)].   
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concluded that Lamiel is “cold” are clearly insensitive to the force of an irony 

which resides in the reversal of traditional sex roles (Porter 1978, 26; emphasis 

added). 

Yet, Rousseau is never mentioned in Lamiel. This blank is all the more striking, especially 

considering that, as noticed by Pierre Barbéris in discussing Le rouge et le noir, Rousseau 

is the only representative of the philosophes in Julien’s “library” (Barbéris 1982, 180). His 

absence in a novel that calls into question different pedagogical systems, and where 

Voltaire is however mentioned several times, is suspicious. In truth, the absence of 

Rousseau is only apparent. Not only does Lamiel embody the very antithesis of Sophie, 

but furthermore one of the two typologies of reading I have highlighted in the novel, the 

non-empathetic, exemplary one, evokes Rousseau’s anti-mimetic anathema. Of course, 

Rousseau’s ghost undergoes the same comic treatment which the novel reserves for all 

kinds of authority—that of its own author included (cf. Bardèche 1947, 436)—to the 

extent that the duchess de Miossens and the priest Du Saillard can now thunder against 

the very identificatory power of fiction (“c’étaient les romans qui avaient perdu la 

France/les femmes!”) Rousseau denounced in the Letter to d’Alembert, while his 

“function/role” as an author of cathartic fiction is now fulfilled by Mme de Genlis and 

the like.  

Beyond the irony of such a cruel narrative punishment, the text suggests 

troubling alliances between the Republican ideology of the citizen Rousseau and the 

contemporary France, stretching across the Restoration and the July Monarchy. To be 

effective, such a narrative critical re-examination of the foundations of the new nation 
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relies on a heroine from the lower classes (cf. Wilkinson 1989, 69), embodying in herself 

the two categories of people that the Revolution had failed to include in the new 

national community.  

In his studies on Stendhal, Barbéris has shown how Stendhal’s option for the 

novel is driven by the necessity to resolve, on the esthetic plan, the ideological 

inconsequence that, originating in the premises of the Revolution, became all the more 

evident during the Restoration and under the reign of Louis Philippe. By disentangling 

the contradictory interweaving of romantic sensibility and reactionary ideologies, the 

novel was intended by Stendhal as the form capable of giving expression to the “parti 

potentiel” [“potential party”] (Barbéris 1982, 30) to whom the actual nation denies 

representation: “On va le faire exister par des héros de roman” [“It will be made to exist by 

means of fictional heroes”] (37. Italics in the text). Better, to produce a counter-public 

sphere (Mellor 1994; Morrisson 2000, 72), on va le faire exister par des heroines qui lisent [“it 

will be made to exist by means of fictional heroines who actually read”]. If the new 

Stendhalian hero is also responsible, along with the author, for this new form issued 

from comedy (“le héros engendre sa propre forme” (Barbéris 1982, 31)), his new heroine, 

Lamiel, further stretches its structure by escaping the emplotment to which characters of 

her sex and class are doomed.  

Driven by the will to know and understand reality, she is enabled by reading to 

enjoy the “power of locomotion” (Schor 1985, 135) travelling across classes and places, 
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often disguised to better observe without being observed. Thanks to her metaliterary, 

generic competence, she manages to divert both the male gaze and the surveilling power 

of public opinion. From being a reader, Lamiel becomes an author herself (Berthier 1994, 

74). When she abandons the Hautemares to reach Le Havre with the young duke, she 

herself suggests to them a “heritage plot” to justify her departure, so as to preserve their 

reputation in the village. It is in Paris, however, that Lamiel achieves her best as an 

author and plot-maker. To the respectable Mme Le Grand, the host of the hotel where 

she is lodged, she feels compelled to offer an alternative account of her own story 

(mostly not to trouble the kind woman, it seems). Unable to lie, Lamiel can only do so by 

becoming an author herself: 

Lamiel vit la nécessité de raconter son histoire à Mme Le Grand, mais pour cela il 

fallait la composer ; elle se méfiait de son étourderie ; elle était hors d’état de 

mentir, parce qu’elle oubliait ses mensonges. Elle écrivit son histoire, et, pour 

pouvoir la laisser dans sa commode, elle donna à cette histoire la forme d’une 

lettre justificative adressé à un oncle, M. de Bonna. Elle dit donc à Mme Le grand 

qu’elle était la seconde fille d’un sous-préfet qu’elle ne pouvait pas nommer. Ce 

sous-préfet, fou d’ambition, n’était pas sans espérance d’être compris dans la 

première fournée de préfets et n’avait rien à refuser à un veuf à son aise, affilié à 

la Congrégation, et qui lui promettait vingt et une voix de légitimistes ralliés. 

Mais ce M. de Tourte mettait pour condition à ses vingt et une voix qu’il 

épouserait elle, Lamiel ; or elle [avait] en horreur sa mine jaune et bassement 

dévote  (Stendhal 1993, 176). 

Two things are striking here. First, it is interesting to notice that Lamiel’s complete 

inability to be hypocritical is associated, in this excerpt, to the need to write down her 

story. It is as if the story, becoming a tangible product of Lamiel’s imagination (alas, 

poor Maréchal!) was to cease, by this simple move from intention to act, to be untrue. 
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Second, Lamiel sketches the very plausible plot of a novel of the July Monarchy—to be 

sure, one with a girl in the role of the victim of someone’s else plots—that would have 

likely passed the test of “realism” that Lamiel itself, according to most critics, failed. We 

are by now accustomed to the “reframing technique” enacted by Stendhal in his last 

novel. In this latter example, the reversal of sex roles performed by Lamiel reverberates 

on the form: the heroine has produced the overturning of literary modes by which the 

form of the novel successful under the July Monarchy (cf. M. Scott 2013, 101) becomes 

now the “content” of a new (potential) form. Concomitantly, by unveiling, through such 

dialectic, the historical determination of a literary form, Stendhal points at the 

historically determined construction of the difference—and consequent subjugation—of 

women. As to prove this incessant dialectic process, Lamiel cannot end. Nor does history. 

There is still the possibility for an “aesthetic community of struggle” to rise out of silent, 

disperse acts of reading.
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Conclusions 

In the aftermath of the French Revolution, the representation of subaltern readers 

in 19th-century Italian and French novels served as a way to question both public opinion 

and the national community. In the Italian case, I analyzed the role that two disciples of 

Giambattista Vico, Giuseppe Maria Galanti and Vincenzo Cuoco, played in the 

emergence of the novel in conjunction with the birth of the idea of nation. In the wake of 

Vico, they both privileged a practical understanding of philosophy, i.e., ethics over 

metaphysics.  Cuoco in particular—I argued—saw in the novel a new “rhetorical 

institution” similar to Vico’s understanding of Homeric poems. A rhetorical institution 

of this kind is capable of providing a collectivity with the means to recognize themselves 

as a community. Moreover, Vico’s understanding of the Homeric poems as the result of 

a collectivity rather than of a single author entails the reversal of the hierarchical model 

structuring the relationship between authorship and readership. Such a paradigmatic 

shift indeed implies the circularity and the reversibility between authors and readers. It 

is an emancipatory model that Cuoco saw as potentially embodied by the novel, the new 

symbolic form of which would have made possible, in his view, the formation of the 

character of the Italian nation to come and the inclusion of the masses of illiterate 

peasants who constituted the majority of the population of the Peninsula. By retracing 

Cuoco’s legacy throughout the first half of the 19th century, I have shown how the choice 

of Ippolito Nievo to represent peasants as readers of I promessi sposi, far from being an 
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anodyne homage to Manzoni’s novel, was on the contrary an intentional move aimed at 

criticizing the exclusion of peasants from the new national community.  

On the French side, through the analysis of the representation of female 

subaltern readers, I have shown how after the Revolution “woman” also becomes a 

signifier of “class.” In the wake of Rousseau, the suspicion with which Republicans 

regarded women who read proved in fact to be motivated not only by gender difference 

but also by class interests. The Revolution’s failure to include women in the new 

national community reverberated throughout the Restoration and the July Monarchy, 

when a new kind of fictional female reader unveiled, although momentarily, the gender 

struggle as the flip side of the class struggle. Stendhal’s last novel, Lamiel, should be read 

as a response to the failure of the French revolution to include women, peasants and 

workers in the new nation.  
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